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T's physicist positions a single crystal of age-hardened 

steel under the sharp diamond penetrator. He touches : 

a pedal, and the pyramidal tip of the diamond squeezes into 

the polished surface of the steel. 

The instant that it touches, things begin to happen inside 
the crystal. Atoms begin to slip and slide, in layers. Some 

layers abruptly wrinkle and corrugate. If you listen hard when 

. this happens, you hear a faint, sharp ‘‘click.’’ This is the 

Di d VO U ever Car sound of atoms suddenly shifting within the crystal. 

You can see the action, too —or, rather, the results of it. 

The photomicrograph above shows the characteristic ridges 

9 and ripples. The black diamond in the center is the depres- 

d 0! } 1S | } } ove . sion made by the penetrator. 

By studying these patterns, and correlating the information 

with other data, scientists at U. S. Steel are trying to learn 

what happens atomically when a steel is bent, flexed or 

broken. Secrets thus learned are helping us to develop new 

and better steels not only for everyday products, but also for 

missiles, rockets, submarines, and other intricate machines 

to explore the universe above and the world below us. 

“Tomorrow” is an exciting word today — and never more so 

than at United States Steel where we are accepting the chal- 

lenge of the future with energy, resourcefulness and con- 

fidence. USS is a registered trademark 

(iss) United States Steel
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a a TEAMMATES —Young engineer Warren Conner—B.S.M.E. 1956—teams up 
with Armand J. Bilitzke of GM Engineering Stafl’s Transmission Develop- 
ment Group to test blade-shape models for torque converters. Mr. Bilitzke 
helped design flow table which is unique to the automotive industry. 

a : . . 
teaming up with some of the world’s finest engineer- 

: ing and scientific brains. It means working in pleas- g rking in y 
ant, modern surroundings such as GM’s fabulous 
Technical Center near Detroit. equipped with every 
conceivable research facility. 

No matter where your interests lie in the vast field of Best of all, it means a future as big as you want to 
engineering, there’s a better-than-good chance you'll make it at GM’s 35 Divisions and 126 plants in 71 
find your place in the sun with one of the 35 Divisions cities and 19 states. A future in which your training, 
of General Motors. your inventive ability, your inquiring mind, your 
For these GM Divisions run the gamut of virtually desire to get ahead will receive quick recognition and 

every field of engineering and science—from engi- unlimited opportunities. 

necring, designing and producing automobiles, You owe it to yourself to investigate the kind of future 
trucks and hundreds of important industrial products General Motors is offering young engineers. Make an 

to helping to solve the unknown challenges of the appointment with the GM Representative next time 
Space Age. he visits your campus or write: General Motors 
Choosing an engineering career with GM means Corporation, Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan. 

Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 

GM positions now available in these fields for men © Mechanical Engincering ¢ Electrical Engineering * Industrial Engineering 
holding Bachelors’, Masters’ and Doctors’ degrees: Metallurgical Engineering * Aeronautical Engineering * Ceramic Engineering 

“Mathematics * Industrial Design * Physics * Chemistry 
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Alfred North Whitehead...on the passion for discovery 

“Disinterested scientific curiosity is a passion for passion for discovery. He does not discover in order 

an ordered intellectual vision of the connection of to know, he knows in order to discover. The pleas- 

events. But the goal of such curiosity is the ure which art and science can give to toil is the 

marriage of action to thought. This essential inter- enjoyment which arises from successfully directed 

vention of action even in abstract science is often intention. Also it is the same pleasure which is 

overlooked. No man of science wants merely to yielded to the scientist and to the artist.” 

know. He acquires knowledge to appease his ~The Aims of Education, 1917 

THE RAND CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 

A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public interest 
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Why Lockheed — crue «'t oo 
Lockheed’s leadership in aircraft is continuing in missiles. The Missile m oe | i _ 
Systems Division is one of the largest in the industry and its reputation 3 8 oF 
is attested by the number of high-priority, long-term projects it holds: - a I ee . . : a hr LL the Polaris IRBM, Earth Satellite, Kingfisher (Q-5) and the X-7. | a _ ee 
To carry out such complex projects, the frontiers of technology in all 4 o ao i 
areas must be expanded. Lockheed’s laboratories at Sunnyvale and a oT ! — 
Palo Alto, California, provide the most advanced equipment for research a i ce | Set Bart oe and development, including complete test facilities and one of the | ee ink Whe | : . . Pee ee er a er, ke woe. % 4 most up-to-date computing centers in the nation. Employee benefits . is ee : m 
are among the best in the industry. re . X i 

For those who qualify and desire to continue their education, the oo. mn ws 
Graduate Study Program enables them to obtain M.S. or Ph.D degrees ea , 
at Stanford or the University of California, while employed in their Ree ane 
chosen fields at Lockheed. Oe wee y : 

Lockheed Missile Systems Division was recently honored at the first eee ee 4 i aa 
National Missile Industry Conference as “the organization that a - 
contributed most in the past year to the development of the art of % ie 4 
missiles and astronautics”” oct, 

For additional information, write Mr. R. C, Beverstock, College 4 ug 
Relations Director, Lockheed Missile Systems Division, 2 Te 
Sunnyvale , California. ee 

Lockheed / wissite sysvEMs DIVISION or eee 
SUNNYVALE, PALO ALTO, VAN NUYS, SANTA GRUZ, VANDENBERG AFB, CALIFORNIA : 

CAPE CANAVERAL, FLORIDA © ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO 

: : Sea « : 

ee CC COU rece ‘ fi 4 a r 7 . te a 2 

ee ‘ . 4 . 

Brame y 
at > _s a ie oe a Sins a a —— a. et i 
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WHAT CAN A FISH BOWL TELL? The tiny plants and animals that grow in years ago and more. The aim of this experiment is to add to man’s knowl- 
this “fish bowl” will be similar to those that grew in oceans fifty million edge of where to look for oil deposits. Pictured is Dr. F. G. Stehli. 

eres ee ee 

fy Se ak — Scientists seek new clues to oii Le a ot en ‘f s ay eo. I n Is S Ww ue I s 
ea NN a gees 9) 

ao a a igs . & a . : ‘Tiny marine plants and animals, very like those living when dinosaurs roamed the 
oo. Fe ii, Hi earth, are being grown today in a research laboratory. 

ee a a os foe 
Fa a In glass containers similar to fish bowls, scientists of Pan American Petroleum 
Oe] so Corporation, a Standard Oil affiliate, have transplanted sand and sea water from oS : ei 

an ocean shore line. Then, by controlling temperature, pressure and salt content, 
HAY FEVER SUFFERERS may be interested to know that they have simulated the environment of plants and animals that grew 50 to 300 
pollen is helpful—in the search for oil, that is. Here falllign years 380 
Dr. A. T. Cross studies traces of pollen in rock millions y : 
of years old to interpret underground formations. A The chemical composition of the microscopic life that grows in the laboratory 

gorpparatively new science: this study of ancient pollen will offer more positive clues to the type of environment of ancient fossils; that is, 
opens previously explored areas to new examination. —_— other the tiny animals lived and died in deep, shallow, or protected water. | 
THE SEARCH FOR OIL goes on in some of the most This knowledge will help scientists to map ancient seas with greater accuracy, 
inaccessible regions in the world. And expensive, to pinpoint the location of prehistoric shore lines and barrier reefs where conditions specially-built equipment like this "swamp buggy” is 1 : i eel Sil at mdigil’ 
needed to overcome the obstacles of nature and to find were ideal for oil to form. Such knowledge will improve our ability to find oil in 
more new oil every year than is taken out of the ground. sufficient quantities to meet today’s steadily increasing needs. 

This is another example of the way research 
r as works at Standard and its affiliates to discover 

4 et - ; scien quicker, surer methods of finding oil, to keep 

Ne ee me —_~CCiéthe- supply ‘upp and tthe price down oo oe = As the result of such trail-blazing research 
al ese xX Ay. Ce we work as the fish bow] project, America’s proved 

| ey a oe 4 underground reserves have grown larger, prices 
1 ie | LLU ce have remained reasonable, and America has 

ssi | |) wou awe.) ; been assured of an adequate supply to keep its 
i. aa a “ly _ Wa x 4 Mie x defenses strong. 
Eg we i ee co we 
Ss oo pe Ea ke of Gs Yo . et, What makes a company a good citizen? One Se alee ay << a iE ‘ i ‘ 
ee ee ‘a oe Ta: es measure is a company’s concern for the welfare 

eee Ae ao. | —_ of future generations. In our business, a “‘let- 
i... 3 wi ff ». >a. tomorrow-take-care-of-itself” attitude would be 

Cr ood NiY fl ~~» >» disastrous. ‘Through research, we at Standard oe -— Deh oc» Be. i H 
SS a % Ra | 2 Bx working to make life more comfortable and 

oo : en ae XN ‘ secure for all—today and for the future. 
. oo .. Se co a Se 

oe Oo ee ae 7 oe a 
po we ee “ae. 
oe rrr——— ee is & 

STANDARD OIL COMPANY = THESIGN of PROGRESS... 
THROUGH RESEARCH 
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\j | which I’d be called on to participate. Sure, I had 

J ) good theory and background for design engineering, 
i g but I had little concept of the problems of produc- 

| tion, and even less familiarity with the techniques 

f of sales or marketing. My work as an application 

| fo engineer gets me into almost every phase of the 
, j yo / business — development, production, marketing, 

iG —— 4 «+ finance, and so forth. 
- on _ LJ 7 “At Koppers I feel that I receive the necessary 

; LL a . if o guidance to enable me to contribute fully to the 
| =a rome “a Company’s activities. I am encouraged to make 

oa. << =» decisions. If these decisions involve factors with 
SS — 4 ,@ which I am not entirely familiar, I can rely on the 

eae 4 r 4 judgment and experience of others working with 

—— me. At all times, I feel that I have real access to 
upper levels of management where my ideas have 

always been received thoughtfully and given full 

consideration. Now, I feel confident that I am 

THE MAN* WITH KOPPERS doing a job for Koppers, and, what is equally 

important, that my associates and supervisors 

understand and appreciate it, too! I have found 

tc e]e . ” that through such methods as the Management 

ooe versatility recognized Appraisal Program, Koppers makes every effort 
to recognize and reward good performance.” 

A lot of things could be said about Art Herman, 
and the career he found at Koppers. But as the 

*Arthur Herman graduated from Johns Hopkins manager to whom Art reports commented recently: 
in 1955 and went to work immediately in the Metal “Art’s an able man... we’re glad to have him. He 

Products Division of Koppers asa Design Engineer. is making a real contribution to the Company. 
In December of the same year, he was promoted All we in management can do is try our best to 

to Supervising Engineer of the Design Section, develop a man’s best qualities and, when he proves 
where he found that Koppers offers truly challeng- to have the versatility that Art has, to see that 
ing problems in design engineering. this versatility is recognized.” 

Then, in September 1957, Art was transferred If you feel that this is the atmosphere in which 
to the Coupling Sales Department as a Coupling you would most like to build your profession and 
Application Engineer. He is serving in that mark your progress, write to the Manager of Man- 
capacity now. power Planning, Koppers Company, Inc., Pitts- 

An employment record alone is seldom descrip- burgh 19, Pennsylvania or contact your College 

tive of the opportunities and responsibilities many Placement Director. 

positions represent. For instance, Art was recently 

designated as Division Representative to investi- 

gate the potentialities of a new product developed 
by a European manufacturer. This assignment 

took him abroad. mm 

Art is particularly articulate about his job and WA \ 
the constant challenge it presents for him as an | 1 
individual. ||KorPERS| | KOPPERS 

“When I first started as a design engineer,” he \ VW Uj 

said, “I didn’t realize the scope of activities in US So 
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“Collins Radio Company is a dynamic, fast-growing “If you are chosen by Collins, you'll be offered an 
company with an excellent reputation built on a solid excellent starting salary. You'll advance rapidly. Work 
foundation of enginecring talent. Sales have increased With highest caliber development groups. Use the 

¥ iW 5 iliti 10-fold in the last 10 years. Employment of research world’s finest research and development facilities. 
and development personnel has more than kept pace. “Tf you’re interested in a progressive rewarding engineer- 
Collins will continue to grow; you can grow with Collins. ing career — we're interested in you.” 

oe lA mS 

CREATIVE LEADER IN ELECTRONICS COLLINS 
wy 

a ne ey 

L. R. Nuss F.W. Salyer J.D. Mitchell y 
See your placement Collins Collins Collins 
Office or write Radio Company Radio Company Radio Company 

Cedar Rapids, 2700 W. Olive Ave. 1930 Hi-Line Drive 
Iowa Burbank, Dallas, 

California Texas 
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Into 

the 

atomic 

era 

of 

new 

engineering 

— opportunities 

ss) 2. ee 

ee ee 
) Bio i Ee eee 

Be ey a : 

: = ; i sy E - 

“ noni. 3 
aay AS a 

The Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant under con- Po 
struction near Monroe, Michigan, will have the 4 

world’s largest breeder reactor for the production 
of electric power. 

To the young engineers of America’s electric power for doing things that have never been done before. 

systems, the hope and promise of the peatetal atom “A Detroit Edison representative will visit your cam- 
ErOWS cleater aay by day. In laboratories and 0n pus in the near future to tell you of the job oppor- 

construction projects tite young men are servin§ tunities in the electric power industry. Check your 
our nation’s new atomic-electric power industry. placement office for appointments. 

Research and design, development and testing of 

new equipment, building of special structures and D ET RO | T E D Ij Ss Oo N 

operation of reactor plants—for the more efficient . . . 

production of electric power — offer opportunities Detroit 26, Michigan 
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ane, EDITOR 
“Hurray for Swarthmore College!” This is what we The Honors Program in Engineering Sciences, which 

wanted to say a few months ago when we read a news has been under consideration for a year, has the back- 
release about Swarthmore’s proposed “Honors Pro- ing of industry and of the first rate engineering gradu- 
gram in Engineering Sciences” which was to have gone ate schools in the country which were consulted dur- 
into effect this fall. This new, unprecedented curricu- ing preliminary discussions. One prominent engineer- 
lum stresses “basic disciplines and fundamentals needed ing graduate of Swarthmore. George Schairer, Director 
by all engineers with emphasis on the physical sciences of Research at the Boeing Airplane Company com- 
and mathematics.” mented: “When we talk about engineering today, we 

Engineers are learning more and more that “tech- 2% talking more about science than practical know- 
nicians” are not what Industry wants today. A man how, quite a different story than fifty years ago when 
with only know-how is not advanced, is not given 't was essentially all art or practice.’ Dr. Smith responsible jobs. Engineers must “think” and_ think further said: When we took this forward step in 
well. They must be able to organize, to improvise, to ©Smeering education, we took a backward look at the administrate. They must be able to “get along with history of engineering education at Swarthmore, which 
people.” They must be able to “be diplomatic” in this 8 @S old as the College itself.’ In 1877 minutes of the growing surge of “politics” in Industry, They must not Board of Managers talked about the ‘why’ of engineer- 
only know “how” to operate a steam engine or a com- M8 education: While a liberal amount of practical 
puter, but they must know “why” it operates the way work is given, care is taken that the student under- 
it does. ae the ain for = _ nel lity f 

. . . his cou ecome, for those who qualify for such 
ON THE BASIS of this type of analysis, the Honors 4 program, a great aid that could cen be obtained program, which has worked well for other schools of in what we consider the “usual” engineering curricu- 

the College, was initiated into the Engineering school. Jum, Here they could have a chance to “act” (for want 
The following is a reprinted portion of that news re- of a better word) like engineers. The seminar setting 
lease describing the program. can provide a place where they may consult with one 

The sciences fundamental to civil, electrical, and another in solving their own particular problem or in 
mechanical engineering—physical sciences, engineering coming to a mutual solution of a problem as a group. 
sciences, and mathematics—will be studied intensively Their own initiative can be tried and tested as they 
in the framework of the Honors plan of study which work at their “own pace” on problems or projects. 
was first established at Swarthmore in 1922. This plan THIS COULD provide valuable training for the type 
enables gifted students who have the maturity and of work they will have to do after graduation, But, on 
capacity to do independent work to meet in seminar the other hand, as was pointed out in this column last 
groups of from five to seven students for six to nine month, we certainly can not neglect the training of an 
hours each week under the direction of an instructor. engineer’s hands to work with the tools he uses. An 
Each student will take two such seminars each semester engineer with a degree should know how to handle the 
in his junior and senior years. He may choose his semi- basic “hardware” of his profession and the principles of 
nars from the following group: Advanced Calculus and engineering science which tell him the “why”. 
Differential Equations, Mechanics of Solids, Electrody- So, what is the answer? It seems almost inevitable 
namics, Thermodynamics, Fluid Mechanics, Modern that, if both these ideas are to be incorporated into 
Physics, Linear Systems, Electronics, Structural Me- any curriculum, an extension to a 4% to 5 year course 
chanics, Mechanical Design, and Earth Science. The is necessary. Medicine and law schools require more 
first six seminars are specified, while the remainder are than this before a candidate is considered competent. 
elective, Honors students in the junior and senior years The handling of many of the problems in Engineering 
are thus freed from standard academic procedures Science are becoming just as crucial, and all of these 
such as courses, credit, and grades, but at the end of problems can not be handled by engineers with doctor 
their senior year they must take written and oral degrees—indeed, they may be problems that might not 
examinations, covering their two years’ work, given by warrant all the competence of a PhD but would war- 
visiting examiners from other educational institutions. rant more preparation than present curriculum provides. 

Road building has developed to this for the modern 
4 engineer. Here, the John F. Fitzgerald Expressway carries 

streams of traffic over the Boston elevated Thruways. 
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The Soil-Gement Methods 

f Road Constructi 
by Jerry D. Seinwill 

an analysis of soil-cement road 

construction and its advantages 

OIL-CEMENT is an intimate pave steep, irregular or confined are appreciably lower than those 
G istic of soil, portland ce- areas such as highway ditch linings of concrete. 

ment, and water that is now and other erosion control struc- The cementing, hydration, and 
widely used as a low-cost base for tures. hardening of portland cement in 
light-traffic roads. Since the first Cement-modified soil is a semi- soil-cement is similar to the same 
soil-cement road) was built in hardened mixture of soil and ce- action in concrete. Water is needed 
1935, 180 million square yards ment. The addition of portland ce- for this action. The damp _ soil— 
have been used in this country. ment reduces the soil’s plasticity cement mixture must be com- 

This article presents general but and its water-holding capacity, pacted to final density before final 
complete information on  soil-ce- and increases its bearing value. It set of the cement takes place. The 
ment in hopes that it will lead may be used for highway fills, more compaction and the more 
highway engineers to study this base courses, subbases, treated tightly the mass is packed to- 
method further and realize that in- subgrades, and as trench backfill gether, the more efficiently will 
cluding soil-cement construction material. the cement hold the mass together. 
in their highway work will eco- Compacted soil-cement contains Most specifications permit a pe- 
nomically benefit their counties. A sufficient cement to harden the riod of six hours for adding water 
general explanation of soil-cement soil and enough moisture both for and final compaction of the mix- 
is presented to acquaint the reader adequate compaction and hydra- ture. Generally, engineers and con- 
with this construction method. A tion of the cement. Since it is by tractors keep this period as short 
complete section on construction far the most commonly used type as possible. 
is included, and the article is con- of soil and cement mixture, com- 
cluded by presenting the advan- — pacted soil-cement hereafter will Composition of Soil Cement 
tages of soil-cement. be referred to simply as soil- Three basic materials are needed 

; cement, in soil-cement: 

Types of Soil-Cement When relatively small quantities 1) Portland cement. 
Soil-cement is a thorough mix- of portland cement and moisture 2) Water. 

ture of pulverized soil and meas- — are added to a granular soil or a 3) Soil. 
ured amounts of portland cement silt-clay soil, the chemical and 

and water, compacted to a high physical properties of that soil are Portland cement of any type that 

density. As the cement hydrates changed. The color of soil-cement complies with requirements of the 

the mixture becomes a hard, dur- is much the same as that of the latest ASTM, AASHO, or federal 

able paving material. There are soil which it contains when that specifications may be used. Types 

three. general types of soil and soil is tightly compacted in a moist 1 and 1A, normal and air-entrain- 

cement mixtures: condition and then dried. While — ing portland cements are most 

Plastic soil-cement is a hard- the hardened mixture does make a commonly used. Characteristics of 

ened mixture of soil and cement — very serviceable paving material, the soil determine the percentage 

that contains, at time of placing, it should not be confused with of cement required to produce a 

a consistency similar to that of portland cement concrete. _ Its satisfactory mixture. Proper  ce- 

plastering mortar. It is used to strength and modulus of elasticity ment content is the first requisite 

12 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER



fi should be maintained that permits 
i packing and finishing without sur- 

\ i} y ; face checking, rutting, or displace- 
| : ment during final compaction and 
f : { > finishing. 

i a ee ee PP glad : Soil used in soil-cement_ in- 
{ e ST Lahn oS i cludes practically all soils and soil 
\ ¢ a _—— + a combinations. Usable soils are di- 
| aN ry * aaa vou, V g vided into three main groups: 
j EO f = ee, . aan 
\ Ss mae! —~cmmmree fF 1) Sandy and gravel soils with 
ee a EI aeatccea ee 10 to 35 per cent silt and 
| | - “ ie " oo clay. 

” a : a ie ea 2) Sandy soils deficient in fines. 
i a - oe ae ha 3) Silty and clayey soils. 

os eS i ie 
F } os ; oe Ses The soils of Group 1 are readily 

te e i oe Row pulverized, easily mixed, and can 
—Photo Courtesy Portland Cement Association be used under a wide range of 

This road in Wisconsin was paved with soil cement in 1936 and weather conditions. Group 2 soils 
is still in good condition. make good soil-cement, although 

the amount of cement needed is 
for soil-cement construction. Table lubricate the mass to facilitate greater than with the Group I 
1 gives the normal range of ce- compaction. This requires that — soils. They require greater care 
ment requirements for soils of the each cement particle and each soil during final packing and_finish- 
various space AASHO soil groups. particle be covered with moisture. ing. Group 3 soils also make good 

Table 2 gives average cement re- The second function of the mois- soil-cement but are harder to pul- 
quirements for miscellaneous ma- ture is to hydrate the cement. verize and require more cement. 
terials and special types of soil. Soil-cement that has been mixed Construction with these soils is 

and is ready for compaction must also more dependent on weather 
sole ices mr au be near its optimum moisture con- conditions. From a construction or 

HORIZON SOILS tent. This optimum moisture is de- cost standpoint, it is sometimes 
AASHO Per Cent Per Cent termined by AASHO Test 134. better to use a selected borrow 

Soil By By Usually, water must be added to soil instead of the soil in place. 

Group Volume Weight bring the moisture to the optimum —__ Predetermining the type of soil in 
Ala cece cece BET 345 point. For a 6-inch compacted place will indicate the most eco- 
A-lnb ... 20.6.6... 7-9 5-8 thickness, sandy soil-cement mix- nomical construction schedule. 
ee cout mn a tures require about 5 gallons per Constructi 
A2-6 00000 THO 5-9 square yard. Silty and clayey mix- lithe 
A-2-7 0.0 0c cscs ee. T-10 5-9 tures require 7 gallons per square In soil-cement construction, the 
AWB eee ee eee eee. B12 7-11 yard. objective is to mix pulverized soil 
A ever eee, 8-12 7-2 A slight excess of moisture is and portland cement. thoroughly 
° Seeenennenenee tol Sats better than not enough. In gen- in correct proportions with suffi- 

AT .......2 2... 1-14 10-16 eral, the highest moisture content (Continued on next page) 

Table 2.—AVERAGE CEMENT REQUIRE- - 
MENTS OF MISCELLANEOUS : el ae, ee ia Se 

MATERIALS in| Fhe ab ae es ene 
Per Cent Per Cent P a3 Gg is oes we oe” ae! 

By By ees dae eo ib cae ie 
Material Volume — Weight { cf AE ic ek te om | FAV 
Caliche occ 8 7 — Lee: Peas 
Chat .......cee 8 7 . <9 Ra hies - ee 
Chert vec... 9 8 ‘ | ’ ‘t, ™ : / 
Cinders o.oo... 8 8 =. ve ase he 
Limestone screenings. 7 5 os i , ee ani 4 
Marl o.ceecceeeeee HI u Cine ne s me cash Pa 
Réd d6f cuss men 8 8 a 7 Pigg se. i” 
Sliale ¢ 2 wsweuas ci na 1 10 eh aa / re ss By ie eee 
Shell soils ......... 8 7 a , > ; Fer) 
Slag ov... eee eee eee 9 7 nae : 2 se , dee a £ pie 

Water used _ in_ soil-cement 3 : = S / == eee 

should be relatively clean and free - . a te . Fd 
from harmful amounts of alkalies, : a = 6 - re 

acids, or organic matter. Water fit : " ~ —Bhoto Courtesy Portland Cement Association 

to drink is satisfactory. Two func- ‘Three steps of soil cement construction are shown here. A mixing machine blends 
tions are performed by water in cement, soil and water; a sheepsfoot roller gives initial compaction and a motor 
the soil-cement mixture. One is to grader smooths the mixture prior to further compaction. 
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[ee i / ie ee and spread cement and water effi- 

sl CCccently. 
Oe a oo / fl Se | When silty or clayey soils are 

eT ct cetoton st mee 
Bee a 2S if ‘i ae. | to rapid pulverization is the mois- 
Oe ee ce mL dt aN ture content before and during 

SOP lf Ch FOS pulverization. Most soil types may 

. : ; Pen cg) i AN “al ae be pulverized by using common 
ae | it ee NG agricultural methods. When an old 

<a — / jig \ » roadway is to be rebuilt using soil— i Li Te A ae. & roadway is to be rebuilt using soi 

! i cy ies : ih rl cement, the oil mat is scarified and 
aspee. et Men ee Toe ae. then either bladed to the side of 

tn ow me Pmt ne fp r 5 2a as ey Lo Ab the road and saved for the new 

image oe willy y i By aa = Wl Ne, a a 4 surface, or pulverized and mixed 
TO SOTE SSSS 1S 1 or as aa hs with the old base-course material 

ea acy om 5 es ae for processing with cement. 
te, " ; iS > an vie Spreading portland cement is ac- 

dene ‘ae ed \ complished in three ways: 

” sae , A we —" <4 Hand spreading—In this method, 

eee “ Pe af as ile bags of cement are spotted on the 

. Photo. 'Couitéay. Barberx-Greene. Company roadway at regular, predetermined 

The travel plant picks up the windrowed material and deposits it into the twin intervals. When opened, the ce- 

shaft mixer where it is proportioned with the correct amount of binder and put back ment is dumped so that it forms a 

into the road surface for spreading. uniform transverse windrow. The 

. . . . . cement is then spread evenly by 
cient moisture to permit maximum Before construction starts, the making three or four passes over 

compaction. The — construction crown and grade of the roadway the area with a drag 
methods are simple and follow a should be checked and any fine oe ° 

definite procedure: grading should be completed. Mechanical spreading on top of 

Broparation Since there is little longitudinal  windrows of soil-A_ mechanical 

1) Shape the road to crown and grade. displacement of soil during proc- spreader straddles the windrow 

2) If necessary, pulverize, scarify, and essing, the grade at start of con- and deposits a uniform amount of 

prewet the soil. struction will determine the final cement along the top as it travels 
3) Reshape to crown and even grade. grade to a major extent. If borrow forward. 

Processing soil is to be used, the subgrade Mechanical spreading, flat-type 

1) Spread portland cement should be compacted and shaped | —This method uses a spreader box 

e Seuaie apply water to proper crown and grade before mounted on the job truck. In this 

4) Finish the borrow is placed. Guide stakes and the preceding method the 

5) Cure should be set to control the width — spreader should be operated at a 
Surfacing of roadway and to guide operators slow and constant rate of speed to 

The equipment used in soil- during construction. Arrangements obtain a uniform cement spread. 

cement construction is the same as 

that of any road construction with a ee 

the addition of some type of mix- fee, te oa a : SS ee 

ising epee =  . oo 
Heavy-duty road mixing equipment, RE, '® se a Sf OY ica a S : -—. 

or a Cc ste tical re om Le Sa os Moe feed — | 

‘Travelling mixing machines, or hs A ee La S97 \, eae 

Stationary, central-mix plants. a) ee % a. : a ay ox . ee ae 

Compaction equipment: bis a3 a Wiese aaty ey oi aN ‘Ge = Pie | 

Sheepsfoot rollers. %e es Ce + eat Pi oo Sk S A — = : 

Pneumatic-tire rollers. & } Ly ee Pe ee ~ 
Steel-wheel rollers. ae oa 2 a | P=) 8 i | 

Additional equipment: Wie ee so hg a a & : Pe | 

Motor graders with scarifying attach- 0 EE ee ing Be Lowes a | 
ments ge a Re Se ene OS rd | 

Pressure water distributors iad a. sas ee ees “ Ne i 

Auriliany feed water tanks a oo ee ae 0 eo nt e 

Spike-tooth harrows og a I I gl ee | c,d 

5 : vaale ee NR a 
(ecoest busty Seuss. Serrneruate Coursey’ Basber-Grestc Comte 
Bulk cement loading and batching Soil-Cement stabilized base for this highway is prepared by this travel plant. 

equipment. Travel speed of this unit is about 18 feet per minute. 
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handled by four methods, depend- a © |. #7 732735f Lo 
ing on the equipment used: co as f le 23 ——— lhl r—“aOOOOOOOOrO—s~s—SCs*s—SsSs«s<SC; ‘ ‘(C*lOCOWCORC*rséiséSC;éSéaCS ep 

travelling mixing machine—The | Me Ac ss : | ed 
prepared soil is bladed into a win- eee ih “gee i ae Beet drow by a motor grader. An ht ee 0 Le, pe a i evener is pulled along the top of iw. = >| _6 a : i 
the windrow to make it of uni- ‘ ae | ~ a. a ! 
form cross-section. Usually two or a. . NG SS. a Ce ‘ 
three windrows are spaced longi- ew ——— > 4g Lies g ru " i .. 
tudinally on the roadway, and ce- ae, <> : Wwe ao ip es Vi | Il ae i 
ment is spread on top of each. As s Se wy user pate oo. the mixing machine moves along, = US ce) ae ie Pia the mixture is picked up, dry: HEU TS gh <u ee) mixed, water added, wet-mixed, eee a ep ee | fe and deposited in a windrow. The Haas a ce We N ey, ae Feb ta. are 
wet mixture is then spread with : : be U, iy Ly BA Wan | : a motor grader. be lb et yy a A * 

Construction with flat-type trav- Le eS me ee a ce ‘ 
elling machine—Most of these ma- a — Cone _ 4 ae aw 3 thines have a highspeed pulveriz- LA <TR e aN it | chines have a highspeed pi ma a Ree a : 
ing motor; therefore, preliminary —Photo Courtesy Barber-Greene Company 
pulverization is unnecessary. The Stabilization Pugmill set-up in California. The large bin and elevator are used 
machine picks up the flat spread to feed the cement to the aggregate in the twin shaft pugmill. 

mixture, pulverizes and dry-mixes 

it, moistens, remixes, and deposits site in covered trucks. Plant-mixed light applications of water. While 
it flat on the roadway. soil-cement should be spread = many new types of compaction 

Construction with multiple-pass through spreader boxes and com- equipment have been developed, 
rotary mixer—Before mixing with a pacted immediately. If the haul compaction is usually accom- 
rotary mixer, the cement and soil time from plant to roadway is plished with sheepsfoot, pneumatic- 
is prewetted by a water truck greater than 30 minutes, it is tire, and steel-wheel rollers. 
equipped with a pressure spray usually better to haul the borrow For the common 6-inch lift, the 
bar. Multiple passes with the ro- to the site, spread it, and then — sheepsfoot is used for initial com- 
tary mixer prepare the soil for mix with one of the previous paction. Pneumatic-tire or steel- 
compaction. methods. wheel rollers are used for final 

Construction with stationary Compaction should start imme- rolling. Most specifications require 
mixing plant—When borrow soil is diately after the soil, cement, and the soil-cement to be compacted 
used this method is usually used. water have been mixed and spread. within 5 pounds or 95 per cent of 
The soil, cement, and water are Moisture lost by evaporation, as the maximum density. This maxi- 
mixed at the stationary plant and indicated by the greying of the mum density is determined by 
then hauled to the construction surface, should be replaced with AASHO Test 134. Excess densities 

are beneficial. 
Finishing produces a smooth, 

: dense, moist surface that is free of 
8) cracks, ridges and compaction 

(c~ ff planes. Steel-wheel rollers smooth 
ae | 3 e out ridges left by initial pneu- 

aonay i i : Ny matic-tire rolling. Any irregulari- = te “is a ina . . . JNO See _~ a sai aor —_ ties in the surface are leveled out 
poms AN) SES a at faa ee with a broom drag and then 
i CES c Sess aa : eae rolled. Finally, _ the surface is 
entry St i | Nl “ sealed with a light application of 

NA RIVE aes rs SSeS ZA a SSIRAS water, and rolling by a pneumatic- 
hed ee) a aes : ie ag LS tire rolle awe oe f Se es ire roller. 

PAN =e SL pee ere (ea, Curing of soil-cement occurs i TN —— ema tS Stee ae al curing of soil-cement occurs in 
eee a i : : a period of about seven days. 
ae \ sia ne - min a After the mixture is compacted 

; ae TE ous a aD and finished; a moisture-retaining 
sean ee Slo ee bi cover is placed over the soil 

a oe B Og ieee 4 cement to retain the moisture and 
— — gna ror "GoaHETy Barber Greene Company permit the cement to hydrate, 

A stationary central-mix plant in California that can produce 80 to 120 tons Most soil-cement is cured with bi- 
of soil-cement an hour. (Continued on page 50) 
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~<are your plans = 
Le sas i . a rr 

as your planning? ry 

| The proof of the planning is in the finished -— a i 

\ plans. That's why you're smarttouseEagle —t™S i 

i TURQUOISE—the pencil the professionals ‘ j 

| prefer. Look what it gives you: Uniform grading ; : | 

I (17 scientific formulas guarantee exactly the j § | 

blackness you want—from every pencil, every __ oo : 

1 time!). A strong non-crumbling needle point | 

that stays sharp for line after long line of eee Ce | 
ee ee ! 

unchanging width. Inimitable smoothness— - { 
i 

thanks to Eagle's exclusive ‘Electronic’’ graphite. a ae 3 

TURQUOISE makes your plans look sharp— 6 £4 ; 
| : 2, Uh 
| aston toe ge. : 

| WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLE Turquoise wood Pe = fo - oe : 

| pencil and Cleantex Eraser, naming this magazine o fe el 
| . * a £2. 

—or buy any of these drawing instruments from i. - 8 : 

your favorite dealer. & Lo 

| _ ££ fF | 

|—= - ca Ra To Ue aGi - 
| © TURQUOISE DRAWING PENCILS: With 100% ©"Blectionie” graphite. 17 grades, OB through OH. | | ic ll 

' e TURQUOISE CLEANTEX ERASER: e TURQUOISE DRAWING LEADS: Fit any standard ho! Ider, Grades 5B through 9H. 
: Super-soft, non-abrasive rubber. © ee ae ; 

@ TURQUOISE LEAD HOLDERS: Hold any grade of Turquoise lead-—so firmly that lead cannot be pressed back. 

| | oe 
oF — 

hl ae PEN 
® ae a gm peg PENCILS, | EAGLE TURQUOISE 2 | , wt Ne Mi HOLDERS 

ee es | 

are the largest-selling in the United States! 
EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY + NEW YORK + LONDON Stee. MEXICO + svo Mee. BOGOTA | 
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Engineering leadership—a bench mark at Alcoa 

In exciting new architectural developments . . . in the automotive in- coupon—for your copy of A Career For You With Alcoa. Or dustry’s drive for the all-aluminum engine... in super conductors to contact your campus placement director. 
meet the nation’s insatiable power demands, you'll find Aluminum 
Company of America in the forefront of technological advances, —o"-"rr">, Your Guide to the Best in Aluminum Value Alcoa produces and sells nearly one-half of the nation’s aluminum i _ 1 
-.. conducts about three-quarters of all basic research on aluminum — avcon Ol 
applications . . . maintains the world’s largest and most completely : frie conn vaeen | es “ALCOA THEATRE” 
equipped light metals research center at New Kensington, Pennsyl- DP vosessossscsciail A) Exciting Adventure, Alternate Monday Evenings vania. ees neine ue Ru URE See en anmanuinnnaas To maintain this type of Ieadership, we need outstanding men, . 
men with top backgrounds in both academics and extra-curricular Please send a copy of A Career For You With Alcoa. activities. Men who are trained in the nation’s top schools . . . who 
understand and glory in the challenge of engineering ... who know Aluminum Company of America 
that ee lies the basis of a better foniorrow. Today, aluminum 1825 Alcoa Building eee serves virtually every area of our industrial, commercial and day-to- Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania w sessing day lives. Yet its uses have only just begun to be exploited. Your 

» ep caoanaeed challenge as an engineer lies in finding new applications, in bringing NAME cat eee) aluminum to its full potential as a servant of mankind. STREET ADDRESS Le’ ie bs Whatever your specialty—metallurgical, mechanical, electrical, a ‘ i “ pay : CITY AND STATE industrial, or any other type of engineering—whatever your interest Ss | ; —engineering, production, research, development or sales—there’s COLLEGE ——————DEGREE_________ | PRR agg S| 
a clear-cut future for you at Alcoa, Write us today—just fill out the DATE OF GRADUATION La 
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The Ideal Foundry Cupol 

by Thomas Lohr 

The basic foundry cupola has been improved by either the hot blast or the 

water cooling system. A combination of the hot blast and water cooling 

system though, incorporated into the common cupola provides the ideal type. 

HERE is one basic type of charge to produce iron. The molten _ blast air is the two stage recuper- 

l cupola which is in use today. iron collects in the well and the ative heater which uses heat from 

This has been supplemented slag, which floats on top, runs off the effluent cupola gases. The most 

in some cases by accessories which through the slag hole. When the widely used and generally most 

improve operation. The two most well becomes full the iron is re- successful system in use today is 

common accessories are hot blast — moved through the tap hole. the Griffin System. Using this sys- 

and water cooling systems. The The initial cost of an ordinary tem, hot gases and air are drawn 

hot blast system aids combustion cupola such as the one discussed off either below or above the 

by heating air which is blown into previously is low in comparison to charging door and travel into the 

the cupola to support combustion. other types. This type is used very combustion chamber where they 

The water cooling system cools successfully in small foundries are mixed with air supplied by a 

the cupola shell so no refractories where large amounts of iron are bypass from the main blast pipe. 

are necessary in areas of extreme not required and where it would The air unites with the carbon 

heat. not be economical to supplement monoxide of the effluent gases and 

Cupolas range from one to sev- the cupola with expensive systems burns to carbon dioxide with a 

eral stories in height and from 24 to help production and economy. liberation of heat. (CO + 140, + 

to 96 inches inside diameter. The ‘ 4370 Btu per Ib (CO.) The hot gases 

entire shell and bottom doors are Disadvantages of Common then pass through cast iron heat 

made of steel. The shell is lined Cupola When Large exchanger tubes which are filled 

with a refractory material, usually Amounts of Iron with clay to protect them from at- 

a special type of brick, for protec- Are Required tack by the hot gases, prevent air 

tion against molten metal and leakage, and allow for expansion 

heat. The bottom doors are cov- 1. The melting rate is compara- and _ contraction. When the gases 

ered with rammed sand during op- tively low with respect to leave these tubes they pass through 

eration and swing open to drop other systems. the primary and secondary trans- 

any material that remains at the 2. A high percentage of coke fer chambers and then go back 

end of the heat. must be used for the amount into another set of heat exchanger 

Coke is dropped into the cupola of iron produced. tubes. As the gases leave the sec- 

through the charging door and 3. The weather affects melting ond set of tubes they pass through 

ignited to start operation. Charges conditions. the exhaust chamber and an exit 

consisting primarily of coke, lime- 4. The cost of refractories is tube into a blower which blows 

stone, pig iron, scrap iron, and very high. them into the atmosphere. 

small amounts of scrap steel are 5. The labor expense for daily The air to be used for the blast 

dropped on top of the coke bed. repairs is excessive. is driven into the system by a 

Air is forced by a large blower or 6. Iron temperatures vary con- blower and takes a path through 

several blowers through the wind siderably during intermittent the heating chambers. The air is 

box and tuyeres which distribute melting, deflected by baffle plates and flows 

it into the area just above the well. There are several types of hot around the heat exchanger tubes 

The blast air and burning coke blast systems used with cupolas. in a direction opposite to the flow 

provide the heat which melts the | One method used for preheating —_ of the hot combustion gases. After 
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the air has passed through the 0 7. ae heating chambers it leaves the sys- | a. — | a oe a6 on c a . 
tem and enters the cupola at tem- | 0 ie - i 
peratures of about 600 degrees F. = FF a | bear 4 i ey , 

The principles of the three stage ~~ ¢ |. | ay 
Griffin Recuperator are exactly the | - oat | > 4 .. tnd aa 
same as the two stage type. The | 3. ee ote : i\ 
only difference in construction is CE“ —EE liematitiale a 4 
3 heating chambers and 3 sets of &e a © heer aa a) ee y a heat exchanger tubes. This type is Eee my ae Panag BP i pmsuiivamn, fy ay 
usually used where there is suffi: 274 if Se — ie a oe tt #4 
cient space available because it is "Ya a — ee _ eS Ae 
more efficient and the recuperator ‘i rs atest a se .? a ih) 7 a Cy 5 lasts longer. in fj ye a Oe el ¥ Vie a 

Disadvantages of Recuperative care ait - Ding nals y . aso Y A { A 

Syston it a? | 
1. The initial cost is high, al- BY i ax ; au 5 Cede 

though no fuel has to be pur- wot i] . 
chased for blast heating. ay a : | / 

2. There is some fluctuation in = pe : 
the blast temperature because — : . ie ae me 
it is dependent on the cupola Me ee eee eo _ 
melting condition. eae 

3. There is a lag between the TE lc is rresnecigagia® 
time the blast is turned on iil li ait eee ae ae Ne 
and the blast air is heated. | Bibs ; 

Many different externally fired _. me ' 
hot blast systems are in use today. . : 4 | 
The only major difference between 7 be 
these systems and the recuperative oF 
types is that some kind of a fur- o ne 
nace replaces the combustion Co | - | 
chamber. Oil, gas, and coal have 7 ae / a | 
been used successfully as fuel for 7 | 4 | 
these furnaces. 2 | 2 r| 

Advantages of Externally Fired ae pod ooo iu 
Hot Blast System Over The Cupolas are one to several stories in height and have an inside diameter 

Recuperative Type of 24 to 96 inches. 

J. There is no delay in starting 
because blast temperatures 

may be attained am cupola fur pickup and decreased ox- sumption depends on the initial 
9 The system is very flexible in idation losses of manganese, water temperature and the melt- 
- operation during Sullaemiftent silicon, and iron. ing rate, but is usually about 270 
melting. 2 B: Cupola operation is better gpm with a iacplenas water tem- 

3. The initial cost is consider- with much less tendency PerAcure of 120 F. The discharg- 
ably less than the recupera- bridge. ing yates used to cool and 

tive type, although fuel must 6. The need for using fluxes is _ ore makes very continually be purchased. less and refractors costs are ., moa 8 ast, Bon ie ’ lower nternal water cooling is accom- 
plished by built in water jackets 

Overall Advantages of Hot There are two main types of — or by use of a series of closely 
Blast Systems water cooling systems used with spaced water tubes. These jackets 

1. The metal temperature does cupolas. The external system uses or tubes make up the inside of the 
not vary appreciably during — water to cool the cupola shell di- cupola in the melting zone. This 
intermittent melting. rectly. The shell is usually made eliminates the use of any refrac- 

2. More uniform composition of of 1.25 in. rolled steel plate and is tory in the reduction, melting, and 
the metal results because of of an all welded construction combustion zone. The water tem- 
better control of the cupola. mounted on a concrete foundation. peratures are about the same as 

3. Less coke is required to pro- Water flows around the shell in for the externally cooled system 
duce a given quantity of distributor rings and as the water and the discharging water is also 
metal at a given temperature. over-flows it travels down the shell used to cool and granulate slag. 

4. There is somewhat lower sul- covering it completely. Water con- (Continued on next page) 
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bee to low extremes with very little 
variation in the temperature of the 
iron. With an ordinary cupola the 
iron temperature drops until it is 
too cold to use successfully with 

rere very low melting rates. 

The variation of the slag analy- 
sis gives us very good control of 

Stack the properties of the iron. When 
Shell small amounts of limestone are 

ay used the slag has more silica than 

Charging door ——— lime in it so this produces an acid 

Charging floor slag. With an acid slag there is 

9 moderate carbon pickup, no de- 

se [ES sulphurization, and relatively low 

Mautig — el loss of silicon. When large amounts 
[SAeaAAR| . of limestone are used there is more 

Metal charges KB Preheating zone lime than silica in the slag and it 

Limestone charges <a ene s has a basic analysis. This would 

Coke: charges ne Sent Melting zone dissolve most refractories but car- 

Tuyere — eh bon block is used and has worked 
Blast pipe Nf Be . out very well. The melting rate is 

Wid box ——— Ie Bed, Superheating zone lower with a basic slag analysis 

ag Oragye A but higher temperatures are at- 
Slag spout Reel a Well tained eand desulphurization is 
Rammed sand bottom pe Se rapid and effective. The main ad- 

Bottom door in /) a “s \ . vantage is that all scrap steel may 

dropped position | Puy Tapping spout be used in the charges when the 

Bottom pro Tap hole cost of scrap steel falls below the 

Prep fT P cost of scrap and pig iron. 

The melting operation can be 
Ya continued for longer lengths of 

: time than with an ordinary cupola. 
‘The! basic: foundry. eupols. This would make the ae it for 

two 8 hour shifts every day prac- 
tical because it takes only a short 

Advantages of Water Cooling The ideal cupola can have any time to make minor repairs. The 

System combination of the hot blast and cupola can also be run for several 

. . water cooling systems that were | weeks without dropping the bot- 
1. Expensive cupola and refrac- mentioned previously. The most tom for major repairs. 

tory maintenance are de- common type has an externally The high melting rate assures 

creased appreciably. fired hot blast system and an ex- an _ adequate supply of iron at 
2. Continuous melting can be ternal water cooling system. The times when large amounts are 

done for long periods of time. external water cooling system is needed. With an ordinary cupola 
3. The melting process is made used because the initial cost is less molds would have to remain in 

very flexible and can be con- and it is easier and less expensive the working area until there was 

trolled very easily. to convert an ordinary cupola to enough iron to pour them. This 
; . this system. The externally fired would slow down production or 

Most foundries prefer the external hot blast system is used because could possibly stop it. 

system to the internal system be- the initial cost is less. Bridging Over (The hardening of 

cause it is equally as effective as ite ict tu tue acing coer 

he internal and the conventional molten metal in the me ting area 

the intern: mice ted The Advantages of The to completely span the inside of 
cupola is more easily convertec to Combined Units dic: wepGle? ie xeduced dreatly, 

an external cooling system. 1. Flexibility of operation. This is important because, when 

A combination of hot blast and 2. Slag analysis can be regulated the bridge cannot be broken by 

water cooling systems — incorpo- vary: Closely: dropping something down the 

rated in the common cupola pro- 3. Prolonged “melting operation. stack, extensive damage is done to 

vided what is believed to be the 4. High melting rate. the cupola. 
ideal cupola for most a oe 5. Much less tendency to bridge Cost of operation is reduced in 

1 he only disadvantages bets an over. many ways. The decreased cost of 
is impractical when less than 6. Cost of operation decreased. labor for maintenance is great be- 
tons of iron are melted during an ; vause’ it is not necessary to Or 

§ hour shift or a company does not The operation of this type cu- the b a 8 ut ay ‘Jawet ¥ . ° < i 

have the capital for the high pola is very flexible because melt- ne bottom every: day-te repair the 

initial investment. ing rates can be varied from high (Continued on page 55) 
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Rue Elb fi f A 

By elbowroom, we mean room for you to grow. As a man engineers (chemical. mechanical. electrical). A new book, 

thinking about his career, you naturally want to join a “Allied Chemical and Your Future,” tells where a man 

company that gives you the chance to develop and use of ideas can find elbowroom. Why not write for a copy? 

your talents to the fullest. The Allied interviewer can also answer your questions. 

To begin with, Allied makes more than 3,000 different Your placement office can tell you when he will next 

products . . . with new ones coming along every year. visit your campus. 

There’s room for growth for chemists, chemistry majors, Allied Chemical, Dept. C-2,61 Broadway, New York 6, N.Y. 
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Phot hi 

High Speed Moti 

by George Lassanske 

A brief survey of the difficulties in taking photographs of sub- 
jects in rapid motion and several cameras designed to solve 
these problems is expanded here in semi-technical fashion. 

HE development of — high vide the necessity shutter exposure coming from the lens so the image 

*[ospeea motion picture pho- and they will be discussed later. was moved with the film during 
tography is closely related to However, the analysis of move- exposure and the lens remained 

the history of photography itself. ment cannot be carried out merely stationary. 
Man has realized for a long time by the use of satisfactory still pic- When motion pictures are taken 
that the eye is limited in observing tures. It is usually necessary to at high speed with any type of 
rapid movement. Therefore, he has produce a series of pictures as a camera one of the primary prob- 

tried to find some method of re- function of time so that velocities lems is film transport or how to 
cording accurately these otherwise and accelerations may be calcu- move the film. This has to be done 
unrecordable phenomena. lated, The problems of producing at the correct speed without vi- 

The main problem in recording a series of high speed pictures in brating, breaking, or abrading the 
all fast movement is the achieve- rapid succession are much greater film, The rapidly moving film must 
ment of a sufficiently short expo- than those involved in taking a be properly guided, with little 
sure time. It is generally under- single picture. friction so that the temperature of 

stood that the only way to avoid Motion picture photography did the film is not raised to the igni- 
movement in a photograph is to not appear until still photography tion point. In addition, there 

reduce the exposure time. This is was already well established, | should be no build up of large 

done so that the amount of move- mainly due to purely mechanical quantities of static electricity. Since 

ment by the subject is insufficient difficulties. It is interesting to note uniform maximum speed of the 

to produce a blurring of the pho- that intermittent and non-intermit- film is important, a means of ob- 

tograph. In ordinary work fast ex- tent mechanisms were developed taining uniform rapid acceleration 

posure times are not usually nec- almost side by side. This made it — must be provided. 

essary, but in the scientific field unnecessary to produce new equip- . 

much higher velocities are often ment for ultra-high-speed motion Problem of Film Transport 

encountered and the exposure picture photography. It was soon In certain elementary types of 

times must be shortened accord- realized that when using non-in- cameras used in scientific work, a 

ingly. termittent drive of the film with — plate of film under gravitational 
comparatively long exposure time, acceleration may be sufficient. Then 

Mechanical Difficulties each picture could be made rea- again, it could be as simple as a 

Early pioneers in the field found sonably sharp by means of optical length of film wrapped on the in- 

it very difficult to produce mech- compensation during exposure. side or outside of a rotating drum. 

anisms which would give them This could be accomplished by Drum cameras, either with or with- 

sufficiently short shutter exposure. moving the lens parallel to the film out optical compensation have 

At the same time the photographic in such a way that the lens, image, been used widely. At their best 

materials which they had available and the film all move together they can produce short strips of 

were very slow compared to the during exposure. Another method film which can be projected in a 

materials) used today. Various was the use of a system of mirrors normal projector. However, they 

methods have been used to pro- or prisms which bend the rays present no great problems of film 
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transport since the complete strip reflector or refractor systems. These and this in turn limits the maxi- 
of film is fastened to the drum. systems are illustrated. mum possible aperture. 
The normal clock work mecha- The most obvious method of The only other alternative would 
nism used in ordinary motion pic- compensation is to move the lens be to have the pictures placed fur- 
ture cameras can be used for film during the period of exposure. In ther apart on the film than is pos- 
speeds up to about 300 frames per this way the lens, the image cast sible for normal projection. An 
second. Higher speeds than this by it, and the film can move to- improvement can be obtained if a 
have been attained, but only at the gether at the same speed, so that stationary lens is used in conjunc- 
expense of picture quality and pos- there is no relative displacement. tion with the moving lens. This 
sible damage to the film. Perfect lenses can be moved, theo- enables a much wider aperature 
When using continuous film retically, in such a manner that — to be employed. It is necessary to 

drive with normal lighting, the there is no defect in the displaced design the two components in such 
problem of optical compensation image. In practice this is not so a way that they give satisfactory 
arises immediately. This is because simple. The first difficulty is that — optical performance when used to- 
it is difficult to achieve adequate the physical diameter of the lens gether. This system leads to the 
exposure with the short exposure is limited to less than the height possibility of using comparatively 
time required to obtain a sharp of the frame. The lens must have simple moving lenses instead of 
picture. Optical compensation can a sufficiently long focal length to having to use a large number of 
be accomplished by moving lens, — cover the frame area satisfactorily highly corrected lenses. Other ar- 
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A. Moving-lens optical compensation B. The rotating mirror allows a mov- C. A rotating prism causes the re- 
with the disc of lenses rotating counter- ing subject to appear stationary on the fracted image to move in the same di- 
clockwise while the film moves down- non-moving film, rection as the moving film to reduce 
ward behind an aperature. the relative velocity. 

rangements of multiple-component prisms, and parallel sided refract- will tend to be some dispersion. 
lenses are possible, In all such ing plates. This can be overcome to some ex- 
cases, the mechanical problem of The mirror is probably the first tent by using two prisms at a 
how to move the lenses is ex- method which comes to mind in slight angle to each other, but 
tremely important. this connection. Many methods — even so the mechanical problems 

The easiest and most efficient have been devised using mirrors, involved are great. 
method, however, is to arrange the but all introduce some distortion The other refraction method 
lenses around the periphery of a of the image. If the movement of which has been used is that em- 
wheel. Even this does not give the the image is small this error is ploying a rotating plane-parallel 
correct movement, since the lenses negligible and the method can be plate between the lens and film. 
move along an arc instead of a used with accuracy, Refracting As the parallel faces of any such 
straight line. The alternative to prisms provide a satisfactory plate rotate, they refract the image 
moving the lens is to provide some method of moving the image but in the direction of rotation. This 
optical means of moving the image tend to give unwanted aberrations. introduces both spherical aberra- 
so that it travels with the film. As a prism of narrow angle is tion and astigmatism, but these do 
This can be done in a number of moved into the beam it will tend not become important if a small 
ways and cameras have been made to bend the rays and distortion angle of tilt is used. 
which utilize mirrors, refracting will be apparent. In addition there (Continued on next page) 
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There are a very large number tating between the lens and the and needs no lubricaiton. The Ko- 

of cameras designed for taking a sprocket, is synchronized with the dak camera, like the Fastax, is de- 

series of pictures at a high fre- film movement by means of gears. signed to be used on a tripod. The 

quency. Many of these do not pro- It is held inside a prism housing, — voltage applied is used in conjunc- 

duce films which may be projected — which consists of a cylinder con- tion with a rheostat to vary the 

by a normal motion picture pro- taining pairs of slots correspond- film speed from 300 to 3,000 

jector, Only those cameras which ing to the pairs of faces on the frames per second. 

use film that can be projected will prism. The 8mm camera has an 
be considered. High speed motion octagonal block and the 16mm Rotating Lens Designs 
picture photography involves the — camera a square block. The Fastax : nitiad . 
use of film at speeds above 300 cameras are designed for use on a 1 The theary of wre rose en 

frames per second. This necessi- sturdy tripod and for smooth op- ens-rng camera nas vood 4 is 
tates some form of compensating eration the film must be fresh and described. In ee a ae —"s 
device to prevent the image from with positive tolerances on the depend upon bs of le Re eS = 
moving across the film during the perforations, or there will be dan- tively large tbat om o ee This 

instant of exposure. Of the com- ger of binding on the sprocket. in turn; atte Dee rae cia ieua 

pensating devices theoretically A control has been built for this of, bulk mad weight in the camera, 

available, there are three actually camera which applies the normal together with the need of a Pow: 

employed in practice on cameras 130 volts for 70 milliseconds, then erful motor drive. Most of the 

of several different makes. The ro- automatically increasing the volt- earlier cameras used up to twenty- 

tating-glass block has been used age suddenly to 280 volts. It thus four, lenses but af me made 

most widely. Next to this are the provides for maximum possible ac- ones usually employ oo ae 

lens-ring and rotating mirror types. celeration without risk of ruptur- ee aig Seas eetens wenn 
. of this type of camera but the one 

. | ing the film, and ensures that max- senerall sed is the Vinte 

Optical Compensation imum speed is also reached; 14,000 generally used 1s tae vanten 
= : ; a ie. H3000. The Vinten H3000 employs 
There are two cameras commer- frames per second with the 8mm a. duraluriin dike. ¥é carefull 

cially available which make use of camera, 7,500 with the 16mm, and a. Curaiumin Cisc, Mery carer) 
a gs . , balanced with forty-eight matched 

the rotating glass block as an op- 5,500 with the 35mm. ne 2 . 2 

tical compensator. These are the The Kodak high-speed camera lenses peripherally mounted, The 

Fastax camera, developed by Bell consists of a lieu ing ednbalning i os 5 fed continuously, from a 

Telephone Laboratories and the feed 3 * l, a gat , ith a % tke magazine, around a revolving gate, 
K AES gc eae . ced reel, a gate with a sprocket over two controlled sprockets and 
odak high speed camera, made on either side of it, and a take-up he take. reel 

by the Eastman Kodak Company. reel. The film leaves the feed reel, on: to the take-up ee . . 

The two cameras are somewhat — runs over a plastic idling roller The driving mechanism is a 4 
different in design, as they have and over the top sprocket, where horsepower motor, with a heavy 

dissimilar drive mechanisms, The it is held by means of a clamp. It 4ywheel mounted at the back of 

Fastax uses a multi-sided glass then passes through the gate and the camera. The power is trans- 
block whereas the Kodak uses a over another sprocket, and is held mitted through a_ friction clutch 
parallel-sided plate. The Fastax with a second clamp. Then it goes and a three-speed gear box, sim- 

is made in three gauges—an 8mm __ through a specially designed sta- ilar to the type used in.a small car. 
camera to take up to 8,000 frames bilizing system of idler rollers to The complete camera is set up on 

per second and 16mm and 35mm the take-up reel, which has a film a cast iron bed plate mounted on 

to operate between about 150 and guard on it to prevent flapping of | @™ adjustable stand. At the maxi- 
4,000 frames per second. The Ko- the tail end of the film. mum speed of 1,800 frames per 

dak camera is made to take 16mm The top sprocket is spring- second, the film runs at a speed of 

only and operate at speeds be- — |oaded to insure that the film is 4 feet per second. 
tween about 300 and 3,000 frames always held in tension across the There are also several other de- 

per second, gate. This prevents flap, which signs based on the lens ring prin- 
All the Fastax cameras are would cause the picture to run in ciple. One employs a drum of 

similar in general design; they con- and out of focus. The film wraps lenses in place of the disc, while 

sist of a circular housing contain- around the sprockets for about 80 another uses a modified ring of 

ing a feed reel, a sprocket on degrees and therefore there is no lenses in conjunction with a sta- 

which the film is exposed, and a difficulty with regard to binding tionary lens. The maximum speed 

take-up reel. The film travels from of the film. The parallel-sided glass of both these cameras is approxi- 

the feed reel to the sprocket, with block, in its cylindrical mounting, mately 150 feet per second. 
a hold-down roller to keep it in rotates between the gate and the The rotating mirror type of cam- 

position. It then wraps 180 degrees lens. era is exemplified by the Zeitlupe 

around the sprocket and then trav- The camera has a single motor — camera marketed by the Zeiss 

els to the take-up reel. A’ stripper which drives all the components: Ikon Company. Originally it con- 

plate is present about 45 degrees the glass block directly, the two _ sisted of a drum with external mir- 
further around the sprocket in case sprockets through a suitable gear rors, placed between the lens and 
the film tends to bind. system, and the take-up reel — the subject, This proved quite sat- 

The sprocket and the take-up through a belt drive and a slipping _isfactory for many years. Later it 
spindle are driven by separate mo- clutch. This motor is dynamically was found more satisfactory to use 
tors. The compensating prism, ro- balanced to eliminate vibration a drum with internal mirrors be- 
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cause it made the camera much quate intensity of lighting. If the can be wasted. As accurate meas- 
more compact. This second camera _ very best results are to be obtained —_ urements will probably have to be 
has a system of stationary reflect- the technique used in high speed made from the film later and as 
ing prisms to project the light from photography becomes much more the individual frame size is very 
the subject on to the mirrors in- complex, If direct photography is small, it is important to fill the 
side the drum and then through decided upon as a_ preliminary, available picture area with as 
the lens to the moving film. It which is the usual case, then the — much of the subject as possible. 
should be noted that unlike the direction of view of the camera 
glass block compensators which — must be decided upon. Next, a fo- Picture Frequency 
work between the lens and the cal length of lens must be chosen : : 
film, the mirror compensator is to give an image of adequate size. Having settled on the view to he 
outside the lens. The normal speed The camera must have a clear photographed, the next require: 
of this camera gives a frame fre- field of view in a direction from ment is to decide the picture fre- 
quency of about 1,500 frames per — which the subject can be clearly dency’ necessary (0 record tie 
second. The maximum frame fre- studied and which allows ade-  SUbject properly. This necessitates 
quency attainable is approximately quate lighting. This must be done  S°™© knowledge of the velocities 
6,000 frames per second. remembering that the camera can involved mm the subject, Usually 

Camera technique in high speed see no more than the human eye. those investigating the problem 
motion picture photography is very The second point of importance will have a general idea : of the 
similar to that used in ordinary is to ensure that as much of the magnitudes of the velocities and 
motion picture photography. The subject matter as possible is in the accelerations involved. If not, id 
things which have to be remem- picture area. The resolving power rough idea can be obtained by 
bered are the shortness of ex- of any high speed motion picture making _fome preliminary shots 
posure and the provision of ade- camera is not so high that space USS widely differing frequencies, 

or the subject can be observed 
through a stroboscope if it is cyclic 
in nature. There are two points of 
view with regard to the choice of 

A. FASTAX FEED picture frequency. One, if the final 
SPOOL film is to be viewed purely as a HOLD DOWN : : 

ROLLER slow motion record, then the pic- 
ture frequency is the most impor- 

LENS =>» tant consideration. Two, if the film 
SYSTEM <—>_\ is to be analyzed frame by frame 

it is essential that each frame be as 
| | sharp as possible and this necessi- 

Ze tates the minimum exposure time 
Lone TAKE - UP for each frame. 

COMPENSATOR STRPRER SEO In some cameras the exposure 
PLATE time can be varied independently 

of the picture frequency but with 
ws. FILM most they are interdependent. The 

degree of slow motion achieved 
REED can be calculated from the ratio 
SPOOL of projecting speed to taking 

B. KODAK speed. Thus taking a picture at 
3,200 frames per second will be 
projected 200 times as slow when 

cLaue projected at 16 frames per second. 

Also, an action taking one tenth 
aera GATE) oe . of a second can be viewed for 20 

(0) frre SN seconds, If the film is required for 
| hl SPROCKET Leelee rile analysis frame by frame, it may be 

Sy Es GUARD necessary to use a higher picture 
| / 3 f> SS10L eR frequency than is desirable for 

soweensnree SS PULLIES V7 slow motion examination to achieve 
CLAMP adequate sharpness on each indi- 

vidual frame. 

In all calculations it should be 
2 remembered that there is a mini- 

TABE"UP'SRO mum displacement that can be 
seen by the camera. In the case of 

A simplified vi f th hanieal ‘on of Sack vibration, for example, the velocity 
simpli} view e echanica Ct struct eC} Psi yn-s] f ~ 7 r * che ; “s » Ie cameras; (A) the Koster camera’ developed by Ball Telephone Laboratories, ana AY be such that-a.gharp image is 

(B) the Kodak 16mm unit of Eastman Kodak Company. (Continued on page 49) 
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from Donald W. Douglas, Jr. 
President, Douglas Aircraft Company 

In your field, as most of you well know, it’s easy that performs better for our various customers. 

to be complicated ... it’s hard to be simple. At We know that good engineers, working in an 
Douglas, I’m happy to say, we do things the atmosphere which stimulates them to do their 

“hard” way. This matter of simplicity is vitally best, have been largely responsible for our suc- 

important. We work intensive hours, days and cess. If you enjoy solving challenging problems in 

months to achieve it. the simplest manner, we’d like to talk with you 
Why this extra effort? Well, simple things work about joining us. 

easier, last longer, are more easily maintained Please write to Mr. C. C. LaVene 

and are lots more reliable. We are rewarded for Douglas Aircraft Company, Box X-6101 

our greater engineering effort with a product Santa Monica, California 
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This electronic centralized air data ments are underway in challenging, ENGINEERING AT GARRETT 
computing system, pioneered by important work at AiResearch in OFFERS YOU THESE ADVANTACES: 
AiResearch engineers, now enables missile, electronic, nuclear, aircraft ¢ Intensified engineering is con- 

aircraft to operate at maximum effi- and industrial fields. ducted by small groups where 
ciency continuously. By sensing air Specific opportunities exist in individual pee and accomplish- 
conditions surrounding the airplane, system electronics and servo control ent ts amare d ae ea 
: : . . . : . Ing opportunity for rap. row 
it automatically makes in-flight units; computers and flight instru- oRP : pie gro) 

: Ce > pee ye and advancement. 
adjustments and feeds vital informa- ments; missile auxiliary power An cigh Ke ori . 
tion to.the pilot. This centralized units; gas turbine engines, turbine * 47 @18ft-month orientation 

aan : ‘ rogram is offered prior to perma- prog P Pp combination of transducers, com- and air motors; cryogenic and ut Fs ee : . nent assignment to help determine 
puters and indicators is the most nuclear systems; pneumatic valves; your placement in a variety of 
complete air data computing system industrial turbochargers; air condi- analytical or development projects. 
aT area by any manufacturer. tioning and es Stan and heat « Advanced education is available 

any such pionecring develop- transfer, includingelectroniccooling. through company financial assist- 

ance at nearby universities. 

THE CORPORATION ¢ For full information write to Mr. G. D. Bradley 

9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES @ AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX @ AIRSUPPLY 

AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL @ REX @ AERO ENGINEERING @ AIR CRUISERS @ AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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Li Stud 

by Lalit K. Sarin 

An analysis of time study in industry to- 

day —its methods, purpose and its results 

NDUSTRY, business and gov- method under certain condi- 5 and 6 will give considerably 
| ernment agencies recognize the tions, more reliable results than either 

necessity. for continually im- _ . method 1 or 2. This article will 
proving methods which will assure Objective of Time Study. The concentrate on an analysis of a 
profitable operation. Time study is objective of time study = the de- stop-watch study. 
one of the means through which termination of a Standard —— 

this objective can be  accom- “Allowed Job Time. If a Proper Use of the Time Study Result. 
plished. In the operation of any Standard Time” is determined, it Time study results may be used 
manufacturing enterprise or busi- will Femain pooper only so long as for a variety of purposes, but of 
ness, it is fundamental that time the job, the method of work, and particular interest is the use of 
standards be set. Time is the one the conditions under which it was time standards as applied to the 
common denominator from which performed at the time of the effective operation of a manufac- 
all elements of cost may be study continue to exist, Should turing enterprise. Several of the 
evolved. In fact, everyone uses they change, the Standard Job results of the application of time 
time for practically everything he Time” can no longer be said to be study in this way are listed as 
does or wants anyone else to do. proper. As the time study proce- follows: 

. dure is explained, it is important 
The Role of Time Study to keep constantly in mind _ this 1. Basis for Wage Incentive 

Frequently, time study is de- exacting definition of the objec- Plans. 

fined by the Iayman as a method — tive of time study—"Standard” or 2, Common denominator in 
of determining a “fair day's work.” Allowed Job Time. comparing various methods. 
However, this definition is not Time Study Techniques. Time 3. To secure an efficient layout 

complete and leaves doubt as tO standards may be determined in of available space. 
what is involved in a fair day’s a number of ways: 4. Means of determining plant 
work. It is essential to understand ; capacity. 
the meaning of time study before 1. By estimate. 5. Basis for purchasing new 
studying the subject any further. 2. By performance records. “ ecuii ment. asm ne 
A well recognized definition of 3. By stop-watch time study. 4 Pp . . 

; : : . ? 6. Basis for work scheduling. 
time study follows: 4. By standard data. 7 Fo. the i a ‘ ' 

Time study is that technique 5. By time study formulas. , siedudGant ecoeel ° 
which management uses in an - By work sampling methods. . “esatit ixal 
attempt to determine the time 6: By pms 8. For the determination of 

which should be allowed a All of these methods have ap- operational costs. 

worker, who has normal skill plication under certain conditions 9. For managerial and quality 

and ability and is working at a and all have limitations as to ac- control. 

normal pace, to perform a de- curacy and cost of installation. It 10. For the improvement of 
fined job according to a certain should be noted that methods 3, 4, service to the customers. 
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—Photo by Zimmerman 
Senior ee Ken Lewandowski times operations as machinist Joe Dunnigan completes a duplicating operation in 

the Mechanical Engineering shop. 

While it is difficult to elaborate tions. There are three basic steps Each of these steps are impor- 
on the uses of time study in this in time study’s determination of an tant to every time study, and they 
article, it must still be pointed out “Allowed Job Time” and job should be carried out with great 
that the most significant result of standard. care and thoroughness. The above 
time span is moaintsnanee a i. The determination and xe three requirements are discussed 
over-all a e Oecd i efh- cording of the relevant “job” in more detail later. 
ciency cannot be measured, it can- dat: «ch ic eceantis 

2 ata; that which is essential ec coae 
not be controlled, and without * . Determination of Job Data ol it will kedly diminish to defining the job per- - ; . 
ome ii will mar eae ea las . formed, the conditions under The first approach to the time 

mee s ieney goes, a, or which it is performed, and study problem is to thoroughly 
costs rapidly rise and the result is the method by which it is  @nalyze the job to be studied. It is 
eventual loss of competitive posi- performed . of fundamental importance that 
tion in the market. By establishing %. The determination’ aud re- all details of ; the method and 
and maintaining effective stand- cording of the basic “time” working conditions be first stand- 
-s a Putnes: el Set data; that which indicates the ardized. aS a . ate a 

a as COSTS anc’ control“ over-a actual time spent by a worker = Standards al ¢ ittle Pe ue 
costs. in performing the defined nd are a continua ce of mis- 

Susiing the Yims Brak job, the relationship of the trust, grievances, anc internal fric- 

Requirement m observed work effort to nor- ton: 

q mal work effort, and the Notifying Appropriate Person- 
Time study is an important and necessary job allowances. nel. It is of utmost importance that 

exacting form of work. Its proce- 3. The computation of the “Al- the time study man notify and 
dures are the only known way to lowed Job Time” and job consult with appropriate personnel 
supply certain information that is standard from the recorded in the department where the job 
needed for many vital determina- “time” data. (Continued on next page) 
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is being performed. The depart- cording on the observation sheet “R’ column are recorded _ the 
mental foreman, the union steward the defined job’s work elements, watch readings, while in the “T” 
and the operator must be informed including their break off points. column are recorded the elemen- 
well ahead of time, so that each — This record accurately indicates tal elapsed values. 
of these parties will be able to the job’s work method at the time It is necessary that an experi- 
make any specific plans in advance of the study; what the worker does enced time study man should time 
and thereby take the necessary and how he does it. the job, The work requires skill 
steps to allow a smooth, coordi- The following five suggestions for the analyst must be able to 

nated study. Before taking a time have considerable merit in deter- . 
study, it is essential that the fol- mining work elements: (1) Recognize each elemental 
lowing three conditions be ful- L. Each wotk element should break off paint, 

filled: ec | (2) Determine the stop watch 
consist of a group of related cadine at the time an ele- 

1. The job should be performed work movements. real ms i © one 
t 3 : mental break off point oc- 

under normal conditions. 2. The elemental break off — 

2. Standard work method should points (beginning and ending : ours. 
be used. points) should be easily recog- (3) Record the stop watch read- 

3. The worker to be studied nized. ing on the sheet. 

should have approximately 3. Work elements should be as These three actions are performed 
normal skill and ability and short as possible, but it is within a fraction of a minute, 
should be one who works recommended by many au- hence only an experienced person 

regularly on the job. thorities that no work ele- Gan be trusted with this work. 
a . ment on the average be less 

In order to satisfy these condi- than 0.05 minutes in length. Length of Time Study. It is diffi- 

tions it is essential that the time 4, Machine elements (elements cult to determine how long a time 
study man has the full cooperation which are machine con- study should actually be run. The 
of the department personnel as trolled) should be defined activity of a job, as well as its 
well as the union representative. separately from manual or cycle time, directly influence the 
The complete success of the oper- handling work elements. number of cycles that can be 
ation depends on this understand- 5. Foreign elements (unavoid- studied from an economic stand- 

ing. There is no justification for able delays) performed dur- point. The theory of statistics can 
secret studies. Should they be per- ing the ‘ study should be be used to determine a certain size 
mitted, they can only result in in- clearly defined and recorded sample but this also has its limita- 
creased worker and union distrust on the Sheet: tions. It should be remembered 
of management's motives and ac- that for an “Allowed Job Time” to 

tions. Determination of “Time” Data be acceptable, it must represent as 

Recording Job Conditions. After The time study man, after he true a value al possible and hence 
the job is ready to be studied, the has accurately and completely de- " must »e ca. ie ated. rom: a weli: 

time study analyst should observe termined and recorded the rele- able size samp &. . 
the job as it is being performed vant “job” data, next proceeds to While different companies and 
for the purpose of determining the actual determination of the — agencies have different methods of 

and recording on a time study ob- “time” data. determining length of time | study, 
servation sheet the diraunstances a somewhat standard statistical re- 
and conditions ander: -which fie Determining Observed Elemen- lationship can be expressed as 

job is being performed at the time tal Performance Times. After com- follows: 
of the study. pletely understanding the job and w= (40.\/ nSx*—(3x)")? . 

The necessity of revording in- having definitely fixed the end Se 

formation is not to be overlooked. points, the time study man then — 
The exacting definition of “AL proceeds to actually time the job. where N: Number of observations 

lowed Job Time” requires such a The time study man determines n: Actual number of ob- 
procedure. A. standard time. re- the observed elemental perform- servations made. 

mains applicable only so long as ance times through the use of a x: Individual elemental 

the job circumstances and condi- oa ak ee _watch and values. 
tous whitch exits 2s Hen 4 clipboard, the time being recorded . 
Ma died ce one on the observation sheet. A decimal- the Performance Rating Factor. 

This relationship between the job hour stop watch can also be used. a piles eanie ae mating factor f 
conditions at the time of the study The observation sheet is so de- ie ume study mans statement 
and the “Allowed Job. Time” signed that the analyst can con- the relationship between the ob- 
dhould aa be faventen veniently record watch readings, served work performance and a 

o 2 foreign elements, rating factors, normal work performance for the 

Recording Work Elements Per- and still use the sheet to calculate defined job. Since it is essential 
formed. The third task of the time the allowed time. In this form, the that the “Allowed Job Time” be 
study man in determining “job” various elements are recorded ver- for a normal performance, the per- 
data is that he should observe the tically row by row and the various formance rating factor becomes 
job as it is being performed for the cycles are recorded horizontally necessary. Only then can the re- 
purpose of determining and re- across the top of the page. In the (Continued on page 54) 
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are Free from Inside Faults 
— sound from center to surface 

. 
fF “There’s an ‘inside story’ to the 

4 . ~ forged parts we use for swivel 

_ waar joints on steel hose for oil pro- f | ~~ ) : - 7 . e La ducers. These joints work at 

. oo pressures up to 15,000 Ibs. per 

; . a sq. in., temperatures to 600° F., 

: and handle abrasives such as 

te mixtures of oil and sand, and 
id wet cement. Under such tough 

conditions the forged joints prove tight 

against leakage, safe against bursting, and 

have lasted for many years in such service. 

This remarkable durability is possible be- 

cause the forged metal is sound, dense, 

non-porous from center to surface. Freedom 

from inside faults also saves production 

dollars; when we cut into the forged parts 

to machine precise, expensive ball-bearing 
races and accurate mating surfaces, we do 

not find inside faults that would cause 

rejections. Any way you look at it, this 

inside story helps us and our customers.” 

G, M. BaGNarD 
Chief Engineer, 

Chiksan Company, makers of swivel joints, 
rotary hose, mud mixing guns. 
(Subsidiary of Food Machinery 
and Chemical Corporation) 

POSTSCRIPT: THE PRODUCTS OF THE FORGING INDUSTRY ARE FOUND 

AT VITAL POINTS OF MODERN CONVEYANCES AND MACHINES...LEVERS, 

STRUTS, CRANKSHAFTS, GEARS. THE FORGING PROCESS IS UNLIKE ANY db, 

OTHER. FORGED PARTS START WITH REFINED METALS ~ METALS ALREADY ia) 

TRIED AND PROVED. THESE METALS ARE GIVEN ALMOST ANY DESIREO FORM 

OR SHAPE BETWEEN IMPRESSION DIES, UNDER ENORMOUS PRESSURE OR Ine 

BY CONSECUTIVE BLOWS FROM POWERFUL HAMMERS. THE RESULT IS ADDED 

STRENGTH AND TOUGHNESS...WHICH PERMITS WEIGHT- SAVING DESIGNS, 

CUTS SERVICE COSTS, HELPS PROVIDE SAFETY IN A HIGH-SPEEO WORLD. 

DROP FORGING ASSOCIATION: 55 Public Square* Cleveland 13, Ohio 

COMPOSED OF THE INDEPENDENT COMPANIES PRODUCING THE MAJOR SHARE OF COMMERCIAL FORGINGS IN THE UNITED STATES & CANADA 
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| A. by Pete Kienast ee’60 

| ey 

ee BLN 

A GIANT air-supported building This eliminates the possibility of a ble to that of a paint job for a con- 
fabricated from a new polyester “run” in the material. ventional structure.” 
film has been erected in Northfield While no aging tests have yet The semi-transparent skin will 
Minnesota, by the G. T. Schjeldahl been completed on the film, Schjel- permit solar heating of the factory 
Company; makers of stratospheric dahl is confident the skin will wear in winter. The plastic admits as 
balloons, air-supported buildings, well, “When it needs replacing, we much as two million BTUs heat 
and plastic bag-making machinery. can shed our cocoon and replace per hour on bright sunlit days. An 

The building, which is 340 feet it in less than two hours,” Schjel- ordinary home furnace has an out- 
long and 30 feet wide, is being dahl says, “and at a cost compara- put of about 90,000 to 120,000 
used to house production lines for BTUs per hour. Conventional heat- 
the firm’s Balloon and Special Fab- aw — ace ein ing equipment will be used on 
rics Division, Thirty people will ae e ee 52 iS eae cloudy days. A system of sun 

work inside the building. Employ- oo... ee . shades and air conditioners will 
ees enter and leave the building oe ey keep the building cool in the sum- 
through air lock doors. ays Yo y (oe mer. 

The new factory—dubbed a ley ie 1 Schjeldahl expects that the plas- 
“Schjel-Mile"—is semi-cylindrical ag Se a tic skin of the building will pay for 
with ends of solid construction. An Ee oe in manly. a itself in heat savings over a period 
inside structure, located at the Pi i ay Bd of the next five years. 
north end of the building, houses ld yi V/ L The skin is impervious to mois- 
restrooms and heating and air- rt e fs be ture, heat, cold, grease, or solvents. 
blower equipment which holds the i. \ oe 3 | The basic “Scotchpak” film from 
building to contour. aaa ase 7 y which the building was fabricated 

This is the first time a plastic 7% — has been used to package oil, acid, 
i Tone ape : : a oS rae pn 
fabricating firm has made its own as , ' = a 4 boil-in-a-bag foods, and both wet 
factory from its own product. aoe fe os y 4 and dry chemicals, It has a work- 

Buildings of this type will be a —. OS able temperature range of from 
marketed for use as factory struc- ae 4 a minus 70° F. to 230° F. It will not 
tures, farm buildings, construction ———— dry out or become brittle with age. 
site covers, swimming pool covers, i? ° = fi In a press demonstration held in- 
and a variety of other uses. tig Te side the building Schjeldahl graph- 

The skin of the building is fab- _ 4 | ically demonstrated some of the 
ricated from a new reinforced heat- a ae the building’s properties. He sus- 
sealable polyester plastic called 4 a aly ae pended a swing from the roof of 
“Scotchpak” by its maker, Minne- _ the structure and got onto it to 
sota Mining and Manufacturing | a. 2 show that the air supported skin 
Company. a Re is very rigid. So rigid, in fact, 

The skin has contained in it a Pe : a Schjeldahl claims the building can 
grid of nylon fibers which tend to _ a. : " withstand near hurricane force 
form a rope by combining their in- ose Dean entice ce ne winds. Yet, the amount of air pres- 
dividual strands whenever the plas- in he “eg, Sia sevens eee ae Fee sure necessary to hold the contour 

m ie cotchpal skin to prove a ? 

tic is subjected to a tearing force. small holes won't deflate the building. is about as much as is required by 
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eemenamaae UTR STRONG STEEL 

7. «ts oo : apaciale aged @ Pe weaned J 2. ...Clr 2 materials used in tomorrow's space 

FF = vehicles has been perfected by the 

d . - | Tensile strengths of more than 
q ie a _. 400,000 pounds per square inch 
2 (fe 2% a have been attained experimentally, 

a a ee — 3 aS Dr. Michael Ference, Jr., director 
4 . iff ae Fe of the Scientific Laboratory, told a 

yf 7 foe a { ! Ford Consumer Panel recently. 

ve ee * e | “These new strengths give design 

~~ a 3 | "engineers an entirely new range in 
A be : by which to work,” Dr. Ference said. 

\ \ — : : “By way of illustration, a wire of 

: oe = this new steel only one-eighth inch 

« : in diameter could support 4,920 

Workmen put the finishing touches to the inside of the “Schjel-Mile” as G. T. pounds, more than the weight of 
Schjeldahl, left, fabricator of the building and Lee Berlin, manager of Minnesota a 1959 Ford Skyliner and four 
Mining and Manufacturing Company’s Film Products Group, which made the “Scotch- passengers.” 
pak” skin, look on. Inside ribs (one is seen overhead) are for suspending light \ 

fixtures, not for structural support. The strongest metals known ap- 

pear in the form of “whiskers”, in- 
credibly fine filamentary single 

a person to puff out his cheek. An ety of Photographic Scientists and — ena =e piamate "hair. 
air-pressure device on display in- | Engineers in Rochester, N. Y. THESE! JROii “whiskers” have te 

side the building showed one Radar picture records containing maximum theoretical tensile 

pound per square inch pressure time of sighting and radar range strength predicted by metal 
difference between outside and would be valuable for legal refer- physicists—approximately 1,000,000 

inside. ence. They could provide incon- pounds per square inch. He added 
In another test Schjeldahl held trovertible evidence about the that attainment of these properties 

a blow torch to the side of the cause of an aircraft accident or of in engineering materials may be 
building and melted a hole in it to a maritime collision such as that in- close at hand. 
prove the building is fireproof and volving the Andrea Doria, he He explained that the Ford-de- 
the small holes will not cause a pointed out. ee » ueagt 

Vis. : veloped process hinges mainly on 

failure m the: stiucture,, “To snow Chubb’s talk covered the design the two factors of temperature and 
this more vividly, an archer shot of radar recording systems from — mechanical working prior to tem- 
aes from the outside of the “haywire systems” using standard pering. Time is not too great a 

building into a target which was cameras and manual control to the problem if the proper tempera- 
placed inside the building. complex equipment in use today. tures approximately 700° to 1,000° 

In further tests Schjeldahl cut Modern systems incorporate F. are maintained during working. 

his way out of the building with a safety features to signal proper “In addition to a marked increase 
butcher knife making a seven-foot- automatic film advance, low film in yield strengths, our new ultra- 
long gash in the side. The building supply, jammed film, or film break- high strength steels also have very 
did not deflate, and it was quickly age, he said, The control systems good ductility,” Dr. Ference said. 

repaired with tape. He also got on are’ completely self-contained and “We have overcome the brittleness 
top of the building and walked the follow and record radarscope tran- normally associated with tensile 
length of it. sitions automatically in any  se- strengths in excess of 300,000 psi.” 

i ee quence. In essence, the method calls for 
Chubb also described the latest — mechanically working the steel 

AN ALIBI FOR CRASHES Abrams 35mm camera system. It while it is in one crystal form 

simultaneously photographs a (austenite), changing it to a sec- 
Design of special cameras for counter, data card, clock and range ond form (martensite) by quench- 

photography of shipboard radar indicator, he said. The camera is ing and then tempering at about 
screens was outlined recently by — built to withstand many adverse 500° Fahrenheit to obtain the 
Devern A. Chubb, chief engineer — environmental conditions such as higher tensile strengths and duc- 
at Abrams Instrument Corp., before shock, vibration, and high and low tility, 
the annual convention of the Soci- temperatures, he reported. “(Continued on page 36) 
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ISOLATION—Ten square miles comprise the site of LOCATION—The new Center is located at United, 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft’s new Florida Research and Florida, midway between West Palm Beach and Lake 

Development Center. Experimental shops and offices Okeechobee, in the upper Everglades area. It is almost 
covering some 17 acres are in the foreground, while the surrounded by a wildlife sanctuary. Most employees live 

tests areas, barely visible in upper left, lie four miles in in the cities and towns along the east coast of Florida, 
the background. driving to the Center on excellent new highways. 
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DEVELOPMENT CENTER... 
Another Unmatched Engineering Facility to 
Advance Propulsion Systems of the Future 

Future aircraft and missiles may require propulsion plants of virtually any type. Testing is handled in 

systems far different from those in wide use today special isolated areas; the nearest is four miles 

, oT different in size, power output, appearance, and from the plant and many miles from any inhabited 

perhaps even in the basic method of utilizing energy. area. The new Center can be greatly expanded on 

To probe the propulsion future . . . and to build its 10-square-mile site. Continued isolation is in- 

and test greatly advanced propulsion systems for sured by a vast wildlife sanctuary in which the 

coming generations of flight vehicles, Pratt & Center is located. 

Whitney Aircraft is now operating its new Florida Of the many people employed at the Center to- 

Research and Development Center. This facility day, about half are scientists, engineers and highly 

supplements Pratt & Whitney’s main research and trained technicians. By late next year, the total 

development installations in Connecticut. number is expected to be almost doubled. 

The new Florida Center, financed and built by The new Florida Research and Development 

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, is unique in America’s Center is one more reason why Pratt & Whitney 

air industry. Here a completely air-conditioned Aircraft is able to continue producing the world’s 

plant with 17 acres under roof is specially designed best aircraft propulsion systems .. . in whatever 

and equipped for the development of new power form they take. 

KSEep For further information regarding an engineering career at 

iy Y Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, contact your college placement officer. 
Ice iis) LESS 
“Gea 

QO ~ 4 PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
Onn Division of United Aircraft Corporation 

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS — East Hartford 

FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER -- United, Florida 
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Brookhaven job, and delivered over 
| a nine-month period. 

Be] SS How Does The Synchrotron Work? 

i ; _— a The heart of the synchrotron is 
F ae on | the combination of 240 magnets ar- 
Be eee Meee { , | aneed in A SFIS re than a half Pats ASM: «BS. | iy i! Re ; ranged ina circle more than a half 
oa fees n | i ia }} A mile in circumference, inside which 

an oe err es ee | is placed a vacuum chamber seven 
be bees He ane ah ~ ees ; so >» | inches in diameter and 33 inches 

aed dear ae I iW \ a " iy a high. The giant magnets will de- 
fs. § B geae dof SF velop enormous magnetic force of 

P es co 10,000 to 13,000 gauss, and will be ss Eee & 
a Tr—_EE"E } buried in a giant subterranean ne aga ! 8 : He oe oe cement tunnel, 17-feet 9-inches 

Ne ee — | | high and 18-feet wide. The tunnel 
=, ee _ ‘ | ~—s will be covered with twelve feet of 

at : : ee ’ | The vacuum chamber, which is 
—=—_OLCC oo oe located in the jaws of the “C” of 

. : — de the magnets, will contain a clear 

aperture 23 inches high and six 
Matter to energy and back again. Photo shows one of the 240 giant magnets inches wide, It is through this nar- 

used at the Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long Island (N. Y.), which will be row aperture that a ean of pro- 
used in the new mammoth synchrotron. 

tons will be made to travel as they 
are accelerated to tremendous en- 
ergies. 

Before the protons go into the 
TWENTY FIVE MILLION synchrotron, their energy is first 

raised in a high-voltage generator 
to 750,000 electron volts. From 

GOES FOR ATOM SMASHER here, they go into a linear acceler- 
ator and by stages are raised to an , 
energy of 50,000,000 electron volts, 
and at this stage they are injected 

They want to change matter into zerland are using a different princi- into the half-mile track to whirl 
energy and then change energy ple. The Russians have built a 10 yound-and-round. Each time they 
into matter, and see what results billion-volt synchrotron of a some- go around the track, twelve radio- 
they get. what different type, and began op- frequency accelerating stations give 

What Brookhaven plans to do is erating it about one year ago. them additional boosts in energy 
pure research, and what may The Brookhaven synchrotron will so that at the end of their travels ’ 
eventually develop from the facts accelerate protons until they have — one second in which they have 
gained is not at this time the con- up to 25 or 30 billion volts of en- gone around the half-mile track 
cern of the scientists. However, ergy. The higher the energy of the some 350,000 times—they are trav- 
dozens of industries might change _ particles, the faster they travel and ling with an energy of 25-to-30 
their present day thinking, new in- the greater the possibility of billion electron volts, and at a velo- 
dustries might arise, medicine “breaking” the nucleus and uncov- city approaching the speed of light. 
might come up with new and ering new facts about atomic struc- Bolin aed fe At precisely this moment the startling changes, old power sources _ tures. »roton hits the nuclear of an ate 
might become obsolete. Chemistry, The process of strong focusing is ad “breaks” it so that 5 ‘tons : nd 
biology, space travel could all be made possible with specially de- euilrOns are rel cased rr addi 
shoved further and faster along by signed magnets that are alternately Sa NG TEnCASe hel on, . . me con e a variety of mesons will also be knowing some of the answers that bowed out-and-in like large letter qi : : ‘ cen ie. inp ; created. The meson is a mysterious Brookhaven hopes to learn. C’s.” The magnetic force created narticle, and is believed to be a 

To work with such minute bits by the magnets keeps the accelerat- — P&MC'G, anc’ Is UNE oe Oe . : : Peel  was : -. special cosmic cement that holds of matter and energy, man has to ing protons on course during the the parts of’ the atom torethe 
build a huge machine. The syn- energy build-up period. The mate- * Pe S gener. 
chrotron now being built, which rial for these large magnets was Once this is done, Brookhaven 
will be ready for use in 1960, costs made by Allegheny Ludlum Steel scientists hope to be able to ob- 
in the neighborhood of $25,000,000. Corporation, and was the largest serve through various ways what 
Other machines have been built to single order ever produced by the — happens and what are the forces : 
smash the atom, but all except this company for this type of electrical which really hold the nucleus to- 
proton synchrotron and a similar steel. More than 3800 tons of elec- gether. 
one being built at Geneva in Swit- trical grade steel was used for the (Continued on page 43) 
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on ROBERT H. SWISHER, B.S.E.E., GROVE CITY COLLEGE, ’54, SAYS: 

(Cy 3 “T lik job. Here's why.” Ee es ike my job. Heres why. 
| _. . Ag 

f - — “[’m a radio transmission engineer for Bell Telephone 

Z . °° - Company of Pennsylvania. My work is interesting and 
é i ; full of variety, and I get all the responsibility I can 

la ” handle. Have a look at today’s assignment, for example 
4 * —and see for yourself.” 

z ee ee 

oy _ ee ume. “aL 
ee a Nw A | ~~ 

ad y & : é yr Ly Uk 

‘ao Ne) er p. ag ey , hs 

“8:30 a.m. I’m at my desk applying a new method for over- “10:45 a.m. Before any modifications can be made, it’s impor- 
coming interference on Pittsburgh’s mobile radio channels. It tant that I check apparatus and wiring options. That’s what 
involves operating inactive channels on reduced power.” I’m doing here at the Remote Control Terminal equipment.” 

; (1 '. 8 , aC” ra aml — FF . Pa. ye ug =—- | - Cr 
Pa _— -. _ | Se 60 Ka 

Cc. nf oo “a | ao NR | 
a = - = | _ .% CU 

8 | Ps ee a 

D — lm © oe ee =a lUlUmUmrmCtCOmCOC os a ie mn 
4 2 See ee ne | mi anes : ad 

“1:30 p.m. After lunch, I take a company car out to the “3:15 p.m. I review my proposed modifications of auxiliary 
transmitter tower site. Here I check wiring and explain our control circuits with Supervisor Sid Graul. Now I'll prepare 
plan to one of our mobile radio maintenance men.” work orders, and next week we'll make operational tests.” 

A Lae . 
‘ 4 a i if y Pa" “See what I mean? | really get to ‘carry the ball.’ 

| i,t Pal ce Soon I'll be taking a special course in advanced elec- 
- ae i —_. . : tronics at Bell Labs—a great opportunity. As I said 

a a fT as | = —T like my job. 
ere mi re i] 8 y J 

nt ee ND gO _ p Like Bob Swisher, you may find a bright engi- 
: ve neering future with the Bell Telephone Companies. 

= —ese 0 aa eo 3 * 5 ee oo ee | Talk with the Bell interviewer when he visits your 
: —.—. —s=| campus. And read the Bell Telephone booklet on _— -.. «= file in your Placement Office. 

“Final phase. The operational test is made from an actual BA) 
mobile radio unit. I'll make test calls and monitor the chan- BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES \ ky 
nels from various points within the Pittsburgh area.” ene” 
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y ecccce 

In the meantime, see if you can tell which nickel-containing alloy 

proved to be the answer to these problems. | 

; ; rN 2S oO Oe 

Number the picture captions! y . on es. S. us ‘oa uy 

El Nickel! cast iron Same a la 3 to be : 
ha *) Bo eee e - : : 

ZO Chromium-nickel stainless steel . \ i . . | i J Pv 

4340 constructional alloy steel (eA. <i - . ... -— £ es >. 

Eq Ductile Ni-Resist* oo S a _ ‘ae ia  _ 
rl Acme pees — Se . Ck 
: Nites 2 S ss eee ere) bs ~<« — 

EY Cupro-nicke! te en ld) i) =i peels A 

[@ Nickel-aluminum bronze rw |. | ea) Pa | 

Ni-Resist nickel cast iron | | 4 > a : 4 vy ' ae at 

en Pee are 
See answers helow co De Se os 

O Piston ring carrier insert—Needed: O Grader drive axle—Needed: tough- oO Ship’s propeller — Needed: light 
wear resistance, thermal expansion ness, impact resistance, greatest weight, high resistance to erosion, 

to match aluminum. Which alloy? strength, with least weight. Which alloy? sea water corrosion. Which alloy? 

| Sey eg 2 wm “Pe ‘ ; 
oo i Tak go : fy ‘ ee 

_ Jee GQ \ Ze ss Fee 
| | Peay oul & Riek.) ex 

| rti‘“_aOC CO a Cl ae a AE 4A PS ta sf = | Poe 

rd : L teu f, > eo +. Pe De oe: SS 

ee rl; i i a, , . a GP temas 

oO Yankee dryer roll — Needed: high O Catalytic polymerization tower — oO Turbocharger housing — Needed: oO High pressure marine condenser— 
strength, uniform structure in cross Needed: resistance to phosphoric resistance to thermal shock, heat, Needed: heat transfer, stress, cor- 

sections of heavy castings. Which alloy? acid at 375°F, 500 psi. Which alloy? corrosion at 1500°F, Which alloy? rosion resistance. Which alloy? 

3 4 nswers: 
You may have to take this kind of cessfully solved many metal prob- 5 5 4s epiact : oe . © Piston ring carrier insert.........7 Ni-Resist 
quiz again. You may be designing a lems, and has compiled a wealth of Grade drive wile. ssccssansscorssccncssssssrseesneecesres 
machine which requires a metal that information to help you. 3 4340 constructional alloy steel 
sig tavGOREOS . © Ship’s propeller..6 Nickel-aluminum bronze 

resists corrosion . . . or wear... . or For more on special problems Yankee dryer roll..........1 Nickel cast iron 
high temperatures. Or one that solved with nickel-containing alloys, * Catalytic polymerization tower i. cmswinn 

ctosats eee u r-Ni Stainiess 
meets some destructive combination send for “Standard Alloys for Spe- * Turbocharger housing..4 Ductile Ni-Resist 
of conditions. . . cial Problems.” Write The Interna- © High pressure marine condenser...ecseeseee 

When you start to design equip- tional Nickel Company, Inc., Dept. 5 Cupro-nickel 
ment, you will have to select the 1g89G, New York 5, N. ¥. 
proper material to meet given serv- , , eo Inco Nickel 

ice conditions. Over the years, Inco The International Nickel Company, Inc. Garam 
Development and Research has suc- New York 5, N.Y. makes metals perform better, longer 
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Raytheon Graduate I~ rogram 
bt 

| 
1 
Ll 
L FOR STUDY AT HARVARD, 

| M.LT. AND CALTECH 
| IN 1959-60 
a4 
Bs 
Bi 

i 

ee 
ee ow See aft ae < The Raytheon Graduate Program has been established 
— a to contribute to the technical development of scientists ae eh i “ay — Dh, and engineers at Raytheon. It provides the opportunity 

bo 9 eg cee a a to selected persons employed by Raytheon, who are 
fut FS accepted as graduate students by Harvard University, 
Lae ae a x a ; Massachusetts Institute of Technology and California 
eee Lee eae tS ee Institute of Technology, to pursue at Raytheon’s ex- 

CC rrrr—“‘_OOOOSCOCOCiCts:;:srsa pense, regular courses of study leading to a master’s 
ee ceo sia LEG or doctor’s degree in science or engineering in the institu- 

HARVARD tion of their choice. 

a a cra ee The Program requires, in general, two or three semesters 
- = bo eal : of study, depending on circumstances, with the summer 

I aa < : ae 7. 4 months spent in the Company’s research, engineering, or 
OE ge | manufacturing divisions. It includes full tuition, fees, 
al ate | book allowances and a salary while at school. Students 

eae ————— a leat are eligible for health, accident, retirement and life insur- 
ten ee ia al ance benefits, annual vacation and other privileges of ‘ b f i | F : full-time Raytheon employees. 

a ei ie e ae | ee we ae ro (i Bae 3 5 . el dl be aM To be considered for the Program, applicants must have 
beer Serer oe a bachelor’s degree in science or engineering, and should 

eee = oe “ee aes a have outstanding student records, show technical prom- 
i i tne ise, and possess mature personal characteristics. They 

M.I.T. may apply for admission to the Program in anticipation 
of becoming employees of Raytheon. 

|... .. . ~~ YOU ARE INVITED TO ADDRESS YOUR INQUIRY oo. lr EO : ‘ ; ineeri str tecdiia 8 a. | to Dr. Ivan A. Getting, Vice President, Engineering 
- i... a — and Research, outlining your technical background, 

_ eg oe i ih academic record, school preference, and field of interest, 
¥ —- lt 4 7 A ee \ prior to December 1, 1958. 

Gees ! a i Pees lel hl RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Waltham 54, Mass. 

og oe, Bet 
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: = by Tom Corth, ee’60 y > 

yp Major Devine comes to the East- STRONG FOCUSING 

em Ocean District from Fort Unusually uniform electrical 
Leavenworth, Kans., where he re- . . . ae 

grade steel has helped make possi- 
cently graduated from the Com- 4), , ds 

| e a new concept in smashing the 
mand and General Staff College. at and. will ake sible. the 

He is also a graduate of the Offi- oy ae eee POs na 
. oC» BUSI SO <B OS gathering of much more informa- 

cers Topographic School and the ti x. a ade . 
. ; ion on these basic building blocks 

Engineer Officers Advanced of the universe. The new concept Se Hea 5 Ry; 2 se. y cept, 

FORMER UNIVERSITY STUDENT Course at Fort Belvoir, Va. called strong focusing, depends on 
I i I Idin re icall > magnets slectrically 

Major James E. Devine of Ed- TRIANGLE a an ue ams ool x 

gerton, Wis., has been assigned to Triangle Fraternity launched C78 atomic! protons bullets & n 3 s ; oc is ; r / id ng ol rity sth . be on course, and using these particles 
duty with the Army Corps of En- into its social program with a beer ¢9 nit and break the nuclei of other ‘ 

gincers’ Eastern Ocean District. supper on Friday, October 3 and AtGS. "THE HUCIOAL DEOpERtIEs 6: 

He will serve as Assistant for Op- a party on Saturday, October 4. A Oe de NSN Broper ee San 

erations at tl ‘Dis ri ts are: fie & Pe f . 30° Triangle m then be observed and studied. 
er a : re pene : sehe fice por e ver % Tienes zen Now being built at Brookhaven 

in § ond res om, Gr eentand, super: rom the \ argue e _ ap eo wie National Laboratory on Long Is- 

vising construction at § ont restrom entertained at the party atter e land, New York is the world’s larg- 

Air Force Base and at DEW (Dis- Marquette game. Se ‘ Heil J iT: n “ . ? ns est and most powerful atomic ma- 
stant Early Warning) Lines sites On October 11, Triangle dele- hired , tl . t 

in Greenland. Announcement of his sates attended their Regional CODE 8, MAMMOED new pion 
ee sneetan ie ed be a aS Ad aan Fr & at synchrotron. In somewhat less tech- ‘ 
assignme nt was made today by Chapter ministration orum a nical language, the Brookhaven 

Colonel Carlin H. Whitesell, Dis- the Marquette Chapter in Milwau- sol , mae er. , : people not only want to smash the 
trict Engineer, at his headquarters kee, Triangle Chapters from Mar- iclear of the atom, but they want 

in New York City uette, Minnesota, South Dakota peepee faerie Rice ATT INGAVS 5 ity, . . CNC; ENDER O Ts Gs to study the broken pieces and then 
Born in Edgerton, Wis., Major Mines, Illinois Institute of Tech- see if they can put them back 

Devine is the son of Mr. and Mrs. nology, Northwestern, and Wiscon- . 2 . 

Henry T. Devine of that city. On sin were present for discussions of: UW’S EXTENSION DIVISION 

graduation from Edgerton High 1. Alumni Relations. 
School, he entered the University 2. Rushing. The University of Wisconsin Ex- 
of Wisconsin where he studied for 3. House “Management. tension Division today announced 
three years. He later attended 4. Pledge Training, a_series of refresher institutes de- 

Pexas A & M College, where he 5, New House and Major Im- signed to help Wisconsin engineers 
received a B.S. degree in civil provement Financing. prepare for registration examina- 
engineering in 1955. 6. Scholastics: tions conducted by the State Board 

During World War II, Major of Engineers. 
Devine served in the European Officers for the 1958 school year The institutes are designed to 
Theatre of Operations in France — recently took over their respective help engineers gain professional 
and Germany. From 1948 to 1950 offices. status and have been endorsed by 
he served in Alaska with an Avia- President ...............-Don Roeber the Wisconsin Society of Profes- 

tion Engineer Battalion on air base vite Erasiient hing na tned ies sional Engineers as part of its “pet 
cmavedivan . 6 ecording Secretary .....Darell Meyer soar ot ee ees ‘7 
construction, and from 1951 to Cérresnanding Secretary George Kenkkila drive to obtain 100 per cent regis- 
1954 he served in Germany with a Treasurer ............Forrest Dowling tration in the state. State law re- 
Combat Engineer Battalion. Social Chairman ..........Dick Drake quires engineers to pass the regis- 
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tration examinations before they — gins his work on the Wisconsin Kurt Reisen: Refreshments, Ken 
practice independently. faculty immediately, teaching | Lewandowski; Display, Don 

Cass F. Hure of the UW Exten- courses in nuclear metallurgy and Hardin; and Publicity, Paul Le- 
sion Division’s Engineering Insti- metal physics during the cur- Mere. 
tutes said there are 4,808 regis. | Tent semester. 
tered professional engineers in Wis- He received both the Dipl. Ing. NEWS FROM ALPHA CHI SIGMA 
consin, along with an estimated degree in mechanical engineering University president Conrad A. 
5,000 college engineering graduates and a Doctor of Technical Science Elvehjem, a member of Alpha Chi 
who have not completed state re- degree in physical metallurgy from Sigma, addressed the chapter and 
quirements. He said each engineer the Vienna Technische Hochschule. guests at the first professional 
must pass the basic examination Winner of the Vienna Prize as out- meeting of the semester for the 
plus one in his specialty to qualify standing young scientist in 1952, professional chemical and chem- 
for registration. he was lecturer and research asso- ical engineering fraternity. Mr. 

The basic engineering institute late at the Institute for Research Elvehjem’s talk was on the policies 
was held on the University campus 2 Materials in _Vienna before of the University of Wisconsin in 
Oct. 16-17. Other scheduled re- Coming to the United States, the future. 
Eesha programs include civil en- _ He has taken part in_interna- The Alpha Chi Sigma safety 
gineering, Nov. 20-21; chemical, tional technical meetings in Switz- committee has again distributed 
mining and metallurgical engineer- erland, Spain, Belgium, and the laboratory safety booklets to all ing, Jan. 29-30; mechanical engi- United States and is author of freshman chemistry students, On 

neering, Feb. 27-27; and electrical some 40 technical papers in his October 16, AX¥ put on a chem- 
engineering, April 23-24. field. ical magic show at Burlington 
Among lecturers at the institutes High School, Burlington, Wiscon- 

will be State Chief Engineer Ralph . sin. The show was designed to D. Culbertson; W. A. Piper, secre- Society News stimulate interest in science. 
tary of the Wisconsin Registration 
Board of Architects and Profes- AIEE-IRE NEWS FROM KAPPA ETA KAPPA “ana sineers: 4 ; . : : ; 

rire see allege ot te frst meeting on me anne At the fall semester's first meet- 
hes i C 4 . et aS OE ing, officers of Kappa Eta Kappa Engineering. Other faculty mem- on Wednesday, October 1, with ee El ets bers will represent the various about | sixt inembérs attending professional electrical engineering University engineering depart. < en: S| au 8 fraternity, were elected. The new . Stneering depari The speaker for the evening was : : ments : SPea, ei EYE Se We officers are: President, Don Olsen; 
aan Mr. Keating of McDonnell Aircraft Vice President, Dick Frosh; Treas- Clifford Nelson, Black River Corporation, who gave a very in- urer, Bill Hanke; Recording Secre- Falls, president of the Wisconsin teresting talk on the effect of any Al Coshaw: Corres) ' re 

Society of Professional Enginee nuclear radiation on electronic eel rsa BGe bene See lat C : gineers, Secretary, Lee Eichenseer; and So- said every engineer in the state components. cial Chairman, Don Kleindl. The should prepare for and pass the The membership drive, which thirty one members met at the 
state examinations to remove “an was organized by Carl Kaack and Delta chapter house at 204 North important gap in their professional held at the start of this semester, Murray. Rushing functions were 
stature: was very successful. The result of held on September 22 and 29, at 

He said that registration of en- Carl’s fine work was a total of 100 which entertainment and _refresh- gineers is required by the state in new members. ments were provided. 
order , Protect tale ae For the first time since 1950 the A banquet was held for the 
the practice of engifieerin 5 by noe. AIEE-IRE technical paper compe- initiation of the preceding semes- 
engineers’ and to -oust ae fie tition will be held here at the ter’s pledges on September 27 at 
profession those sho: SIE iGo University of Wisconsin. The con- Hans Thallers. The formal initia- 

. . . test will be run in April with tion took place in the early eve- petent. ‘ . . : students from twenty two schools ning at the chapter house. Mem- 
. participating. This contest is open bers, guests and alumni enjoyed 

M&M Professor Appointed to anyone, and those interested the guest speaker, Mr, Richard 
Dr, Franz H. Vitovec, interna- can obtain more information by Sherman of the Wisconsin Bell 

tional authority on mechanical and contacting Ken Lewandowski. Telephone Company. Mr. Sherman 
high temperature metallurgy, was The officers for the 1958-1959 Spoke on the advent, use and fu- 
appointed associate professor of school year. are: President, Jim ture of semi conducting devices 
mining and metallurgy in the Uni- — Skofronick: Vice President, Al Go- Within the Bell system. Solar bat- versity of Wisconsin College of shaw; Secretary-Treasurer, Joan  teries were demonstrated and used 
Engineering. Donahoe, The various committee to operate small motors and tele- 

Dr. Vitovec, 37, comes to Wis- chairmen are: Membership, Carl Phones. 7 he phone of the future, 
consin from the University of Min.  Kaack; Engineering Exposition, '™@nsmitting a picture of the 
nesota where he was associate Don Hardin; Program, Al Goshaw;  SPeaker, was also discussed. His 
professor in the department of — Paper Competition, Ken Lewan- address was entitled “Dial F for 
mechanics and materials. He be- dowski; Putting Hubby Through, (Continued on next page) 
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Future”, and was very well re- pass structure in steel to carry a liam Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, 
ceived. wo-lane highway at right angles and from the American Institute ived two-l high t right 1 d f the A Institut 

The fellowinw-ven men were for over. four-lane oe highway er Steel ection, 101 Park 

mally acknowledged and _ intro- on tevel groune, ine overpass JAVEDNEs NOW LOE vill « 
asl aye . a must be designed in accordance Deadline for entering the com- duced as new members of Kappa . See ee 

Eta Kappa: Robert T. Baltes, Neil with standards developed by the petition is midnight, May 31, 1959. 
F. Beneditz, James D. Elbert. American Association of State Entries should be mailed to the 
*, Beneditz, James D. Elbert, Don- z : . , : 

. sD . 2 Highway Officials and approved Institute of Steel Construction at 
ald FE. Eliason, Robert A. Felde, e . 

: caper Calewcl ae by the U. S. Bureau of Public the above address. Donald G. Hintz, Charles J. Hol- ? 
lerness. Donald L. Martell, Carl Roads. These standards are en- 
derness, Donald L. Martell, Ce ded ““Caauetae ‘Des and. FILMS ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
H. Much, and Paul A. Spangler titled “Geometric Design Stan 

“ : , . ards for National System of Inter- Under the sponsorship of the 
KHK is looking forward to an state and Defense Highways.” College of Engineering, the Exten- 

HCUVG BEMOESTET both socially and Eight awards will be made for sion Division, the College of Let- 
academically, Parties and outings winning entries submitted by pro- __ ters and Science, and the Engineer- 
have been planned, also guest fessional and design engineers, in- ing Society of Milwaukee, a series 
speakers in various technical and Giuding a top award of $15,000. of seventeen filmed lectures on 
professional fields have been. 6n: Other grants in this category will | Space Technology will be presented 
tacted for our future meetings. include $10,000 for first honorable throughout the first semester of 

mention, $5,000 for second honor- 1958-59. All interested persons are 
R t Hi hli ht able mention, and $1,000 each for invited to attend, The times of 
ecen ighlights five third honorable mentions. showings of the lecture-films are 

College engineering students will | Mondays, 7:00-9:00 P.M. and 
DESIGN COMPETITION compete for $9,000 in awards, with — Tuesdays, 3:30-5:30 P.M. (repeat 

. : . > first awa ai | sI i . These films i 2 A. steel highway bridge desion the first award being $4,000, Also showing ) _ These films will be 
dennsotition offerine 15 awards tou to be given are $2,000 for first hon- shown in room B-10 of the Com- 

eee Oe cans ack orable mention, $1,000 for second merce Building. 
taling $44,000 to engineers and col- > ss aw am . 

. - a ~ te hat honorable mention, and $500 each The topics include all phases of lege engineering students is being A ; . 
oe Se Ei 7 : for four third honorable mentions. space technology, such as rock- 

sponsored by American Bridge Di- : - : 73 : 
7 f Uni a : ae All entries will be judged on the etry, space satellites, lunar flight, 

vision of United States Steel Cor- nae (an . : ‘ a ‘ 
poration, it was announced today basis of originality of design, util- propulsion systems, guidance and 
hy Austin J, Paddock, division ization of the properties of steel, space communication, magetoacro- 
— i “H Post. ox economy, and appearance of the — dynamics, space medicine, etc. The president, and L. Abbett Post, ex- > : ? ‘ | 
ee nak : . structure. The type of overpass lecturers will be well-known scien- 

ecutive vice president of the Amer- cE, : 3 : 
=, ag 2 ernen structure, length of spans, and tists and engineers in the field of 
ican Institute of Steel Construc- her factors will be left to the space science. such as Joseph Kz 
tion, who will administer the other factors will be left to the space science, such as Joseph Kap- 
program discretion of the entrant. lan, Joseph Siry and many others. 

TT : ‘iow is: dedicated Any professional and design en- Lecture notes will be available and 
I e baa hana i he agate gineer and college engineering — University faculty will be on hand 

tu “ een o t af rey a tor student may enter the competition, to answer questions at the conclu- 
i 1000. ae ° et i o except employees or members (and sion of each lecture. Further infor- 
u te ~ ? 1 Ee . ee 2 ea their immediate families) of the mation may be obtained through 
tae ax de ou iene € following organizations: United the Engineering Experiment Sta- 
OHIE IMEI (EOSNESE 10 Years: States Steel, its divisions, subsid- tion, Extension 2216. 

It has been estimated that more iaries, agents and dealers; struc- 
than one bridge per mile of road tural steel fabricating firms; the ENGINEERING INSTITUTES TO MEET 

will be required to complete the American Institute of Steel Con- Each year engineering institutes 

vast network of highways that will struction; and the competition’s are held to enable those interested 
link all parts of the nation. rules committee and judges. to find out the latest developments 

“Being the strongest and most Contestants are limited to a and ideas in the various fields for 
versatile construction material, single entry, although two or more which these institutes are held. All 
readily available and familiar to individuals may submit a joint institutes are planned to meet the 
all engineers, steel will save the entry. needs and interests of persons in 
program many a day and dollar in All entries in the competition industry. Speakers are chosen on 
the next 15 years,” Mr. Paddock will be judged by a special jury the basis of their ability to com- 
said. “But we in American Bridge of award under the chairmanship municate effectively as well as 
are convinced that steel can con- of L. Abbett Post. The jury will their technical competence. They 

tribute even more if the engineer- consist of at least five members of are from industry, the faculty of 

ing mind is stimulated to a more the competition’s rules committee, the University of Wisconsin, other 
imaginative and effective use of its which is composed of 17 distin- educational institutions, consulting 
abundant: properties. guished engineers and _ architects. firms, federal and state agencies, 

Open to professional and design Complete information on the and private research organizations. 
engineers and to college engineer- competition may be secured from Talks are presented very infor- 
ing students, the competition poses American Bridge Division, United mally with ample opportunity for 

the problem of designing an over- States Steel Corporation, 520 Wil- (Continued on page 45) 
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Project @\™= ¢ ® 
Science Highlights ba 

(Continued from page 36) u 

WHERE DO FATIGUE- [oa] 

It has been commonly observed = 
in bending tests that fatigue cracks —————— ey 
start at the edge of a plate or SSS see = 
sheet specimen. This naturally led = 
to the conclusion that resistance to = . 
fatigue-crack initiation is lower at SS SS SS eae 
the edges than on a flat surface. SSS SS a f 
However, in recent National Bu- SSS 

reau of Standards experiments a SSS a t- \ 
type of specimen was used that Se om 
permitted a direct comparison of SS i 
the fatigue strengths both at the aS = 
edges and on a nearly flat surface. = = 
The results indicate that the pre- ———————————————— 
ponderance of edge cracks previ- OO ~ . eee 

aelnmeee ese} onrenonel WESTINGHOUSE RESEARCH WILL LEAD TO LARGER, CLEARER TV SCREENS 
yo . - oye Big TV screens magnify distracting black and white horizontal lines. West- 

pattern rather than by lower fa- inghouse engineers have developed a new technique to reduce the black 
tigue strength at the edges, lines and clarify white lines which give picture information. When available, 

The initiation of fatigue crack- the new process will make possible bigger TV screens, more and clearer 
ing is usually the first sign of metal picture detail. s 
failure, and is thus of considerable YOU CAN BE SURE... 1F 11'S Westinghouse 
interest of metallurgists and design — 
engineers. Several investigators i : 
have attempted to evaluate the 
tendency of cracks to start at the | 
edges by comparing data obtained 
from testing specimens of various 
shapes. Their results, however, 
were not always consistent. Among 

factors thought to influence the re- Project ® @ f 
sults were the lack of restraint 
against slipping in the material at fae 
the edge, and the stress present in 
the specimen’s surfaces. In order to a Ean aia 
obtain quantitative information on ’ ty a sii | Ht 

these factors, the present investiga- Ta YU | i ql il 
tion was undertaken. ‘ | | Wy ri lll Hl i 

The specimens used in the bend- Vl 7 fl et ih ik | 
ing tests were especially designed HH il | Ail, Ht ilagqiliill Wid 
by J. A. Bennett and J. G. Wein- NI, i, th bina iit (II 
berg of the Bureau of Standards’ NY ail ll usd val Hill i 
mechanical metallurgy laboratory. ~ Ben PT TL 
Made of Y-in.-thick plate, they 4M eT 
were 7 in. long, and from 2 to 3 in. & i Wil Hane voccoevesevesststtUUdUidLEUd 
wide. A reduced section toward \ | fy : 4 
the middle of the specimen was ‘ 4 Ht 
formed by 4 cuts. The two broad hh saa : : ; : il! / surfaces were each milled into the : i 
shape of a saddle and rounded ANE tie 

notches were cut into the adjacent WESTINGHOUSE DESIGNED MOTORS AND COMPRESSORS 
edges, varying in depth according FOR WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL WIND TUNNEL 
to the desired width, The saddle- ‘ ‘ : ‘ i ‘ . ‘ 

« f . This propulsion wind tunnel will test jet engines, aircraft and guided mis- 
shaped surfaces were designed to siles in winds up to 38 times hurricane force. Largest of its type ever built, 

provide maximum thickness at the it is located at the U.S. Air Force Arnold Engineering Development 
center of the reduced section. Center,* Tullahoma, Tennessee. The synchronous motors and compressors 

Tests were conducted on a plate that produce this gigantic air flow are the largest in the world .. . designed 
f . and built by Westinghouse. 

bending machine. One end of the . ; 
(Continued on next page) f Dovdloprtat Corea You CAN BE SURE... 16 irs Westinghouse



Ps specimen was clamped in a vise 

iver. and the other end was oscillated 
iti by a motor-driven eccentric and 

connecting rod. Because of the 

shape of the reduced section, the , 
eo axial stress in the center was 

greater than at the edge. By vary- 
ing the contour of the saddle shape 

* and the width of the specimen at 
i | the reduced section, it was possi- 

ble to obtain any desired value for 
HEATING SYSTEMS edge-to-center stress ratio. Then by 

observing crack origin location, the 
FACTO of edge CTORIES + STORES + HOSPITALS relative probability of edge and 

+ SCHOOLS - CHURCHES - OFFICES » APARTMENT BUILDINGS non-edge cracks could be deter- 
Th ‘ tie . . mined as a function of edge-to- 

@ vacuum system which automatically varies the steam temperature center stress ratio. 

tom Bou . Selector. Determines de- Results obtained with 5052-H34 
oom Resistance Thermom- mand for heat by meas- Control Valve. Regulates A ° 

ster, Serveens tamperciure: uring the effect of outside admission of steam into | aluminum alloy specimens show 
limit control to prevent over- weather conditions and in- heating system, as called , s reducti atigue 
heating and underheating. side building temperatures. for by-aotomatie tempers that the reduction of fatigue 

— a ature control equipment. | strength at the edge decreases as 
Ny, my <> the specimen width decreases, and 

wh ey as ys. . . . 
|! i A ee that no reduction might be ex- 

Hey es - . C . 
eee .. pected for a specimen of zero 

@ ke . . & 
L iy Le 2a an ~ width. From this it appears that 

yo Ss ' ‘ the probability of fatigue cracking 
sa VN ie’ | ae at the edge is not caused by lack of 
Nites Ly i= we ; E 

Te 6 | | _ — restraint but by the strengthening 

th Pio _ ee effect of biaxial stress on the sur- 

rasta . | i fl EEE —_ ; | face away from the edge. 
Baten Sy fe a? 0 | veaceil 5 ‘ 
aes 8 Sa bie Oe eed | By changing the radius and in- S| i Ne ) g SS. | - Sooner! i) Su I~ | lo. Je 2 ves: GE 
6 VR eet ee (25 | cluded angle at the edges of the 

: \ me INE | ; : : 
miiiin_| . INS : <a ame, er | specimen’s reduced section, the 

iM fe] hf Be | techniques used in these tests can Control Panel. Centralized y\._ | 1 -e fi _ ques used ese tests ca 
operating station for all . SO ho fe / - io be adapted to investigate the in- 
djustments, sett crn ke See JE, . 

rencte cconirad Mendis Nf EE ae fluence of other geometrical fac- 
fo, foe Bi aveniidiConvellon Con: tors on metal fatigue. As the re- 
TE trols vacuum pump to main- sults depend on the comparative 

ss TAA), tain difference in pressure Potion otra: fore, _ nae Le ny between steam and return fatigue strength of different por 

: | ee, Piping so as to assure cir- tions of individual specimens, 

<n ‘ulation ef steamy | many possible sources of error are . ey any possible s ‘ are 
‘Siiteemeees: ca eliminated. 

Vacuum Pump. The source of varying inches of vacuum which 
assures steam in varying temperatures as required. Also 

Heat Balancer. Measures produces necessary pressure differential between supply NEW PLASTICS FOR MISSILES 
rate of steam flow to sys- and return piping to assure quick, complete steam circulation 
tem Jo Belonceilat input and returns condensate from system to boilers. A new plastic especially designed 

for use in missiles and rockets was 
You'll find Dunham Bush Vari-Vac, a precision temperature control system, | announced here today by Reich- 

in memyy wall pen Pullen such as the New York City Housing Authority and | hold Chemicals, Inc. Laminated 

St fl eke toler enter = RGR Building. . | parts made from it will withstand 
eam flows through Dunham-Bush Vari-Vac mains continuously, generally under | 4500° F for brief sriods 

vacuum, at pressures and temperatures that vary automatically (133° at 25” of up to 40) tne or briet periods, 
Vacuum to 218° at 2 Ib. pressure) and instantly with outside weather changes and up to 500° F for 100 hours and 

and inside heal losses. Wary oe effects many advantages including longer. 

vel saving and efficient operation. . : : 
Specifiers of heating, air conditioning, refrigeration and heat transfer products depend on The new phenolic resin, desig- 

Dunham-Bush for complete product lines and “one source—one responsibility”. | nated Plyophen 5900 by RCI, is 

—_ _ said to produce laminates having 

[PO fa not only exceptionally high 
AIR CONDITIONING Tog oe | REFRIGERATION | . I . 

ne ‘i i Lal Ki — strengths at elevated temperatures, 

——s but also low moisture absorption, 
d good insulation properties, ani 

Dunham-Bush, Ine. good resistance to organic solvents, 

WEST HARTFORD 10, © CONNECTICUT, @ U.S.A. Weak imergene: ges, bylrailte 
SALES OFFICES LOCATED IN PRINCIPAL CITIES (Continued on next page) 
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° 
Project a ¢@ 

aircraft oil, de-icing fluids, and hot 

gas erosion. im 

Earlier plastics of this type had Eee, 4 

been proven better than most on _ , meoneamuaceionen,.« aie 
ey 4 E RD FOE ws FS 

metals at withstanding high tem- = 4 ee. ca “ap : owe 1 

peratures for short periods of time, yy i | gi tt a a ‘sees fa 

but they had not been recom- Ly L ran G Bees OB PR od 

mended for continuous service at be |= Cae a 3 ‘ed 
i Bae Be, es y 

temperatures above 300° F, accord- i / : Vu a ae | 

ing to RCL. ok: 
Reinforced with glass cloth or | Loh oe r+ . 2 on sy 

asbestos, the resin will be used for > aa a i 
<o-c sections. skin s . EO Mi i tts 

nose-cone sections, skin strengthen- é ja nl “<< ts 

ers, internal hoops, electronic ; —— i le 
equipment mountings, and other / —_———. * oe 

missile and rocket parts . oS oe... e > ee 

The new plastic is suitable for YP ee. _— 

sure lamination. According to = i _ oe ; —_— 

Reichhold, laminates produced by “a ON ~~ yl 

usual requirements and _ specifica- a ; _— 
tions for such materials. In fact, WESTINGHOUSE BUILT WORLD'S LARGEST ELEVATORS 

the firm claims, low-pressure lami- The U.S.S. Forrestal’s four deck-edge elevators can deliver four 70,000-Ib. 

nates made with Plyophen 5900 ex- is wee from hangar cece iS flere deck in seconds Wi x smoothly 

hibit better properties than those without even a jar. Deck-edge elevators were pioneered by Westinghouse. 

obtained at high pressures with We . 

some earlier resins of this type. vou CAN Be SURE... 1F 11's estinghouse 

Typical test results are: Ultimate 
strength flexural, flatwise, 85,900 
psi, compared with the usual speci- 
fication of 50,000 psi. Ultimate 
compressive strength edgewise, 
60,240 psi, compared with the 
specification of 35,000. Ultimate 
strength flexural, flatwise, at 500° ° els] aes 

F, after 100 hours’ exposure to 500° Proj ect b 
F—67,320 psi, compared with the 
specification of 12,500 psi. F i) 

(Continued on page 56) 4 
teens im a 

Campus News | 
(Continued from page 42) = i 

questions and discussion from the i ., ! 

floor. e = >. | 
The schedule of engineering in- —y Ce ——__— i 

stitutes to be held through January e ) ao : = cammee 

1959 is as follows: eB 4 ‘ > ae | 

Civil Engineering Refresher—Novem- e ; Ls a a ~~ ce en, il 7 : | 

Surveyors—December 3-5 : pi a i i 

Industrial Plant Maintenance—Decem- 5 * ae Pre 5 f zie 

ber 10-12 k oo ; hy a : 

Industrial Computer Applications— x) Gelli a -”, 

January 7-9 ie le ae a ae a 
Structural Engineering—January 14-16 ias Beudiy Ropracntol pavtuny ib WESTINGHOUSE BUILDS BOMBER DEFENSE SYSTEM THAT CAN SELECT 

23 MOST DANGEROUS ATTACKER, AIM AND FIRE AUTOMATICALLY 

Technical Expression—January 21-23 Two tail guns controlled by a Westinghouse developed electronic system 

Chemical, Mining, and Metallurgical make up the defensive armament of the Navy’s A3D. A radar scanner spots 

Engineering Refresher—January 29- the most dangerous attacking aircraft. A computer determines its speed 
. 30 . . and angle of approach. . . then aims the guns and signals the gunner to fire 

I a System Protection—January 29— or it fires automatically. The guns then instantly swing to the next target. 

THE END you CAN BE SURE...16 11'S Westinghouse
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ODS EAR « OF YESTERY 
Zaye . 
ae by John Nichols 

FLAME IGNITION OF INTERNAL jet inside would be lighted from best reporting ever done by a tech- 
COMBUSTION ENGINES the jet outside. Then the cock was nical journal. In addition to giving 

revolved and its port closed first, thoroughly reliable news of the 
June 1896 . . : sagen Sk me . 

enclosing the burning jet and a progress of electrical work in all 
ROM the time of the earliest small quantity of air, and then its branches, the Electrical Review 

Fs engine the subject of igni- opening to the cylinder, thus firing has secured in the past six months 
tion has been one of consider- the charge, The inner jet was ex- a large number of unusually valu- 

able controversy, and the igniter tinguished by the force of the ex- able and exclusive articles on im- 

is still the part that gives the most plosion but was immediately re- portant subjects. It printed the 
trouble in the modern gas and lighted upon turning the cock so first official interview with Profes- 
gasoline engines, as to communicate with the air sor Roentgen and the only inter- 

Electric ignition was applied in and the external flame. This made view with Professor Salvione, of 
the Senior engine but later the a very sure method of ignition but the University of Perugia, Italy, 
flame method was the more popu- could only be worked at rather | who made some very interesting 
Jar one. The flame method could slow speeds. and remarkable discoveries on the 
be readily applied to those engines Roentgen ray. 
in which the charge was not com- SIX MONTHS OF ELECTRICAL The Review was also the first to . 
pressed, for the piston could be JOURNALISM give an illustrated description of 
made to uncover a port at the the new Westinghouse-Baldwin 
proper time and suck in the flame October 1896 electric locomotive, and obtained 
from a burner just outside the port. The Electrical Review has just the first official interview with 

But when the charge in the cylin- completed its twenty-eighth vol- Thomas A. Edison on his new 

der was compressed to a pressure ume, which contains some of the fluorescent lamp. The greatest 
of several atmospheres this problem 

. . guerrero eer gu ene On mn ces mmm ume oon gpa rie co arms 

charge became a very difficult G37 a rrrr—“(i—i‘“‘“i oo > a 

matter. Upon opening a port from ae rf 2... UCU 

flame, the latter would be imme- "Ss [_ oe | 
diately extinguished by the sud- oe ee Pep . ee 

dent that some means must be em- . CS : weed oe i . 
loved to maintain this constantly [= hm hl pe i “ue ea toe - bo 

Burnett in his igniting cock. This << ath - af) hoa 7 “laa .. 4 
was a hollow cock with a port on : | ee 4 7 i+: lhl meen 
one side which could be turned so B | : a Lo 3 x) re = 

that this port opened to the air, or "UG" | SMG alee Au aM —_—= ll 
port connecting with the explosion oe .. es ~. 
chamber of the engine. Inside this ee Mt fe a ee ee ee s os 
cock was a small gas jet and just oar nt — ag ce. | — a 
outside the cock and pointing into ™ ; 3 a re, . 4 a oy . 
the opening when the cock was a Ss es a SN 
opened to the air was another gas oa 2 A : = os aL ENS 
jet. In action, the cock was first ee Ee OE a a 
turned to the open air when the A scar drilling machine used for copper prospecting in Arizona in 1910. 
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Project em ® 

honor that this journal has attained eo a 

is that it was selected exclusively 

by Nikola Tesla for giving to the 4 

world the remarkable series of ar- isan ar ciara ramen erences 
ticles written by him, describing eS een ae 
his wonderful progress in X-ray Be as : Se 

GOVERNMENT LAND SURVEYS ee ee Ba. \ a 
June 1896 oes Bi. y oe aes 
Whenever any subdividing of Pe et . =| +e eet 

government lands is to be done, SS os eos 
the Surveyor General receives bids Oe a a oe eons 
for the work and awards contracts eC id ae ees 
to “Deputies.” The rate payed per a | ee Fee ES 
mile depends upon the character 4 i —rt—‘“——C—S ih oie eee Sa 
of the country in which the work ce | _”, fe os a SN 
is to be done, that for mountainous sl : a as —_ Sa ON 

country being higher than for level sas eer RN SR inca 

country. For work in ordinary tim- WESTINGHOUSE DEVELOPS MOBILE RADAR TO PROTECT FRONT LINE TROOPS 

per the male = about twenty dol- Inside this inflated balloon-like housing is a full-size transportable radar 
lars per mile, and for meandering station that can be brought up behind front lines or dropped by parachute. 
about twenty-three dollars. Mean- It can be erected in less than two hours. Its antenna is of inflated fiberglass 
dering is the most profitable, as it cloth that looks like a giant lollipop. Major General Stuart P. Wright of the 
is generally much easier to work ARDC’s Rome Air Development Center which sponsored this developments 
along the banks of a river than in says this is “a major break-through in ground electronic equipment. 

timber. You CAN BE SURE...1F IT'S Westinghouse 
The Deputy receives instruc- ~_ 

tions from the Surveyor General 
as to how much of a township is 
to be surveyed, but he must use 

his own judgment in doing the 

work, That is, no work must be 
done where the country is so 
mountainous that it would be im- 

practicable to survey it. Project ian CEE 
It is the duty of the Deputy to fh l i 

run and measure all lines as ac- EES 
curately as circumstances will per- 
mit. Section corners, quarter sec- Ww W 
tion corners, meander stakes, wit- 

ness corners, etc., must be set and — —rrrr—r—“ i—i—r—s—Os—s—s‘“‘<‘“<“‘<i rH! 

must be established and_ plainly —rt—“‘é‘_‘(‘'éiéa?r']7/a )>EKR/ COCs, rt 
marked also, This is a very impor- Ce ee ‘ : rr 
tant part of the work, and much  -. — .. / 
stress is laid upon the kind of tree _ Ll 
to be selected, and the manner in ee -_ 
which it shall be marked. In con- bE 2 ———— 
nection with the work, a fairly ac- _ a | 
curate topographical map of the [ _— el 
country must also be made, which | Gai. LULL 
renders it necessary to take plusses j en 3 ; Ee 
of elevations and depressions and wa eg Pe nearlielins | i 
of streams. All streams over two 

chains in width should be meas- 
ured. If anything of interest is 
found on or near the line, such as , 

indication of ore, or a rancher’s WESTINGHOUSE DEVELOPS NEW METALS TO HELP CRACK HEAT BARRIER IN JET ENGINES 
cabin, it should be noted. The Tremendous temperatures encountered in jet engines cause loss in me- 
lines must be well blazed in order chanical strength of engine parts. Westinghouse scientists are developing 
that the settlers may follow them new high-strength, high-temperature metals designed to push back this 
readily in staking Otit their claims. “heat barrier.” These new alloys may add 100 mph to a jet’s top speed. 

Continued o ze GE e 

(Continued on page) you can BE SURE...1F is Westinghouse



It takes skill... 

He | ae 
ie " : ad 

Se, SS tae a es os 
s “ os i hog OF ail 

>. i a bi Ow CP is 

PS ae 
Ye ee ate we oa 
Bo al 2 ia Fh ies a uk 

ae di es dy hg i, eel So ee So te 

ee ie ge ee ee gies a 2 a « SEs DH ec ‘ <n 
Bese re ee : AN NESS a 

Yall ele” . NO ee ee ll 
ooo" og A ee RS ee awe Kae >. 

It takes engineering skill to design, build and operate the generating facilities of a 

growing electric power system. The first four units of the Oak Creek power plant 

(above) have increased system capacity by 500,000 kilowatts since 1953. A fifth 

unit, now under construction, will be rated at 250,000 kilowatts. It will operate with 

steam pressure at 2400 psig and with throttle temperature of 1050° F. The Com- 

pany’s policy of doing its own design and development work is responsible for the 

many innovations incorporated in the Oak Creek plant. 

We’re looking for men with qualities like these! 

Excellent job opportunities at Wisconsin Electric Power Com- 

pany are waiting for young engineers of outstanding skill, 

y hile = foresight, imagination and judgment. 

. \ At Wisconsin Electric Power Company you will have a 

\ chance to use your engineering skills in a wide variety of 

i fields — electrical, mechanical, civil, chemical, statistical, re- 

, ; s uf search, sales, administrative, etc. 

‘a epiipinaleote Demands for our services are so great that our current ex- 

Z pansion program anticipates the doubling of our facilities 

\ within a 10 year period. We invite you to grow with us. What- 
Le IY ever your work may be, it will be worthy of achievement and 

g a will bring with it the material rewards which accompany 

success. 

Wisconsin Electric Power Co. Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. Wisconsin Natural Gas Co. 

Milwaukee, Wis. Appleton, Wis. Racine, Wis. 
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Project 4@y 4% #% # 
Photography a 
(Continued from page 25) 4 4 u 4 % 

obtained, but the movement is so s a , , 

small that the camera does not a as ‘ aa 

adequately record it. If similar © «eee "Ne 
methods of calculating are used BO Ni Va NE al 

for determining the velocity of a oe . oe we. CK a ao : 

part from the film record, the pic- w 2 =42424 ee e BoA 4 of ye 

ture frequency must be deter- a. 4 lUC Cc. Ve ON Se a 

mined accurately by means of a =U ji. — ea \ - 
time base on film. It should not be yl ONT i pe Se aN eo 
taken from information supplied : LN i ia Sen oe’ GS 

by the manufacturer which is only aS I : a av Se 

intended as a guide. | AA ya, " a. ee 

When the running speed of the * \ VO a PJ yj oe q ne q 
camera has been decided, the next ON \s _ AN 4 ee 
important thing to do is to syn- ie » As oN ek 7 oe” 
chronize the camera with the Ve BRS er a os 

se bolic or candles In the WESTINGHOUSE DESIGNING NUCLEAR REACTOR THAT WILL MAKE ITS OWN FUEL 
ments this introduces no difficul- Westinghouse and the Pennsylvania Power & Light Company are jointly 

ties, provided the cycle is of rea- developing the engineering information required to design and operate a 

< homogeneous” nuclear reactor plant for the generation of electricity. If 

sonably short duration. Few cane successful, the companies anticipate the reactor will largely fuel itself by 

eras run at high speeds for more converting thorium into fissionable fuel after an initial charge of enriched 

than about two seconds. Although uranium: DE W. Ee slohnson, manager of the project, studies a transparent 

a lower running speed will give a MOMS OF Ue TEAclor Vesve a 
longer running tine this may not YOU CAN Be SURE... IF irs Westinghouse 

be acceptable for the minimum 
picture frequency calculated, It is 
not usually possible to trigger the 
running of a camera from the sub- } 
ject, as the starting characteristics 
of most cameras are unsteady. 
Successful electrical triggering de- 
vices have been built, but long de- ° 
lay times are not possible. ° Proj ect f {y ed 

Where it is impracticable to ac- 

tuate the subject by electrical ) 2 

means it is often possible to use a 
manual method. In general, any aan ; ; . 
method of sychronization should ot a ff es fe Cl 
aim to record the subject move- eal —————— Cee na 
ment as near to the end of the film we , ' on ieaies (eS eee vile mes) ) ae 

as possible. This is recommended  & ee PO See. 
because most films are not running oe pan a % : we Eo 1G + 

at maximum speed until after the ie is x ps) ‘Wee & 3, ae 

first 50 feet, although they may be oo ta” ° os fF re) i Ce —" 
running at a useful speed well ay Ge a | oe ae a 

below this value. ‘| 1. —_— ” eG 4 AY x iV , me 

One important aspect of high i b\ A be, Ee San / So) 
speed motion picture photography a | | OMS i 

is the provision of adequate il- . ON | oe | : | \ 

lumination. As the exposure times ye \ | ap Pa Ss po wep, 
involved cover the range from = \ af | sisal 7. ¢ 
about 1/1000th of a second down \ : i] \ Hi) 

e ete hate e NIGHT-FLYING PILOTS SEE GROUND WITH DAYLIGHT BRIGHTNESS 
achieve a high enough subject ON SUPER-TV PERFECTED BY WESTINGHOUSE 
brightness. For small subject areas The “Cateye” system is so sensitive that it will work with less than one 

this may not present a very diffi- millionth of the illumination used in the television studio. It will make night 

- . flying safer for pilots and passengers. This remarkable image intensifier was 

cult problem. However, for areas conceived by the Aeronautics Research Laboratories of the Wright Air 
larger than about ten square feet Development Center ... and Westinghouse was asked to perfect it. 

ontinues ve & ~ 

ontiaait aamese Eel You CAN BE SURE...1F 11'S Westinghouse



a | . longer to replace material worn 
a L..rr.rrt—<“—i—SC Soil Cement away by traffic. Shrinkage cracks 

\ — | (Continued from page 15) oceurring in the soil-cement after 
Ce “aa ; i : he bituminous surface is placed 

= | tuminous material, but waterproof the iturnt P 7 
( . i 6h Ul (‘Sh . | « usually come through the bitumi- ta — paper, moist straw or dirt are also ‘surfa 
— J : ‘ nous surface. 
7 ee. | satisfactory. However, the bitu- 

\ a minous cover may also serve as a Advantages Of Soil—Cement 
~ eo | | tack coat for a subsequent surface . . 
Le | oF Pe i ae When built for equal load- 

- ..,, <m coat. After the soil-cement is freed : ae ‘ . : . 
Co — OU carrying ability, soil-cement is less a ue of all dry, loose and extraneous ae ° . i Ag > | ey ns : expensive than other low-cost pave- 
Yo Ee » | material, the bituminous coating ~ . | y 
yl = = , . : Se ments. The main factors leading to 

9 is applied. Rate of application : i nA ~ 3 . : this low cost are: 
wr ~— varies from 0.15 to 0.30 gallons per 1 . . 
ek — Bee 1) Efficient machinery. The rapid 
yh — Ss . square yard, When traffic is to be 5 : 7 i 
(i » | ree ; increase in the use of soil-cement 
\ Pia | maintained, the cover coat is : : c p YS st z since its start in 1935 has GF nn sanded to prevent its pickup by : ; 

Li rr = _ ‘ prompted equipment manufactur- ‘ P E {up y 4 —_ traffic. Approximately 10 pounds a 
ro _— 3 : 2 ers to produce efficient central i. -té<‘“C RS p | of sand per square yard should be 1 

ae : ? plants, travel plants, and finishers. 
A a applied. ‘ : 
po . ; : : More complete information on the 

| A bituminous surface should be . . 
| : equipment used may be found in 

placed on the completed soil- the: construction.secton 
Thousands of | cement as soon as practical. The ay The ae i 

| ‘ ‘ 2) Use of in-place soil. Almost 
ITT engineers are | type and thickness of surfacing de- all soils can be hardened with 

& | pends on the traffic volume, avail- eee os 

“space men” | ability of materials, cost, and local portland. cement: About: 90 ‘per 
P . : eed aan ahs . cent of the soil-cement mixture is 

| practices. In general, the thickness soil preSert at’ the Gorstiction site 
NOT literally, of ovale, but they are | of the wearing course necessary 80%. PEESEDE Ht Me CONSTUCHION. SIE 
engaged in so many electronic activ- 4 s pce . . secaaire, . 2 ‘ ie Se 
ities associated with the vast air | Will be less than that required on oo a 3 a 

world above us that they might well a granular-type base. Surfaces °°... — 
be broadly identified as “space men.” | from 34-inch to 2-inch thickness pee a mie oe | | 

Many have achieved a high record | are generally used. fy | 
of success in research, design, pro- The bituminous surface, consist! ss eel 
duction, testing, and field engineer- ing of a prime coat and surface a . Soe _ | 
ing of air navigation and traffic con- | < “ Be : eS ad 5) at trol systems . .. including ILS, Tacan, course, may be placed immedi- . = <7) S| 
Vortac, Data Link, VOR, DME, Nava- ately after the seven-day period of of Sia a 
screen, Navarho, and automatic protective cover. If poor results resp i Le eS ; ne = 
ts iters’ servi AP GHEE SUR. . 4 We ys be 4 46 a ies 
typewriters” serving the Narcast sys are obtained from poor finishing, oo ol ae. ll 

tem for in-flight weather reporting. Po . ed rs . “rpehlile ae ae % surfacing will be saved by expos- |= —’ BNA MM G0 Other ITT “space men” are mak- : soil cia for Le ee Je LF 
ing important contributions to air Ing the soil-cement to traffic for oe » a 
reconnaissance, inertial navigation, | a few weeks to show up the poor | a... 
infrared, missile guidance and con- | areas. These poor surface areas i ; oe 
trol, electronic countermeasures, ra- |, : ; sane ay : ee a : dio communications, wader scctien | can then be cleaned off to hard a a» oo | 

communications, and other catego. | S0il-cement before the bituminous oa ES a Pa gee aoa 
ries vital to national defense. materials are placed. The bitumi- i Ab. BB Eb I ea 

These are only a few of the many | nous surface can then be bonded ff i a oe 
activities at ITT laboratory and | firmly to hard soil-cement. “ee i Po q production centers — coast to coast | When the soil-cement is ready a y ‘i a 
~where challenging problems are | for s rf _ | . -f " a , ld ee EET 2 constantly opening the way to top or surfacing, the sur ace shou -Photo Conntesy Portland Cement Association 

careers. be thoroughly cleaned of all loose ee ie pat the final smooth 
atone: : - “es finish of the soil-cement base. Consult your College Placement Officer material with power brooms and : ; 

for interview date, or write to ITT blowers. A heavy bituminous prime or obtainable from a local borrow 
Technical Placement Office, 67 Broad is then applied to supply the bond pit. This saves the cost of ex- 
Street, New York 4, New York. between the soil-cement and sur- cavating and hauling in gravel or 

face course. Penetration will not other road base aggregate. 
INTERNATIONAL | be needed since all the dust and 3) Small amount of portland ce- 

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH | loose material is removed. The — ment needed. Although the per- 
surface course of high-grade bi- centage of cement needed varies 

CORPORATION | tuminous plant mix is then applied with the characteristics of the soil, 
in one or two lifts, depending on it ranges from 5 to 15 per cent. In 
the desired thickness. general, the finer the soil texture 

The service life of bituminous the more cement is needed to 
surfaces on soil-cement bases _ is harden the mixture to a satisfac- 
longer than on granular-type bases. _ tory degree. 
Periodic, thin surface treatments Strength of soil-cement increases 

67 Broad Street + New York are required every five years or — with age, assuring a long life for 
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j aé é 
soil-cement roads. The first of Project 
these roads, built in 1935, still are Ea 
giving good service at low main- & 4 
tenance cost. Since soil-cement 

roads use in-place soils they are ee 
easily patched and widened. Ap- 2S ss 
plication of a bituminous surface : ee _ | 
increases the life of these roads. ~g 8 

Soil-cement is 50 to 100 per ees \ o se 
cent stronger inch for inch than 8 4 4 spol ' 
other low-cost pavements. Modern ‘'s * | 
design methods require soil-cement _ Ls | ‘ 
thicknesses that are 14 to 1% less ‘  .« Ss A us 

than granular bases carrying the > | a a 
same traffic load over the same 2 2. EE as gsm lead 
subgrades. Since soil particles in : . os i‘ A cca ess ‘as MA 
soil-cement are tightly bound to- — ——_— e At 
gether by cement, the entire mass —  f. e MO wa 

is hardened into a slab with F = 90 = Ty pace 
enough rigidity and strength to : — eo ae ws is 

spread loads over a large area of ee 
the subsoil. S WESTINGHOUSE OPERATES “FLYING LABORATORIES” TO DEVELOP 

During construction the mixture EPECTRONIC ere THE ARMED oe the’ Westinah 
is ‘4 Vat vet . . anette. ore in i, iIn-fl ours were logged in ie estin; \ouse 

» . compacted to a high density: Air Arm Division Flight Test Center in the development of military air- 
As the cement hydrates, the mix- borne electronic systems. To carry out the numerous flight development 
ture hardens in that state. Soil- programs, the Air Arm Division employs 35 professional personnel, includ- 
cement does not soften when ex- ing five engineering pilots, and 55 technicians. 

posed to extreme wetting and dry- You CAN BE SURE... 1F IT'S Westinghouse 
ing or freezing and thawing. This — 
hard, unchanging pavement main- 
tains its strength through heavy 
rainstorms and spring breakups. 

Soil-cement roads are quickly 
and easily built, often more than a 
mile per day. Usually no excava- 
tion is necessary and the incon- ° 
venience of detours is kept to a Project g Ls a 
minimum. Construction of millions B 
of square yards of soil-cement in ee 

all climates proves that rain is not 4 u 
a serious construction hazard. ; ; a . ; 
During construction, water equiv- 7 Nee , 

added; therefore weather delays | — ~~ 
are rare. Local residents greatly i _ : _ 7 ° 
appreciate the speed of soil-cement : 4 | 3 
construction. \ . . oy “ 

In its relatively short life of 23 | | : 

years, soil-cement is proving itself ' p = 
to be a wise choice for light traffic | eo 3 4 

road construction. Its main disad- ' i. a as ANS Wh rn 
vantage is merely that it is a rela- Ec Be Vk : Pe ~~ \ 
tively new method and unknown ' <a) Vj : __ i | 

struction procedures, specifications, | ag Me \ NE un i 0 ] ’ 
and field tests are now becoming fy. eo i] | y./9 
well established. As more engi- a io ose oo et ig a 
neers include soil-cement in their ——— . — 
highway work, contractors and # © WESTINGHOUSE “BRAIN” CAN RUN A FACTORY 

equipment manufacturers will be This Westinghouse industrial control unit called Cypak® thinks, decides 
encouraged to equip and organize : and remembers. It is. as small as a candy bar, but in combination with 
for this type work. The result— similar Cypak units, it can run a machine, an assembly line, or an entire 

wicoe teh factory. Cypak has no moving parts to wear out—and thus, for the first 
more miles of roads at a lower cost time, makes it practical to hook up whole lines of automated machines. 
to all. THE END =. 

YOU CAN BE SURE... 1F 11'S Westinghouse
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@ t > ER =) Be 7 nO a TT | a | y y 

el 2 pe) Fe PS A FH ERS eo CI STON ) = 
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7 by Earl Kelling me’59 

OC) Engineering Economy maintains ment of the fundamental prin- 
\ a straightforward approach, from ciples and goals of written com- 

the time the idea is proposed as a munication and the technique of 
| project until it has gone through getting ideas across in writing. 

the stages of development and These principles are then applied 
p design and is actually being pro- to the specific types of writing 

Wea = duced in the factory. used in business. The material on 
graphic presentation was written 

ne UNIT See UINERRING ECA by Mr. Kenneth Ww. Haemer, a 
fly: Glavence €, illioaer / / topranking authority in the field, 

5 By Warren L. McCabe and Julian C, Smith and this material shows the impor- McGraw-Hill $7.00 McGraw-Hill $10.50 tance of the wee of chats and 
ase 7 - ance of the use of charts and 

This book acquaints the engineer Written at an undergraduate — graphs in the writing of business 
with the SCONOMIC factors: of en- level, this volume covers the unit reports. 
siicenng, projects, shows him how operations of chemical engineer- 
to evaluate such factors and to es- ing from both a practical “atid a OPERATIONAL MATHEMATICS 

fimiate ‘Casts; how to separate and theoretical standpoint. Each unit By Ruel V. Churchill 
define the intangibles, ete. It deals operation is treated separately, McGraw-Hill $7.00 

with the methods and problems in- General discussions are also in- Operational Mathematics is a 
herent in the financing of a project luded covering fluid mechanics, textbook on the theory and appli- 
and provides atl understanding of flow of heat, and mass transfer, cations of Laplace — transforms, 

the ENDO of economic study which each giving scientific and theoret- Fourier transforms, and other in- engineers in. industry are called ical foundations for several opera- tegral transforms, and on the the- 

pon to make shen considering tions. In place of a multiplicity of ory and applications of orthogonal 
the functional solution of engineer- mass transfer coefficients, only one functions. Applications to prob- 
ing problems. —the Drew-—Colburn Coefficient—is lems in partial differential equa- 

The book covers three separate sed throughout. The book in- tions arising in engineering phys- 
but definitely related analyses cludes 113 worked-out examples, ics, and other mathematical sciences 
which comprise such an economic nearly 150 unsolved problems, 500 are emphasized, At the same time, 
study: figures, and 275 references to the considerable attention is also given 

1. The Economy Analysis, which chemical engineering _ literature. to problems in electrical circuits 
attempts to evaluate the worth- and vibrating mechanical systems, 
whileness of the project in terms WRITTEN COMMUNICATION involving systems of ordinary dif- 
of profit and yield on the invest- IN BUSINESS ferential equations. 
ment. By Robert L. Shurter Here is a sound mathematical 

2. The Intangible Analysis, McGraw-Hill $6.00 treatment designed to give ad- 
which determines the worth-while- Here is a comparative treatment — vanced students of science and 
ness in terms of those factors of the major principles of business mathematics not only a working 
which are difficult to evaluate be- communication, and analysis of the knowledge of operational mathe- 
cause of the factors of human most widely used forms of busi- matics, but also a clear under- 
judgement involved. ness writing—the letter, the report, standing of how, when and why 

3. The Financial Analysis, which — and the memorandum—and a dis- integral transformations can be 
explores the problem of providing cussion of the associated skills of used. The mathematical —back- 
the funds with which to make the dictation and reading. ground required is approximately 
project possible. The book begins with a state- the level of advanced calculus. 
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Photography ae 
(Continued from page 49) 4 g 

the problem could be great. Also, 
with very small areas, below one ee ct — snes 

square inch, it may be difficult to : J } 

direct enough light to the right ee : rf 

There are so many applications : 8 i se - 
of high speed photography, both as o ; a e" = — 
in science and in industry, that it . “ee — EA Re L — Lae ee 

would be impractical to discuss lo. ao) = : : a ee ce. 
all of them. Therefore, only a few a ee Tk. ave Reg A 

of these methods will be men- es ao Se ee SS 

Gas flow has been studied by y a el 4 - eee | 

various means through the use of en — ee cae Me ma 

smoke, dust, etc., carried in the wi caine —_ : ne 
gas. Many records have been made ae a a 
of air flow around acrofoils and é —_ 

other bodies in wind tunnels. This WESTINGHOUSE DESIGNED REACTOR ON FIRST ATOMIC SUB 
is done for the purpose of seeing MAKES NUCLEAR NAVY INEVITABLE 

nee = i? eee ae ae A few pounds of uranium in the Nautilus did the work of 3,000,000 gallons 
: . of fuel oil. Westinghouse designed and developed the Nautilus reactor under 

Similar thought has been given to the direction of and in technical cooperation with the Naval Reactors 
the flow of liquid in various con- Branch of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, and is now developing 
tainers and through various types reactors for large surface vessels and more submarines to give the U.S. 
of aperatures. Navy the world’s first atomic fleet. We _ h 

The application of high speed you CAN Be SURE...1F 11'S esting! ‘ouse 

photography to problems con- 
nected with the railways, aircraft, 
cars, and other vehicles has been 
extensive. In railroads, such things 
as the passing of the train wheels 
over rail joints has been thoroughly C 

studied. This was done mainly to 
determine how much vibration it 
causes in the train. In_ aircraft Project as aa 
work many problems have been B&B 
investigated including performance fa 

of landing gear and wheels during 
landing. 4 

One application of high speed " 84. 4 
photography which must not be Pm | | 
neglected is the use of films for > Th | / 
training purposes. Training meth- | Fe EET jibe 
ods with the use of visual aids, of ai = | | Pil] 
one sort or another, is now wide y eg t mali | | Pipe 

spread, There are many machine [Fe bp yo HE | 

operations and fundamental points > . 7 | lesen 

only be adequately demonstrated ee Lae | 2 te 

raphy. There is no doubt that the — wire oath = XT 

average operator could learn much | a - | a Y | 
more from seeing a slow motion | wt  - 
film of a machine or operation a | \u _ 
than from considerable verbal ex- REV. —_ 
planation. Also, there are many | Cr " 

well known phenomena which can- 
not be illustrated any other way. WESTINGHOUSE DEVELOPS NEW SOURCE OF LIGHT... RAYESCENT* LAMPS 

For example the movement of the Light in any color flows, from wafer-thin panels of glass without the use of 
tongue in speech or the opening bulbs; tubes or fixtures in a new type of light developed by Westinghouse. 

. : € is picture shows the first room ever illuminated by this RAYESCENT 
and closing of the eye pupil when system. Dr. E. G. F. Arnott, Research Director of Westinghouse Lamp 
room lights are switched on and Division, holds one of the new RayesceNnT lamps now being marketed. 

: ¥ . 
off THE END Tedemars you CAN BE SURE...1F is Westinghouse



. The applicati f ese tw Imported CASTELL Time Study ; e application of these two 
important factors can be sum- 

e 9 (Continued from page 30) marized as follows: 

BLACK GOLD Observed or Average Time x 
i cor ded elemental performance Performance Rating Factor — 

ce @ time be adjusted upward or down- Normal or Levelled Time 
ey T3, C ward to determine normal per- Normal or Levelled Time x Al- 
; formance time. lowance Factor — Standard or 

A In order to determine the per- Allowed Job Time 
adds Skill to your hand formance rating factor, the time te , Computation of Job Standard Re study analyst must first have a 

Pr ar oes very clear concept of a worker Once the analyst has properly 
epi HOW ABGUEVERtIL who has normal skill and ability recorded all necessary information 
cal opportunities? How and who is working at a normal on the time study form, has ob- 

a ee you grow In | pace. Such a worker is assigned seived and psleduate Pepe ; of 
ny | ] | 2 factor of 100 percent. A below YS i ted the ee ier ae atl 
i That will depend on ey normal performance may be rated BEC: TALS, EAE OPEratOL, WeshOu 4) your native talent, hard =] . 6 : then proceed to compute the i . : as 85, 90, 95 percent. An above si : f : work and such profes- [ooo : study. The following procedure in 
Jj sional habits as the use S normal performance may be rated chronological sequence is observed rj of imported A.W.FABER S as 105, 110, 115 percent. in the & sha bs fa ty ical CasTELL. “black gold” a sie . ; in the computation of a_ typica 
z graphite — the best na- This numerical comparison of study with continuous watch read- 

tural graphite _ testing i the observed work performance ings: 
Ey out at more than 99% AEM | (worker's skill, ability, and speed) ig pure carbon — makes tS rs skill, ability, and speed) 1. Make subtractions of consec- i Castell the world’s y to a normal work performance itive readings to obtain 
Pd finest drawing ee z (time study man’s concept of a elapsed times eS 
SN hand as it does to’ sea. iS normal worker’s skill, ability, and 4 7 1 d dig wed. dil abuor 
B soned Pros the world speed) is a highly controversial ~ aL ; wil d values ahs ARBOT 

overt (Color graded for S | subject. Here, too much depends . Mah Of trae etnies 1 
most of the 20 scienti- KR on a person’s judgment, which can 3, Summarize remaining elemen- 1 5 p judg tal values 
eae pecurale degrees, 8) vary greatly from individual to aa Wes. 

OEE s individual. However, with ade- 4. Determine mean of the ob- 
viel ay preter quate training and experience, this served values of each ele- 

Tel-A-Grade 9800 personal judgment can be limited ment 
' which shows your de- |] to a very short range. 5. Determine elemental normal 

gree in a flash — plus [Ry ‘ time by multiplying the mean FE imported “black gold” w sl: sed ime t “ he perfor 
E CasTELL 9030 Lead. [Re The Job Allowance Factor. To elapsed itime: by: *he:persorm: 
[ Shop | Md tue |u take care of the many interrup- anee: rating, factor. 
f CASTELL across the fs tions, delays, and slowdowns which 6. Add the appropriate allow- 
Veg board. ] are encountered in every work as- ance to the elemental normal 

i signment, a job allowance factor values to obtain the elemen- 
j ; is applied. In general, allowances tal allowed times. 

| == cover three broad areas: 7. Summarize the elemental al- 
= lowed times on the reverse 
_—— | 1. Personal delays P ae , 
= B BEESON) O&IAys. side of the time study form 

7 yi & | | 2. Fatigue. to obtain the standard time. 

Yo Sa = 3. Unavoidable delays. The above seven steps are self- 
NG SA KR = explanatory, however, it should be 
IWS er» 4, home As Stated earlier, an “Allowed mentioned that the time study 

| a ey Yi | | Job Time” should not only repres should be computed with great 
S | ‘NS sent a normal performance but it care and preferably by the time 
PICA a should represent a normal _per- study man himself. An error in 

I Zo formance under normal conditions. computation can ruin the whole 
\ ” | Hence, the application of job al- study. 

lowances is necessary. By means The main difficulties ju time 
oee of this adjustment factor, the nor- study computations are: 

Cae Aa mal performance time may be ; 
BR properly adjusted in recognition of 1, Elements missed by the ob- 

the existence of non-productive server. A missed element as Zs : I ‘ di x Z | time. This factor is also based on well as the succeeding one 

the analyst’s judgment, but it are both disregarded. 2 : 
does not come under the same 2. Elements missed by the op- 

A.W. FABER-CASYELL severe criticism as the performance erator. These elements are 
PENCIL CO., INC. NEWARK 3, N. J. rating factor. also disregarded, since they 
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have no effect on the pre- Ww E ST I N G H oO U Ss E 

ceeding or succeeding values. 

3. Out-of-order elements. These IS THE BEST PLACE 

elements are included in the 

study. FOR TALENTED ENGINEERS 
4. Foreign elements. It is neces- ‘eed ‘8 i 4 

— sduet the time rec ere’s a wide variety of engineering and scientific work for the able 
sary, to deduct the time re engineer at Westinghouse. The brief stories told in the preceding 

quired for the foreign ele- advertisements only scratch the surface. A hundred or more other 

ment from the cycle time. activities, each as interesting, also demand the services of really 
“ talented engineers. This diversity of opportunity is one of the biggest 

. . . reasons for choosing Westinghouse. 

During the process of taking a There’s still another factor to be considered. At Westinghouse, 

time study, any of these irregular- you'll find the right kind of climate for solid professional growth. The 

toc aan be enc Sea i only limits to how much a man can add to his knowledge and stature 

ities can be eneounte red, Only an are his own ability, ambition, and determination. The creative individ- 

experienced time study man can ual can benefit substantially from one of industry’s most liberal inven- 

cope with these difficulties and tion award programs, and the man who seeks more knowledge will 
still record reliable data find the opportunity to do so. Since 1927, Westinghouse has recog- 

still record rellable Gata. oe nized the positive value of encouraging self-development. 

THE END Incoming college graduates are enrolled in the Student Training 
Course, a well-integrated program providing assignments in many 
operating divisions; each man finds the type of work best suited for 

Cupola him. Thereafter, the opportunities for further study are dependent 
upon the kind of career you want. 

(Continued from page 20) 
For those desiring a TECHNICAL career: 

inside. The refractory that would GRADUATE STUDY PROGRAM—For graduates of engineering 
‘ ae ek or the physical sciences, Westinghouse offers a Graduate Study pro- > use 7 5 mé snance is re- , 4 

be used for this mainte nance te gram leading to M.S. or Ph. D. degrees. This plan offers the qualified 
placed by carbon block which lasts individual an opportunity to pursue further graduate work in con- 

for at least the length of time re- junction with his regular job. ) 

quired to melt 100 thousand tons ADVANCED DESIGN COURSE—This full-time four-month 
of iron. The ratio of iron to coke Westinghouse program, held at the University of Pittsburgh, is 

: a, . 8 1 at least 10 offered to selected engineering and physical science graduates who 

is raised from 8 to | to a eas demonstrate unusual aptitude in research, design, or development 

to 1 for most purposes and higher work. 

for others. This provides a saving ADVANCED MECHANICS PROGRAM—For selected mechanical 
of 20 per cent or more on the cost engineers, Westinghouse, each year, offers a full-time fifteen-month 

ok a ne renlace graduate program in advanced mechanics at the Research Laboratory 

of coke. This system has replaced in Pittsburgh. Classroom work is held at the University of Pitts- 

the need for two cupolas in almost burgh, and all of it is creditable toward an M.S. degree. 

all of the foundries where it is HONORS GRADUATE PROGRAM—For a limited number of 
now used. The cost of having one selected men, Westinghouse has a released-time graduate study 

cupola lying idle for repairs at all program aimed at the fulfillment of requirements for Ph. D. degrees. 

times is eliminated. Water is nec- B. G. LAMME FELLOWSHIPS—Based upon a yearly competition 

- aeA Sle Fan aaaner among outstanding men who are under 35 but who have been with 

essary to granulate slag for any the Corporation at least five years, Westinghouse awards B. G. Lamme 

cupola, providing the slag is used Fellowships for one year’s full-time graduate work on stipend and 

for road ballast. The water from salary allowance with all tuition and transportation expenses paid. 

fis celing qetem discharge can For those desiring a MANAGEMENT career: 
be used for this, so very little ex- BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS—These are pro- 
pense 1S incurred for cooling sys- grams of business courses at nine different universities for mature 

tem water. Very few expensive men in business, particularly graduates in engineering and the 

fluxes are needed because the sciences, who have not majored in business administration. 
a se 

metal properties can be controlled MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM—This program 
" provides position rotation for more breadth of experience, participa- 

very close. tion in advanced management schools for more senior professional 

At the present time there are employees, and in-company specialized courses for the development 

a: ad a A N } of executive talents. 

only ten cupolas in use in North If you’re interested in more information about these programs at 

America that combine hot blast Westinghouse, write to Mr. L. H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational 

and water cooling system. These Department, Ardmore and Brinton Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pa. d 

are all being used very success- 
fully. 

The successful use of the com- you CAN BE SURE...1F ITS 

bination of the common cupola — 

with hot blast and water cooling We * h 

systems helps prove that it is the i estl ng ouse 

ideal cupola. | 
THE END WATCH “WESTINGHOUSE LUCILLE BALL-DESI ARNAZ SHOWS™ 

CBS TV MONDAYS



° ° __ ee Science Highlights 1.82 TE 
(Continued from page 45) 1.80 “N 

LIGHT OPTIC GLASSES 1.78 40 MOLE % TiO, - 

Special light-weight optical 

glasses with high refractive indices 1.76 
and high dispersions have been de- 
veloped by the National Bureau of 1.74 35 MOLE % TiO, 
Standards for the Navy Bureau of 
Ordnance. Because of their optical W72 PF oe | 
properties, these glasses may be 21 70 30 MOLE % TiO. 
used as) clements of compound = . | 
lenses, particularly in applications cs 1.68 Ess ae 
such as aerial photography and OD 25 MOLE % TiO, 
periscopes where a wide field of = 1.66 | 
view with minimum distortion is w | 
essential. In such systems, elements > 1.64 U0 ee 20 MOLE % Tid, | 
of these glasses would be advanta- FE | 
geous for climinating astigmatism, gS 1.62 
coma, and chromatic and spherical x eo | 15 MOLE % TiO, | 
aberrations. The low densities of uo a | 
the glasses make them especially © sel | 
suitable for use in aircraft where IO MOLE % TiO | 
weight is of prime importance. 1.56 ara 4 

Usually, optical glasses with high i 
refractive indices and high disper- 1.54 | 
sions contain lead oxide as the a 5 MOLE % TiO, 
principal constituent. However, 1.52 ; 
since increasing the lead content 1.50 / 

of such glasses increases the re- a5 10 20 30 40 50 
fractive index, it also places a lim- 
iting value on the corresponding MOLE PERCENT Na,O oe 

1,800 4 : — Fig. 2.-Graph showing the refractive indices of various sodium titanium silicate 
| \ \ compositions developed by the National Bureau of Standards for use in optical 

\ \ ryeicat opTicAL FLINTS | instruments. 

+ \\ | dispersion. As glasses are needed in those exhibited by lead-containing, 
\\ : which both the refractive indices or flint glasses; and, as desired, the 
Ki see and dispersions can be increased dispersions are higher than for 

00 \\ | beyond the present limits, work flint glasses at corresponding high 
& od \\ aimed in this direction was under- indices. 
Z \\ taken in connection with basic re- For example, the titanium glass 
2 1.650 \\ search in the properties of glass- with a refractive index of L7184 
= \ forming systems. had a \/-value of 27.6, while extra- 
2 20 \ As a starting point for the study, dense flint glass with an index of 
» 600 use was made of the fact that 1.7200 had a V-value of 29.3. The 

\, glasses containing appreciable lower V-value of the glass under 
| \ quantities of titanium oxide have investigation is indicative of its 
| \ high-refractive indices and disper- greater dispersion. This dispersion 

rene \ sions, The sodium titanium silicate would be even higher if the refrac- 
system was investigated in detail tive index of the investigated com- 
by E. H. Hamilton and G. W. position were increased to equal 

50 a eee Cleek of the Bureau's glass labora- that of the flint glass. The increase 
kU VALUE, 2 tories, and found to produce glasses in refractive index is effected by 

Fie 1A: comparison of the Bevalue with the desired optical character- raising the ratio of TiO, to SiO., or 
and refractive indices of sodium titanium istics. TiO, to Na,O. 
silicate and flint glasses. Curves of 2- Glasses were made which con- Composition has an effect on 
value vs ee oe 1: tained from 10 to 45 mole percent physical as well as optical proper- 
and 30 mole percent of Na.O, and for Na,O, 0 to 40 percent TiO,, and ties. All glasses containing 5 mole 
atypical lead-containing glass. Above 30 to 85 percent SiO,. For such percent of TiO, and some contain- 
an index of 1.600, the 2-values for all compositions, refractive indices ing 10 and 15 percent of this sub- 
titanium glasses are lower, (dispersions range 1.5184 to 1.8005, and stance were practically colorless, 
higher) than for the typical flint glass. V -values—inverse functions of dis- while all other compositions were The higher-dispersion glasses were de- 7 » ” POS : a veloped’ by the National Bureau of persion—from 51.5 to 23.2. The re- either amber or yellow. The darker 
Standards for special optical uses. fractive indices are comparable to (Continued on page 65) 
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i, oe . 
R = energy valid? 

ma aN fi 5 
ay mh An accurate definition of energy 
Hy By A x . * 
Ah Bt is important to Allison because 
nh)! Pa peas ‘ 

Nh, i| energy conversion is our business— 
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i q and we have a deep and continuin fh, H pon awAs 
A interest in energy in all its forms 

ry { 
ay), i Basic to our business is an intimate 

H | knowledge of every form of energy 

AY. -solar, nuclear, thermal, chemical, 
it “ : 

Ns mass, magnetic, electrical, mechan- 
Nn" 2 
a ical and radiant. We search for P 
q this knowledge to increase the 

R. effectiveness with which we accom- 
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ENN. needs of present and future flight 

K i and space propulsion systems. 
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by Darell Meyer ee’61 

STUDENT CHAPTERS GO NATIONAL —_—e When university classes convened 
A sam of active aid in the ENGINEERS’ CREED this fall there was available a kit 

program of aenve aie a ° As a professional engineer, I dedicate of promotional material for engi- 
formation of NSPE Student Chap- my professional knowledge and skill necting students prepared by 
ters is gaining impetus throughout — to the advancement and betterment of mms ents: prepay 

oes eee. human welfare. NSPE. In addition, there are pub- 
the nation. The October 1958 issue Smacerpanie of On! § _ 

: ; ai ; lications from OSPE and NSPE 
of the American Engineer carries | | PLEDGE whieh will be héletul to each, sti 
an article on the activities of the To give the utmost of performance, pe ep to “ee 

tepis A : : to participate in none but honest enter. dent chapter as it prepares to affil- 
present NSPE Committee on Stu- prise, to live and work according to the iate with NSPE. 
dent Chapters, written by the Com- laws of and the highest standards of os ; 
mittee chairman Professor J Neils professional conduct. To place service Tine Witensducet incthcles: tre: Bol: 
Tl . TI 7 arti le indi 4 . belore profit, oe honor and, seaidine of lowing: 

1ompson. That article indicates the profession before personal advantage, ne ify: Bnwineore [MERE 
that the State of Ohio leads in and the public welfare above all other 1. Bthies for Engineers (NSPE) 

ber of NSPE affiliated stude considerations. In humility and with 2. The Key to a Greater Profession 

ai ammeeg crear Nias lated’ stu ent need for Divine Guidance, I make this (OSPE ) 
chapters. With this fact in mind pledge. 3. What Docs It Mean to You? 
we are reprinting here a portion of ———— (OSPE ) , a , 

a recent article in the October 1958 4. Rodieet once — Engineering 

issue of the Ohio Engineer by Ken OSPE members and committees 5. The Ohio Look at Professionalism 
neth W. Cosens, P.E., Chairman of | who have contributed so much to for Engineers (OSPE) 
the Ohio Society of Professional the formation of the student chap- 6. From Engineering Student to Pro- 
Engineers Student Chapters Com- _ ters here in Ohio. Now NSPE rec- fessional Engineer (OSPE) ne 
mittee entitled “Student Chapters  ognizes the soundness of this pro- e Net Step popeianon ee : 

. TAT » 7 atid has: @ forth with an q Petition to Participate in the NSPE 
Go NATIONAL”. gram an vas come for’ : # Student Chapter Program (NSPE) 

During the last year great strides  28gressive program designed to 9. The Promotion of Professional De- 
have been made by NSPE to pro- _ strengthen the student chapter and velopment of the Student Engi- 
ida ~— ie - its membership. neer (NSPE) 

vide more support for student Pp 10. Student Chapter Manual (OSPE) 
chapters and their members. It has The program of the present Tl 5 . : , i he NSPE kit contained (1) been recognized that great bene- NSPE Committee on Student = * , o . ; September issue of the American fits come to a profession when its | Chapters, headed by Professor J. Envi 9) ¢ aasteate ‘ ma ‘entrr ngineer, (2) student chapter 
members have been introduced to Neils Thompson, of the University oe or : : saint . rene membership pin, (3) “The Engi- its many professional problems at of Texas, was approved in principle = a od 

a : : a .. neers’ Creed,” and (4) a student 
the time of formal education. In at the NSPE national meeting this fi 

i ; e : ; y membership card. 
engineering there have been stu- summer in St. Louis. Certain parts 
dent chapters of many of the tech- were to be put into effect as soon ARMCO-NSPE—CIVIL ENGI- 
nical societies for a long time, but as possible while others had to NEERING SCHOLARSHIPS 
this has not been true, generally, wait for the development of man- The National Society of Profes- 
of the professional society. uals, etc. sional Engineers has a special op- 

Ohio has been the leader in the The present program from NSPE portunity for assisting a number 
organization of student chapters. provides assistance for the existing of worthy high school seniors in- 
The first student chapter charter in student chapters that are affiliated terested in civil engineering to at- 
the country was issued to the Ohio with OSPE. ‘There are five phases tend four years of college. 
University Student Chapter in to the entire program as the na- A number of scholarships have 
1947. Since then seven other stu- tional committee visualizes it. been provided for students in civil 
dent chapters have been organized These phases are as follows: (1) engineering by the Armco Founda- 
and chartered in Ohio. A recent the need for professional develop- tion, Inc., at the request of Armco 
survey shows that there are only — ment of the student engineer; (2) Drainage and Metal Products, Inc. 
19 student chapters in the United promotion of professional develop- They have asked NSPE to admin- 

s States, representing a combined ment of the student engineer ister the scholarship plan. Repre- 

membership of approximately 1550, through NSPE student chapters; sentatives from NSPE and Armco 
in eleven different states. (3) the operation of student chap- worked out the procedures and the 
We can be proud of the untiring ters; (4) services to student chap- National Society is requesting the 

efforts of our executive secretary, ter members; and (5) future pro- assistance and cooperation of the 

Lloyd A. Chacey, and the other gram. (Continued on page 62) 
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Alva F. Ahearn 

Alva F. Ahearn, President of the from 1926 to 1947, excepting World four years as an officer in the Navy 
Southwest Chapter was born on War II service from 1942 to 1946. Civil Engineer Corps during World 

kugust 2, 1900 at Menominee, Became Superintendent of Build- War I. Now a member of Naval 
Michigan. . ing and Grounds of the University Reserve with rank of Commander Attended the University of Mich- Peg ie ee = ee " ; ‘ , 
igan and received the degree of of WSCORSID 1p 1a7 and is pres- Member of University Club, 
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engi- ently in that capacity. Technical Club, Military Order of 
neering in 1925. Employed by State Served two years as a Navy en- World War IH, Nakoma Golf Club 
Highway Commission of Wisconsin listed man in World War I and and Madison Curling Club. 
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THE MASTER'S FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM Sa, 0 I v ape Xe 

offers direct exposure to a potential professional field ie 

combined with academic training leading to a Master’s degree. ~)) "i 
: : a 

One hundred and thirty-five awards are open to applicants LEE OR, KX /, a 
: : i : s . ee So Lj aw 

receiving their Bachelor’s degree during the coming year in IS ASS Me srr f 
© eS ee FSA aING 

Acronautical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, j S| Yo DS 

Industrial Engineering, Mechanical Engineering or Physics. WG S)>/ 
. ‘ . . ° SATS Elin) > i? ae 

You will pursue a two-year schedule of laboratory work and x eae WIZ . yea -dule of laboratory 3 Saee 
raise, li \aZBwN 

graduate study. During the summer, you will have the opportunity to eee (OA SSSS9 

work under the guidance of experienced scientists and engineers. A AY. 
eg ‘ I . cee oa) (35 

You may elect assignments based on your interest and technical Ue SB » g) ) ONS GS 
: ‘ : - ~ . Oem SS 

experience in Radar Systems, Servomechanisms, Computers, Systems Hep An 
nd i 5 1.8 N'CI 

Analysis, Information Theory, Automatic Controls, Physical 

Analysis, Microwave Tubes, Pulse Circuitry, Semiconductor Physics, 

Photo Devices, Test Equipment Design, Miniaturization, Electro- 

mechanical Design, Gyros, Hydraulics, Subminiaturization, Mechanical a 

Design, Instrumentation, Telemetering, Antennas and Wave Guides. ‘ 

You may request your graduate school from the following seven iow ) your £ os 
institutions: University of Southern California, Stanford University, eo = 

UCLA, University of Arizona, Purdue University, = ~ “a >. 

California Institute of Technology, and University of West Virginia. ' eee 

Fifteen awards are open to applicants receiving their Bachelor’s 

degree in Business Administration during the coming year. 4 E 

The work program will involve interesting assignments in the Ff. 
. a 2? £ 

administrative areas of the company and graduate study CS BY 

will be at UCLA or University of Southern California. a: : 
of 

Z ‘ af . of 
Salary is commensurate with your ability and experience and all 3 

company benefits are extended to those participating in - 
o 

the program. Tuition, fees, books and thesis preparation and se 
: : ae 

reproduction expenses are provided and travel 2 

expenses outside of the Southern California area are paid. ™ P 

Upon attainment of Master’s degree, Fellows may apply Nak! oo 

for the Hughes Staff Doctoral Fellowship Program. ee 
. EtG 

Consult your College Placement Officer for interview information, ee 

Or, write to the Office of Advanced Studies at the address at right.



foal 

i 

my 
es af HOWARD HUGHES 

2 } If you arc interested in studies leading to a Doctor’s degre or in 
sh aa ‘ post-doctoral research, you are invited to apply for one 

=f < of the ten awards in the Howard Hughes Fellowship Program. 

This unique program offers the doctoral candidate the optimum s que prog: F 
4 Rie combination of high-level academic study at California Institute of 

= , its ee ‘ ® = ‘ f v ” Py Technology, and practical industrial experience in Hughes laboratories. 

ay . A a The Howard Hughes Doctoral Fellowship provides an annual 

a  e award of approximately $7200, of which $1800 is for tuition, books, 

ag ‘i woe i fees, thesis and research expenses. The remainder is 

the award of a cash stipend and salary carned by the Fellow. 
ae 

You should plan to pursue research in the fields of Electronics 

Engincering, Microwave Physics, Mechanical Engineering, 

Electron Dynamics, Electronic Computing, Physical Electronics, 

' A _ Propulsion Engineering, Solid State Physics, Aerodynamics, 

\ ee Analytical Mechanics or Information Theory. 

a 4 Me The Fellowships are open to students qualified for admission to 

= graduate standing. A Master’s Degree or equivalent graduate work 
P 5 : 
eo / must have been completed before beginning the Fellowship Program. 

A Application closing date: January 15, 1959 

HOW TO APPLY: Por information concerning either 

of the Hughes programs described, write, specifying program of your 

F.| interest, to: Office of Advanced Studies~P.G.O., Building 6, 

“és Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, California, 

The classified nature of Hughes 

work makes ability to obtain security clearance a requirement. 

the West’s leader in advanced electronics 

rae | ! 
\ HUGHES 

i I 1 
Dee ee ered 

Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, California 

©1958.H.A.c.



WwW S P.E 2. Each state society scholarship 
omens committee will select from the ap- 

(Continued from page 58) plications received from the local 

state officers and the local chapters chapters one candidate who ap- 
of NSPE to participate in the ad- Peas best qualified for the scholar- fr m 

ministration of this scholarship ship. O 
plan. = ic us winner i“ oe 

asked to take a series of phycho- 
Scholarship Provisions logical and aptitude tests. The test Deep space to 

The Armco Foundation is pro- blanks mel be sent to the ee so- 
viding five, $3,000, civil engineer- ciety scholarship committee chair- O f] 

ing scholarships during the school — Man by the Armco Company. cean Oor 
term beginning in the fall of 1959. These tests will be supervised a 
‘The seehsients mau atte > ac- local school authorities and will be ‘ 
cniited colleen attend the SE returned to the Armco Company ‘Vought offers this range 

their choice. Each scholarship will for scoring. 7 
provide $750.00 per year for four 4. A National Selection Commit- | to the YOURE ENEIMCEP 
years, if preferred, $600.00 per year tee appointed by NSPE and Armco | hance Vought th 5 watavaacions 
for five years. The Armco Founda- will make the final selection of the | At cl ndhge how the ae sie 3e ehnshaueatt 
tion will make an additional grant scholarship winners based on: the father venules of space ... from hard- 

of $100.00 per year to the institu- 1. Financial need. ware operating aboard the Navy’s nuclear- 
tion chosen by the recipient for the 2. Hieh school veeord armed submarines to space research vehicles 
period of the scholarship, in the a 8 . . still on the boards. 
case of a tax sponsored institution, Oe NSPE chapter _recommenda- , ; ; 
or $500.00 per year for a privately tions. Here the engineer contributes to projects 

endowed institution. 4. Rating in aptitude and psy- such as the record-smashing Crusader jet 
chological tests, fighter series...the Regulus missiles eee 

Applicant Qualifications Lo ° ; ; and advanced weapons, details of which are 

i, Ketuil need ‘for ‘substantial 5. These wamers wil " selected | still classified. 

financial aid to attend college. es nepron® . pasts “s ono: Under the guidance of the Vought engi- 

2. A high school record ‘which, = scholarships ~ New England, | neer, such weapons take shape. He super- 
at the time of application, indicates Eastern Seaboard, South and_ | vises critical tests, and he pnkepdnnes fs 

that the student applying is quali- Southeast. ‘will sorve Eo the “medi “with whom they 
fied to handle college work. 1 scholarship — Ohio, Kentucky, m Serve. 

3. Graduation from high school West Virginia, Illinois, Indi- Engineers with many specialties share these 
during the year of application for ana, Michigan and Wisconsin. | experiences. Today, for example, Vought is 

a scholarship. 1 scholarship — Montana, North | at work on important projects involving: 

4. A firm decision to enroll in, and South Dakota, Minnesota, | 
and continue the study of, civil en- Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri, SEACEGRART AND ASTRONAUEICS 
gineering at an accredited college Kansas, Arkansas, Mississippi, ADVANCED: PROPULSION: METHODS, 
or university. Louisiana, Oklahoma and | ELECTRONICS DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE 

Continuation of the annual sti- Texas. | ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE 
pend will depend on the success- 1 scholarship — Rocky Mountain | Vought’s excellent R&D facilities help the 
ful completion of the requirements states, Pacific Northwest and | ipo through unexplored areas. ie by 

for the preceding school year and West Coast. | teaming up with other specialists against 

the favorable recommendation of . : . | mutual challenges, the Vought engineer 

the college or university. In addition to selecting the five | learns new fields while advancing in his own. 
winners, the National Selection | 

Scholarship Procedures Committee will also choose five Would you like to know what men with 

1. Each local chapter of NSPE first alternates and five second al- | your training are doing at Vought... what 

is urged to publicize the availabil- ternates. you.can expect ofa Vought career? 

ity of these scholarships to high 6. NSPE will make the official | For full information, see our representative 
schools in their area, and to solicit announcement to the winners and | during his next campus visit. 
applications from candidates. The will handle appropriate publicity. — 
necessary publicity material will Armco will handle all financial ar- Or write directly to: 
be sent from NSPE at the appro- rangements with the college se- | C. A. Besio 

priate time. Each local chapter will lected by the winners. | Supervisor, Engineering Personnel 

select from these applications the NSPE ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIP | Dept. CM 10 
one candidate whom they wish to Comrise | a 

recommend as best qualified. 1 hey Dan H. Puerta, P.E. | “A oucHT AIRCRAFT 

will send the application of their R. A. Freese, LE USEEE ERATE CURLLAO FE Rae 

selected candidate to the state so- vcesswene @. Pewee | 
ciety scholarship committee chair- Letanp S. Hoxson, E. x | 
man. All required forms will be Chairman | 

sent from NSPE. (Continued on page 6-4) 
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Vought Vocabulary 

7 
e . . . 

« speeding his evolution to spaceman 

makes exciting careers at Vought 

Piloted weapons are continuously adding to man’s _ is freed from cockpit routine by automated controls, 

knowledge and control of the earth’s envelope. At the — given unprecedented firepower by others. 

same time, they are the vanguard in a giant, new step: In this Mach-2-plus fighter, the pilot has begun his 
getting man’s decision-making power out into space. transition to spaceman. Devices for escape from orbit 

These interwoven efforts at Chance Vought form an — ;- + Space research vehicles . . oes and crew quar- 
unmatched career area for young engineers of all 5 for se atic .. these ape other steps 4 complete pe 
academic specialties. pilot's evolution are under priority study at Vought. 

Tor ext > V SINGERS TE “A 4 
For example, ought engineers ey Mr ee von Lo 

automation to ma. e a single pilot a virtual “multiple = { OUGHT AITRCRAKT 

man.” In Vought’s Crusader II all-weather fighter, he © incon Pe ORATed: DALLAS, TEXAS 

_ vin Pea 

' " ‘ Quoi 

Ce ? ee i < we “we 

oe \ re eo \ | Le 

[PAM CCC = oe : 
\ &o po a \ SO a —_— 
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WwW S. P.E American Society for Engineering against self-pity by engineering pro- 
° come Education. He said, “The lack of a fessors, particularly about their 

(Continued from page 62) feeling of unity among engineers pay. He contended that earnings 

begins in college with the influence of engineering professors, which 
NEW NSPE FILM of professors who deliberately make usually include outside consulting 

“Building for Professional certain branches of engineering fees, are reasonably high. He urged 
Growth,” a 16mm film covering the seem different from others.” more opportunities for supple- 

activities of the National Society Professor Lindall urged that en- mental earnings, not competitive 
of Professional Engineers, has been _gineers and their societies not make with private industry, so professors 
released by the 46,000-member en- the professor's job more difficult — will have enough enthusiasm to at- 

gineering “group. The 20-minute by accentuating imagined differ- tract capable students to careers as 

film will be “previewed” by the ences, and particularly by insisting engineering teachers. 

Board of Directors of the National that the many new subjects being 
Society at the organization's fall stimulated by technological ad- SOUTHWEST CHAPTER 
meeting in San Francisco, October vances be assigned to some specific The 1958-59 Kick-Off Meeting 

23-25, branch of engineering, of the Southwest Chapter was held 
Narrated by radio-TV network The business of a university is October 2, at the Cuba Club in 

announcers, the film is centered to teach principles. And these are Madison. William R. Raiford, Mili- 
around an explanation of the values largely common to all branches, he tary Relations Representative of 
and_ benefits of National Society said. I. B. M. in the Madison area dis- 
membership to the individual, and Engineering education and the cussed the installation of a SAGE 
to the engineering profession as a professor's problems in making it (Semi-Automatic Ground Environ- 
whole. Included in the film are more effective also were discussed ment) facility at Truax Field. 
such National Society projects as by two other speakers. Prof, Elbert At the conclusion of his talk and 
encouraging registration for profes- Rice, University of Alaska, argued the viewing of a film on SAGE, the 
sional engineers, legislative coop- against the necessity of adding — various chapter committees met to 
eration, income and salary surveys general cultural courses to the en- start planning toward a successful 
of engineers, public relations pro: gineering curriculum. He cited sur- year of activities, 

grams, and other professional ac- veys that show engineering  stu- Announced were the forthcoming 
tivities. dents rate higher in cultural knowl- meetings of November 6, featuring 

To illustrate the three-level SHUE- edge and appreciation than those Professor Jim Villemonte on the 
ture of the National Society, the who take liberal arts courses. En- subject of “Technical Aid to India” 

film includes scenes from actual gineers, he said, should not have and December 3, featuring Captain 
meetings at the chapter, state, and jnferiority complexes about their — [[arry Alvis, Chief of Submarine 

national levels. 7 cultural knowledge. Medicine, Pentagon, on the subject 
Phe film was produced by Sid Prof. Jack McKee, California In- of “The first 50 years of Navy Space 

Alpert Productions in W ashington, stitute of Technology, argued Ships”. $ a 
D. C. Inquiries concerning reserva- 7 : 
tions for prints should be made to 
the National Society headquarters, 
2029 K Street, N. W., Washington, 
dC. APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBER AND AFFILIATE MEMBER—SEPTEMBER 27, 1958 

LACK OF UNITY FEELING AMONG Name and Position | Address | Reg. No. | Sponsor 
ENGINEERS BEGIN IN COLLEGE : 7 ” 

_ MILWAUKEE | At the national convention of John H. Schmidt, P.E. . | 1901 E. Beverly Rd. H-6579 | Norbert Sem, PR, 
. ee Dee Senior Project Engineer Shorewood 11, Wis. | 

the American Society of Civil En- ‘A. C. Spark Plug | | 

gineers held at Portland, Oregon, Herbert J. Zwarra, P.E. 4791 N, Elkhart Ave. be6s96 | W. C. Lallier, PLE. 
last June, several sessions were held Wanamiasion Ener. Milwaukes! tle Wie: | 

during which | the subject for Francis R. Manci 11833 W. Gilbert Ave. | BT-1855 | W. C. Dries, E.T. 
achieving professional unity was Mechanical Hinata Milwaukee 18). Wig: | | 

widely discussed. Of particular in- Richard A. Pieri 4855 W. Blectric Ave. | ET-138t_ | C. B, Matheis, PR, 
terest to engineering students and Service Engr. Milwaukee 1, Wis. | | ee : : : General Electric Co. | | Society members is the following a ere aear ery | | 
excerpt from a report of the con- SOY Parry Bentheimer, PB. 2702 Monroe St. | E-6678 | Carl C. Crane, P.E. 
vention as it appeared in the En- Posten Engr Elec. Dept. Maiison 5, Wis. 

gincering News Record of July 3, Joseph W. Spradling, P.E. 4316 Hillerest Dr. | E4797 | Stanley Nestingen, P.E. 1958: Product Engineer Madison 5, Wis. | | : Carnes Corporation | | 

Disunity Being Taught? —-=«RRISSEATENHNTS | | : . Emil A. Weber, P.E. 928 Commercial St. E-486 | Charter Member Another angle of the unity prob- President Manitowoc, Wis. | 
lem was introduced by F. G. Lin- MeMutlen & Pitz Construction Co, | | 
dall, chairman of the division of Total—venee 5 | | 
engineering of California Institute a Et tr cane Ne ee Benes ais secur 
of Technology and president, THE END 
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sides on each tie. This added some : ‘ . 
Eng. of Yesteryear stiffness to the track vertically and Science Highlights 

(Continued from page 47) the spacing between the ties was (Continued from page 56) 

on this amount increased to 3 feet . . 
All of the work must be within in many instances, As it was diff- glasses are of course not suitable 

the limits of 50 links per mile in cult to properly tamp the ties di- for use in optical instruments, ex- 
alignment and the same amount in rectly under the stringers and also cept possibly as filters. However, 

measurement. A Deputy receives because fewer ties were used, increasing the ratio of Na,O to 
no remuneration for his work un- track in most cases did not hold SiO, reduces the amount of color, 
til it has been examined and ac- up as well as where stringers were making the sodium titanium  sili- 

cepted, This renders it necessary not used. In spite of the stringers cate glasses compare favorably with 

tor ‘the Commissioner of the Gen- being braced, the rails were spread lead-containing glasses in this re- 
eral and Office to send out ni upon them, inasmuch as the string- binds § 

whose duty it is to inspect the — ers were frequently split by the ~ " acoedh desaand 
work done by the Deputies. driving of the spikes, Then as soon The density of the titanium 

. . . ae ne . 7 glasses is significantly lower than 
It is the duty of an Inspector to as the stringers began to decay the that af lead lasses vith <eripAra, 

examine at least fifteen percent of rails would be disturbed. The re- 2 ° eat 2 asses a ve mn ee of 
the Deputy’s work, but the time sult of this experience has been ble properties. Specific gravities oO 
spent on a particular contract de- that both chair supports and the recently-developed glasses 
pends largely upon the accuracy stringer supports for the rail have range from 2.12 to 3.00, compared 
of the work. Where it is evident | been abandoned in recent work — with 3.0 to 5.0 for the lead oxide 
that the lines have been carefully and the older, simpler, and surer glasses. 
run, part of them are simply meas- method of spiking the rails directly Before these glasses are actually 
ured; but at every post the bearing __ to the ties has been taken up again employed as lenses, filters, or win- 
trees with their markings are noted. as the only substantial and  satis- dows, certain modifications in com- 

factory one. ; position will be necessary. For ex- 
NOTES ON ELECTRIC STREET In order to simplify the con- ample, constituents must be intro- 

RAILWAY TRACK struction of tack in paving, pels duced té compensate for devitrifi- 
are » made deep enoug! te 

: : a scopicity in others. With these rel- In streets where no paving has The sections are made compara- atively simple additions. the so- 
been used or contemplated the tively narrow at the base (usually — 20V¢ y Sime ‘ a —_ a = 
common practice has been to spike | about 5 inches) and with a web, dium titanium silicate system can 
the rails directly to the ties and in proportion to the height. The be employed to manufacture 
fill the track with dirt or ballast gauge is maintained by means of glasses with refractive indices and 
even with the rail top; for this a tie rods placed between the rails dispersions previously unattainable. 
rail of ordinary height has an- at intervals. THE END THE END 
swered. But where paving has 
been used it has, until late years, 
been customary, in order that a 
rail of ordinary height—say four 
or five inches—might be used with SEE nn EEE EERE EEE EEA 
paving blocks of 6 or 8 inches or 50.0 } 5 MOLE % TiO. 
of ordinary thickness to support 
the rail a sufficient height above 
the ties to bring its top even with 45.0 
the top surface of the paving tgs 10 MOLE % Tide 
blocks. One manner of supporting 
the rail very widely practiced was 40.0 
with cast or wrought iron chairs ° 
spiked to the ties. However this > Eg IS MOLE % TiO, 
method was never satisfactory, as J 35.0 

it placed the rail too far from its J et 20 MOLE %TiO, | 
real support—the ties—the conse- 25 MOLE % TiO, 
quence being that most generally 30.0 oo 
the rails, sooner or later, spread or 30 MOLE % TiO, 
tilted badly. ne 35 MOLE % TiO, 

In certain instances care was 2 BAO oe 40 MOLE % TiO, 
taken to electrically weld the rails 
and chairs together. Another 20.0 1 ! 1 
method was to lay the rails on 6” oO 10 20 30 40 50 
x8” or 5”’x7” stringers which were MOLE PERCENT Naz 0 
placed upon the ties and held a 
against being spread by spiking Fig. 4.-Graph showing 2-values of various sodium titanium silicate compositions 
cast angle braces against both developed by the National Bureau of Standards for use in optical instruments. 
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B g c\ whey’ 
“I'm going to have a little one,” The M. E.’s wife found her hus- A Long Island Potato married 
Said the girl friend, gay and band in a bar, sampled the high- an Idaho Potato and_ eventually 

frisky; ball he was drinking, and de- the two became the proud parents 
But the boy friend up and fainted manded, “How can you drink such of a little Sweet Potato. Sweet Po- 
Not knowing she meant whiskey! horrible stuff?” tato grew up and one day an- 

ao 8 “See,” said the husband, “and all nounced her engagement to Ga- 
“Shay, lady, you're the homeliest the while you thought I was out briel Heater. 

woman | ever saw.” having a good time!” “But you can’t marry him,” her 
“Well, you're the drunkest man aR oe shocked parents wailed, “He’s only 

L ever saw.” A South American man was de- a commentator!” . 
“LT know, lady, but TIL get over scribing his country to an Amer- eo 8 

it in the morning.” ican woman: Mike: “Well, Doctor, how is my 
eee “Our most popular sport is bull- lawyer friend today?” 

Ch. E. “What is the most beau- fighting,” he told her. Doctor: “He’s lying at death’s 
tiful thing in the world?” “Isn’t it revolting?” she asked. door.” 

C. E. “I say a beautiful woman “No,” he replied, “That’s the sec- Mike: “Is he now? Well, that’s 
is the most beautiful thing in the ond most popular sport.” just like a lawyer. At death’s door 
world.” . a . and still lying.” 

FE. E. “I claim that sleep is the Kid Brother: “Give me a nickel / eRe 

. ai we wea? or I'll tell Dad that you held hands Willie fell down the elevator— most beautiful thing in the world. “a es ? Wasn't § 1 till six dave later 
M. E. “Yes, next to a beautiful with my sister. . asnt ound th six days sater. 

onan, dees 452 E. E. “Here you are. Then his mother sniffed, “Gee woman, sleep is. oe ; : 
eee K. B.: “Give me a quarter or I'll whiz! 

\ young lady with a touch of tell him that you kissed her.” What a spoiled child Willie is!” 
ay EAE TOGIC WE se wo liid- E. E.: “Here, pest.” ea 6 hay fever took w ith her two hand KB. Now dive me five dok Old-timer: “Tell me, my little 

kerchiefs to a dinner party. She _ Bat give me : 
. : : lars!” man, do you have a fairy god- 

stuck one of them in her bosom. aks! father?” 
At dinner she began rummaging BL Brose aes . 

fa the aht aid ql . left in I 2 The height of bad luck—seasick- Junior: “No sir, but I have an 
ENE TE AE: AE. ES SEE BN ast ness and lockjaw. uncle we're a little suspicious of.” 

bosom, searching for the fresh aoe ae « 
handkerchief. Engrossed in her First Englishman: “Sorry to hear A tramp knocked on the door of 
search, she suddenly realized that you buried your wife, old man.” an inn known as “George and the 
the conversation had ceased and Second Englishman: “Had_ to, Dragon.” When the landlady 
people were watching her, fas- déad vou lnow" opened the door, the tramp asked, 
cinated. ° awe “Could you spare a poor hungry 

In confusion, she murmured, “I Susie married an official of the man a bite to eat?” 
know | had two when I came Three-In-One Oil Company. In “No!” said the woman as she 
in!” about two years she gave birth to slammed the door. 

Ree a pair of triplets. Upon hearing The tramp knocked again. As 
I serve one purpose in this school this, her sister immediately can- the woman opened the door, he 

On which no man can frown celled her engagement. Her fiance asked: 
I quietly sit in every class was an official of the Phillips 66 “Could I have a few words with 

And keep the average down. Company. George?” 
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Industry's demand for capable graduates in the fields of science and Li 
engineering is still exceeding the supply produced by American colleges P 
and universities. As a result, the most promising members of this year’s 
class may well wind up with a number of openings to consider. 

In such circumstances, who would blame a bright young man for at 
least letting the phrase ‘‘eeny, meeny, miny, mo”’ slip through his mind! 

Of course, there is one inescapable conclusion to be considered: open- 
ings are one thing, genuine opportunities quite another. Thoughtful 
examination of such factors as potential growth, challenge, advance- 
ment policy, facilities, degree of self-direction, permanence, and 
benefits often indicates that real opportunity does not yet grow 
on trees. 

Moreover, the great majority of personal success stories are 
still being written by those who win positions with the 
most successful companies. 

For factual and detailed information about careers 
with the world’s pioneer helicopter manufac- 

turer, please write to Mr. Richard L. Auten, 
Personnel Department. 

~~ 

aN 

SES \ One of the Divisions of United Aircraft Corporation 
f Bo 

\ | Bridgeport-Stratford, Connecticut 
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3 So You Think 

You're SMART! ou re : 

by Sneedly bs’60 

NEEDLY is back again to offer next and come back to that one He entered two more stores 
S: hearty welcome to all you — afterwards.” stated his proposition was accepted 

newcomers. To the loyal fol- 1. An Engineer walked into a each time spent $10 each time and 

lowers who are. still reading his store and made this proposition: departed. He left the last store 
column he extends his condolences. “If you will give as much money broke, without a cent of cash in 

Due to the recession during the as I have in my pocket, I will his pocket. Now, how much money 

past summer Sneedly decided to spend $10 in your store.” His did he have in his pocket when 
go treasure hunting in our great terms were immediately accepted he entered the first store? 
Midwest. And by jove if he didn’t — and he received the equal of the eee 

saars nd ce i" ns pocket, spent $10 2. If I am twice the age that 
In order to escape the scheming — &d departed. you were when I was your age, 

tax collectors Sneedly has decided and when you get to be my age 
to share his treasure with those our ages total 63 years. How old 

worthy of it. He will award $10.00 are we? . 
every month to the earliest post- e 9 6 
marked correct. solution to his 
thought twisters. So why don’t you a 3. I counted the lines of a page 
help him beat the tax! The prob- Gs of my EE report. Counting by 
lems aren't really hard at all. A threes, I found a remainder of two, 

“hill” student told me that he could SHE by fives a remainder of two and 
solve them between halves of the Wy - en by sevens a remainder of five, 

Minnesota-Wisconsin football Gg Vil el How many lines are there on the 
game. So come on you engineers. 0 Oy an\ | page? 

Show them that you can do it se Ip) Sneedly would also appreciate it 
better and faster. aa ay very much if he would receive 

Even though the solutions sent F GY some thought twisters from his 
in will not be entered in any art i>) WY readers. 
competitions Sneedly would ap- pa! Send your solutions, comments 
preciate legible and orderly entries. . i i J \\\\ and criticisms to: ‘ ) Se PT, Ih 

As you solve these problems re- = Se e= ig SNEEDLY 
member the advice the professors < - aN) c/o The Wisconsin Engineer 
always like to give: “If you get tn a Mechanical Engineering Bldg. 
stuck on one problem go on to the Madison, Wisconsin, 
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK—No. 35 in a Kodak Series — 

For Jets ett Ve 
more thrust, more range, | 1 NCH SR gee 

more payload - pe 
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‘The motion picture camcra is sceing into a turbo- 

jet combustion chamber operating on a new fuel. 
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With photography as a tool, the N.A.C.A. Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory studies jet 
engine combustion chambers, and compounds that can result in new high-energy jet fuels 

How much faster and farther our aircraft 
and missiles can go seems now to depend on CAREERS WITH KODAK 
developing new high-energy fuels. This isa With photography and photographic 

job of the Lewis Laboratory of the National processes becoming increasingly 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. important in the business and 

And as in all kinds of industry, photography industry of tomorrow, there are new 

is playing an important role in this work. and challenging opportunities at 

Motion pictures are taken of the interior of Kodak in research, engineering, elec- 

jet engine chambers through transparent walls. tronics, design and production. 
From the pictures the scientist learns the If you are looking for such an 

behavior of the fuel, the flame and exhaust interesting opportunity, write for 

through the engine turbine and tail pipe. information about careers with 
: Kodak. Address: Business and Tech- 

The use of photography in research and : 
i nical Personnel Dept., Eastman 

the development of new or better products is | 
es. ; i Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N.Y. Z 

but one of the ways it is helping all kinds of 4 

businesses, large and small alike. fo gc 

MO SOK 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y. Ld
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mw Interview with General Electric’s 

“ M.\ | it Frank T. Lewis 

a uae Mgr., Manufacturing Personnel Development 
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/ » a heen The Next Four Years: 

Bie Se Most | t= Your Most Important 
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The United States is now doubling its use Q. What types of study courses are in- gained and changes in salary struct- 
of electrical energy every eight years. cluded in the training programs and ure made in your absence. In addi- 
In order to maintain its position as the | When are the courses taken? tion, you accrue pension and paid- 
leading manufacturer in this fast-growing A. Each of our programs has vacation nghts. 

electrical industry, General Electric is graduate-level courses conducted by Q: Deyou save yenng'a protections 

vitally interested in the development of | experienced G-E engineers. These engineer’s license?What’s it worth tome? 
young engineers. Here,Mr.Lewisanswers courses supplement your college 
some questions concerning your personal training and tie it in with required a. There are only a few cases where 

development. industrial ao Some are 4 license is required at G.E., but 
taken on Company time, some on we certainly encourage all engineers 

Q. Mr. Lewis, do you think, on entering YOUr own. to strive for one. At present, nearly 
industry, it’s best to specialize immedi- Q. What kind of help do you offer em- a quarter of our engineers are li- 
ately, or get broad experience first? loyees In getting graduate schooling? censed and the percentage is con- 

. pew Sema 8 9° stantly increasing. What’s it worth? 
A. Let me give you somewhat ofa A G.E.’s two principal programs A license gives you professional 
double-barreled answers We at Gen- of graduate study aid are the Honors status and the recognition and pres- 
eral Electric think it’s best to get program and the Tuition Refund tige that go with it. You may find, 
broad experience in a specialized Program. If accepted on the Honors 1 years to come, that a license will 
field. By that, I mean our training program you can obtain a mas- be required in more and more in- 
programs allow you to select the  ter’s degree, tuition free, in18months stances. Now, while your studies are 
special kind of work which meets while earning up to 75% of full-time fresh in your mind, is the best time 
your interests “manufacturing, en- salary, The Tuition Refund Program to undertake the requirements. 
gineering, or technical marketing— offers you up to 100% refund of 
and then rotate assignments to give tuition and related fees when you Your next four years are most impor- 
you broad experience within that complete graduate courses approved tant. During that period you'll undoubt- 
area. by your department manager. These edly make your important career de- 

courses are taken outside normal cisions, select and complete training 

Q. Are training assignments of a pre- working hours and must be related Programs to supplement your academic 
determined length and type or does the to your field of work. training, and pursue graduate schooling, 
individual have some influence in deter- if you choose. These are the years for 
mining them? Q. What are the benefits of joining a personal development — for shaping 

company first, then going into military yourself to the needs of the future. If 
A. Training programs, by virtue of _ service if necessary. you have questions still unanswered, 
being programs, have outlined as- . . write to me at Section 959-6, General 
signments but still provide real op- A. We work it this way. If you are Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. 
portunities for self-development. We _ hired and are only with the Company 
try our best to tailor assignments to a week before reporting to military 
the individual’s desires and demon-" s€fvice, you are considered to be 
strated abilities. performing continuous service while LOOK FOR other interviews dis- 

you are away and you will have your cussing: @ Salary @ Advancement 

Q. Do you mean, then, that | could just Job when you return. In determining in Large Companies © Qualities We 
stay on a job if | like it? your starting salary again, due con- Look for in Young Engineers. 

sideration is given experience you’ve 
A. That’s right. Our programs are 
both to train you and help you find 
your place. If you find it somewhere 
along the way, to your satisfaction G E N E R A L E LE C T R | C 
and ours, fine,
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